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ABSTRACT 
Accura t e quantum mechanical reactive scattering calculations within the 
framework of symmetrized hyperspherical coordinate techniques are presented for 
several processes involving collisions of an electron with a hygrogen atom and 
an atom with a diatomic molecule in three-dimensional sp ace, and th e collinear 
collision of an atom with a diatomic molecule. In addition to the interest of the 
processes themselves, the results are compared with previous experimental and 
theoretical results in such a way as to provide tests of the general usefulness of the 
methods used. 
The general theory for the calculation of accurate differential cross sections 
III the reactive collision of an atom with a diatomic molecule including the 
geometric phase effect in three-dimensional space is described. This methodology 
h as permitted, for the first time, the calculation of integral and different ial cross 
sections over a significantly larger range of collision energies (up to 2.6 e V total 
energy) than previously possible for the system H + H2 • 
We present numerical solutions of the quantum mechanical streamlines of 
probability current density for collinear atom-diatom reactions. It is used to study 
the barrier height dependence of dynamics on the CI + HCI reaction 
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Introduction 
This thesis is composed of a senes of papers in which different aspects of 
computational methodology and results are presented. Four of these papers are 
already in the literature. The focus of t his thesis is the use of symmetrized 
hyperspherical coordinate technique to study reactive collision in three-dimensional 
space. Since each ch apter is individual paper that contains its own background 
materials, they can be read more or less independently. This introduction will give 
only a summary for each chapter in order to bring a measure of coherence to the 
thesis as a whole. 
Chapter two present a method for accurately solving the Schrodinger equation 
for the reactive collision of an atom with a dia tomic molecule in three dimensions 
on a single Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface including the geometric 
phase effect. The Schrodinger equation is first expressed in symmetrized principal-
axis b ody-fixed hyperspherical coordinates . The formal expansion in a basis set, 
the local hyperspherical pseudo-surface function s, and the resulting coupled set 
of ordinary differential equations are discussed. Symmetry considerations that 
simplify the calculat ions are analyzed in detail. The formalism for t he calculation 
of the differential and integral cross sections is given. This m ethod p ermits a very 
complete description of the atom -diatom scattering processes. 
Chapter three gives a numerical detail about the method of chapter two. We 
apply the m ethod to the H + H2 system t o explore the behavior of the product 
rotational state distributions and the integral cross sections. Convergence test are 
performed and comparison are m ade to previous independent calculations and the 
agreements of the results are good, thus validating the method. The influences of 
the conical intersection and the associated geometric phase effect are also discussed. 
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Chapter four is a reprint of the publication presenting results from the first 
successful reactive scattering calculations t hat include the geometric phase effect. 
The calculations are for H + H2 on the LSTH potential energy surface. Differential 
cross sections for or tho to ortho transition are shown both with and without the 
inclusion of the geometric phase effect. The calculations are extended t o all total 
angular momenta needed to obtain converged integral and differential cross sections 
over the enrgy range from 0.7 eV to 1.2 eV. 
Chapter five and six are reprint of publications that explore the three-dimensional 
quantum mech anical reactive scattering calculations on high-performance distributed-
memory parallel computer. Parallel algorithm is presented for Caltech/JPL Mark 
IIIfp hypercube and J = 2 resonances for H + H2 system are also analyzed. 
Chapter seven presents a method t hat uses hyperspherical coordinates for 
accurately solving the Schrodinger equation for the scattering of an electron from 
a hydrogen atom in three dimensions. 
Chapter eight describes the work of quant um mechanical streamlines of 
probability current density calculation. Both the formal and numerical aspects 
of the method are discussed in detail. The dynamics of the collinear Cl + HCI 
reaction on a low and high barrier potential energy surface is investigated by the 
help of the quantum streamlines and the results are presented in Appendix A. It 
is found t hat the vibrational exci tation leads to enhancement of th e reaction rate 
on the high barrier surface but inhibition of reaction on the low barrier surface. 
Appendix B is a reprint of a publication that describes work related to 
topic of three-dimensional reactive scattering, namely t he logarithmic derivative 
propagator. Matrix inversion and multiplication are the necessary p art of 
algorithms for propagating the coupled ordinary differential equations that results 
from the expansion of the scattering wave function in a surface function b asis set . 
- 4-
The implementation on the hypercube concurrent processors and detailed tests of 
the performance of the parallel code are provided in t his section. 
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Quantum Mechanical Reactive Scattering for Three Body 
Systems Including the Geometric Phase Effect. Theory 
Yi-Shuen Mark Wu a and Aron Kuppermann 
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics 
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 
Abstract 
A method is present for accurately solving the Schrodinger equation for the 
reactive collision of an atom with a diatomic molecule in three dimensions on a 
single Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface including the geometric phase 
effect. The Schrodinger equation is expressed in symmetrized principal-axis body-
fixed hyperspherical coordinates. The formal expansion in a basis set, the local 
hyperspherical pseudo-surface functions, and the resulting coupled set of ordinary 
differential equations are discussed. We show how permutational symmetry of the 
total wave function with respect to the interchange of nuclei can be enforced both in 
the presence and the absence of the geometric phase effect. Expressions have been 
obtajned for the integral and differential cross sections in helicity representation 
including two and three identical nuclei. 
a Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D . degree 
in Chemistry at the California Inst itute of Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
The reactive atom-diatom collision is the fundamental microscopic event that 
underlies the chemical reaction. The ability to describe this process from the 
knowledge of forces operating at the molecular level has long b een the goal of 
the theoretical dynamicist. However , accurate quantum mechanical solutions for 
reactive atom-diatom scattering have proved to be difficult and computationally 
expensive to obtain[l]. In fact, only a few groups to date have published accurate 
integral and differential cross sections, and most of these calculations are based on 
the system H + Hd2-1O]. 
The exchange reaction between a hydrogen atom and a hydrogen molecule 
IS the prototype example of an elementary bimolecular reaction. This reaction 
provides the simplest case where, for neutral species, the fundamental kinetic 
process of bond breal<ing under the influence of new bond formation can be studied 
experimentally and theoretically. Most of the quantum theoretical calculations 
of experimentally observable reaction cross sections for the H + H2 system 
performed so far have used the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation[2-21), 
and assumed the reaction occurs on the single ground electronic potential energy 
surface. This approximation is expected to be quite accurate below about 2.6 eV 
of total energy (with respect t o the bottom of the H2 potential well) since this 
is about 0.1 eV below the energy of the minimum of the first excited electronic 
potential. 
However, a complication may arise in using the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation when two electronic potential energy surfaces display a conical intersection. 
It h as been shown[22] that in a triangular system of three hydrogen-like atoms the 
lowest doublet state is linked with an exciated doublet state by a conical intersec-
tion even when all three atoms are dissimilar. The ground state Born-Oppenheimer 
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electronic wave function (considered as a function of the nuclear coordinates) must 
undergo a change in sign when one follows a closed path in nuclear configuration 
sapce around the curve along which two potential surfaces intersect conically[23-
28]. There must be a compensating sign change on the part of the nuclear wave 
function if the full electronuclear wave function is to be continuous and single 
valued[22-26]. This sign change is a particular case of Berry's geometric phase[29] 
and is sometimes referred to as the molecular Aharonov-Bohm effect[30]. Berry's 
geometric phase is an example of holonomy, the phenomenon by which some vari-
ables change when other variables or parameters characterizing a system return to 
their initial values[31,32]. It is a purely geometric phenomenon that depends solely 
on the area and curvature of the surface enclosed by the circuit . This effect may 
have nonnegligible effects on the results for H + H2 system and other cases where 
the potential energy hypersurface involves a conical intersection. 
Mead and Truhlar[24] have shown formally for H + H2 system that, if the 
condition that the wave function is zero in a certain region of nuclear configuration 
space separating different arrangement channels is fulfilled, t he only effect of the 
geometric phase is to change the sign of the corresponding exchange scattering 
m atrix elements and of the associated total scattering amplitude, while leaving 
the ab solute value of their real and imaginary parts unchanged. This condition 
is likely to be satisfied for the para -> ortho and ortho -> para t ransition cross 
sections at low collision energies considered in the earlier quantum studies[2-21]. It 
has been recently shown however[27], that in the absence of coupling to the ground 
electronic state, t he geometric phase completely modifies the energy spectrum and 
the permutation symmetry properties of the quasi-bound rovibrational states of 
the first electronically excited state of H3 . It has also been shown[28,33] that the 
integral and differential cross sections of para -> para and ortho -> ortho transi tions 
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for this system are significantly changed by this effect . Therefore, to perform a 
numerical study including the geometric phase effect is necessary to find out if this 
condition remains valid at higher energy and accurately asses the magnitude of its 
effect on this system. In addition, it is even more important to develop a general 
methodology for a system composed of three atoms, which m ay be dissimilar, that 
can take the geometric phase effect into account in the absence and the presence 
of conical intersections. 
In this paper and the subsequent papers to follow, we present a method 
for accurately solving the Schrodinger equation for the reactive collision of an 
atom with a diatomic molecule in three dimensions on a single Born-Oppenheimer 
potential energy surface including the geometric phase effect. This method is 
developed within the framework of the symmetrized hyperspherical coordinate 
technique[27,28,33-35]. It easily allow inclusion of the full permutation symmetries 
of the three body system and permits inclusion of the effect of the conical 
intersection on the phase of the nuclear wave function. 
Section 2 will describe a general formalism for the conical intersection and 
associated geometric phase effect . Section 3 presents the various Jacobi coordinates 
and the corresponding Schrodinger equation. Section 4 introduces the symmetrized 
hyperspherical coordinates and associated pseudo surface functions. Section 5 h as a 
discussion of the diabatic coupled channel expansion and the propagation equation 
from the expansion of the wave function in terms of pseudo surface functions. The 
formalism for the propagation of general triatomic systems will be given. Section 
6 introduces the asymptotic boundary condit ions and the determination of the R 
and S matrices of the system. The formalism for determination of the cross sections 
from the S matrix is developed. In section 7, the symmetry properties of the system 
are discussed. Section 8 present~ the construction of physically observable cross 
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sections from irreducible representation scattering amplitudes. A summary of the 
main points are provided in section 9. 
2. Conical Intersection 
Geometric phase is known to appear in problems involving the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, in which electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom are 
separated. This separation of electronic and nuclear motion provides' a widely used 
framework for interpreting molecular energy levels and collision processes. As we 
recall, in this approximation the electronic problem is solved for each configuration 
of the nuclei; the positions of the nuclei define a slowly varying environment , 
which the electrons "follow" adiabatically[36]. Surprisingly, this well-understood 
procedure gives rise to apparently anomalous results, especially near electronic 
degeneracies. One such example is the E ® e Jahn-Teller effect[37] which involves 
the vibronic interaction of a doubly degenerate electronic state (E) with a doubly 
degenerate vibrational mode (e). The nuclear motion lifts the electronic degeneracy 
and distorts nuclear configurations of lower energy than the symmetric state. The 
two surfaces diverge linearly from one another at the origin, at a point called 
the conical intersection. Of course, near the origin the adiabatic approximation 
breaks down, and this point is a singularity of the Born-Oppenheimer prodecure. 
The conical intersection at the degeneracy is the source of geometric phase for 
the evolution of adiabatic states. The simplest molecules subject to this effect are 
trimers, with an electronic degeneracy at the symmetric D3h configuration of the 
nuclei. 
In this section, we consider a system of three atoms, not necessily identical. 
Following Mead and Truhlars' analysis, in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
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the electronuclear wave function corresponding t o the ith electronic state can be 
written as 
W(r; R ) = .p(R ) ! .pie (r; R») (2.1 ) 
where r and R represents the electronic and nuclear coordinates respectively. 
! .pje(r ; R») is t he ith member of the set of orthonormal eigenstates of the electronic 
Hamiltonian fleer; R ), such that 
flee r; R ) ! .p;e(r; R ») = Ui(R) !.pie(r; R»). (2.2) 
To obtain the equation for the nuclear wave function we retain all derivatives 
of the electronic wave function with respect to nuclear coordinates . By this we 
mean simply that all coupling to other electronic states is neglected. If we choose 
a scaled coordinate system such that the effective mass of every nucleus is M, the 
total nuclear kinetic energy op erator becomes 
(2.3) 
wh ere R' is a 3N-dimensional vector formed by 3N nuclear coordinates. In these 
mass-scaled coordinates, the nuclear wave function w(R' ) satisfies 
where 
F(R') = (.pi.(R') ! 'VR' ! .pie(R' ») 
G(R') = (.pie(R') ! Ds~I ! .pie(R' ») 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
In general, F(R') must vanish if .pie(R') is chosen to be real. Even if it does 
not vanish, we can multiply the electronic wave function by a phase factor eif(R') 
for which i'VR' J(R') equal to -F(R') in order to cancel out the F (R') t erm. 
However, if F (R' ) has non-zero curl, it cannot be made to vanish everywhere 
by a phase factor with the single-valued function J(R') . The phase factor can still 
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be determined along any path to make F(R') vanish, but there may be a net change 
in the phase of ,pi.(R') on traversing a closed path, which means that ,pie(R') is 
no longer a single-valued function of the nuclear configuration R'. 
Consider a case[22] in which one may neglect the spin terms in the electronic 
Hamiltonian, so that the electronic wave function may always be taken in real form. 
We can examine the behavior of the electronic wave function near the vicinity of the 
conical intersection. We imagine, that all but two of the electronic wave functions 
have been found, and that \01 and \02 are any two functions which, together with 
the found solutions, consititude a complete orthonormal set. These functions are 
assumed independent to the nuclear configuration. It is then possible to express 
each of the two electronic eigenfunction in the form 
The matrix elements of the electronic Hamiltonian He are expressed as 
Hll = (\01 I He 1\01) 
H22 = (\02 I He 1\02) 
H'2 = H21 = (\01 I He 1\02) 
where, the following secular equation must be satisfied 
(
Hll - E 
H21 
H'2 ) (c1 ) _ 0 
H22 - E C2 -
All quantities in this equation are real. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
In order for equation (2.8) to have degenerate solutions, it IS necessary to 
satisfy two independent conditions, namely, 
Hll = H 22 , (2.9) 
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and this reqUIres the existence of at least two independently variable nuclear 
coordinates. We denote a local (x,y,z) coordinate system where the conical 
intersection happen s at x = y = 0 with any fixed z. The secular equations may be 
cast in the following form without any loss of generality: 
(
W+hIX - E 
ly 
The eigenvalues are 
ly ) (CI) _ 0 
W + h2 x - E C2 -
E = W + mx ± )(k2x2 + [2y2) 
(2.10) 
(2. 11) 
where m = ~ EhI + h2), and k = ~EhI - h2) . It is easy to see that this equation 
corresponds a double cone with vertex at the origin, as the two potential energy 
surfaces would form around the conical intersection. 
If we define an angle q, by the equations 
kx = dcosq" ly = dsinq, 
where 
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are then expressed as 
and 
E± = W + d(cosq, ± 1) 
I 1/;+ ) = sin~ 1101) + cos~ 1102) 
I 1/; - ) = cos~ 1101) - sin~ I 102) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
The choice of phase factor in equations (2.15) and (2.16) comes from convention 
alone, since one can easily verifies that 
(2.17) 
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so that 
(2.18) 
When one traverses a closed path around the conical intersection, the angle tjJ, 
increases by 271", so both eigenfunctions .p + and .p - undergo a change of sign (phase 
cbange of 1r). This sign-change is a part icular case of Berry's geometric phase[29] 
which holds not only in the vicinity of the conical intersection point but for any 
closed path enclosing the conical intersection. 
In order to make the electronic wave function single valued, one must draw a 
cut to the conical intersection point, and have the funct ion change sign on going 
through the cut. Since the full wave function must be continuous, this would 
require a compensating discontinuity in the nuclear function. Alternatively, one can 
add extra complex phase factors to the electronic and nuclear parts of the wave 
function to enforce the cont inuity and single-valuedness of each of them. These 
extra phases add to the nuclear Scbriidinger equation a term formally similar to a 
vector potential associated to a delta-function m agnetic field located on the conical 
intersection line[24,25]. 
The case of three ident ical hydrogen atoms near the vertices of an equilateral 
t riangle is shown in the center of Figure 1. According to both the valence-bond 
and molecular orbital theories, the ground state is of species 2 E' in the D3h 
configuration. Let 'PA be the valence-bond wave function for a situation in which 
the electron on A has spin up and the electrons on B and C are spin-paired ; let 'P B 
and 'PC be similarly defined, so that 
'PA+'PB+'PC = O. (2.19) 
We now take the system around a series of continuous loops in the nuclear geometry 
configuration of the H3 system in an equila teral triangle configuration. If we require 
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the electronic wave function to be real, this cyclic set of deformations changes the 
sign of that wave function, which as a result is not single-valued. Since the total 
electronuclear wave function is continuous and single-valued, there has to be a 
compensating sign change in the nuclear part of the wave function. 
3 . Schrodinger Equation 
In this section, the Schrodinger equation in Jacobi coordinates and in the 
mass-scaled coordinates of Delves for a three particle system is examined. This 
discussion is entirely general with regard to the nature of the particles. 
We begin with a system of three atoms AA, Av and A~ with masses m A, mv 
and m~I respectively. Let A, V," be an arbitary cyclic permutation of a, (3, 7. There 
are t hree sets of body-fixed J acobi coordinates, Eo~I r~F I for this system, where r~ 
is the vector from atom Av to atom A~ and o~ is the vector from the center of mass 
of {Av, A~} to the atom AA. The index A can be any of the values a, (3 or 7. In 
the present calculations, we neglect all spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions. Under 
conditions of validity of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronuclear 
wave function can be written as a product of the electronic part ..pe, which we chose 
to be real, and the nuclear part. The latter can be factored into a nuclear spin part 
and a spacial part ..pJMrrr J is the total angular momentum quantum number, M 
its projection onto a laboratory-fixed axis, II the parity with respect to inversion of 
the nuclei through the system's center of mass and r the irreducible representation 
of the nuclear permutation group (P 3 for the H3 system) to which qrJMrrr, the 
electro-nuclear wave function excluding the nuclear spin part, belongs: 
.T.JMrrr ol.JMrrr(R' '),1. ( R' , ) 
'±' = 'fI ,\ ) r .>.. 'f"e qe j >., r..\ . (3.1) 
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Here qe refers to the set of all, spacial and spin, electronic coordinates. "if; J Mrrr 
is an eigenfunction of the nuclear motion hamiltonian[1l-13] which is required to 
be single-valued, continuous and differentiable. The Hamiltonian for the three 
particles in this Jacobi , center of mass coordinate system is 
(3.2) 
in which the reduced masses are 
(3.3) 
The Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface s~ depends on the interatomic 
distances o~ and r~ and on the angle "f>. = arccos E~~ K~IIF 
, r, 
T he Hamiltonian can be pu"t in a simpler form by the introduction of Delves ' 
mass-scaled coordinates[38,39], defined as 
(3.4) 
where 
J.'= (3.5) 
The Hamiltonian in this mass-scaled, center of m ass coordinates is 
(3.6) 
A change of coordina tes, A -t 1.1, is a simple orthogon al transformation in the 
six-dimensional configuration sp ace spanned by (R>. , r>. ) when the mass scaled 
coordinates are used. The mass-scaled Schrodinger equa tion h as the same form as 
that for a single particle of mass J.' in a six dimension al space. 
The complete symmetry group of the Hamiltonian is the set of all operators 
which commute with the Hamiltonian and is organized into operator subgroups 
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which follow naturally from the character of the symmetry operations. Rotational 
invariance of the Hamiltonian permits us to choose the spatial wave function to 
belong to an irreducible representation of the subgroup SO(3) of the complete 
symmetry group of the Hamiltonian. Therefore, the wave function can be chosen 
to transform as an irreducible representation of SO(3) and it is a simultaneous 
eigenfunction of j2 and jz . 
The discrete symmetry subgroups of the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian 
are the inversion group, the time-reversal group, and the group of permutations 
of the identical part icles among the system. The inversion group consists of 
two operators j and E, where E denotes the identity and j inverts the spatial 
coordinates of all the particles through the center of mass. The inversion group 
has two irreducible representations labelled II = ±. The time reversal subgroup 
p ermits us to chose the time-independent wave function to b e real function which 
leads to a symmetric scattering m atrix. The final symmetry group is the set of all 
possible permutations of identical pa rticles . For the H3 system, it belongs to the P3 
permutation group. It has irreducible representa tions labelled by r E (AI, A 2 , E) 
and is isomorphic with the point group C3v • The E representation is doubly 
degenerate while Al and A2 are nondegenerate . In the asymptotic regions of 
configuration space, the spatial solutions which transform as Al (A2) are composed 
of even (odd) rotational states of the diatomic m olecules while those that transform 
as E contain both even and odd rotational diatomic states. 
The existence of symmetry in a physical system leads to the ability to construct 
solutions to the Schrodinger equation which t ransform under the symmetry 
operations as irreducible representations of the operator groups. We will show la tter 
how permutational symmetry of the total electronuclear wave function with respect 
to interchange of nuclei can be enforced in t he Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
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both in the presence and the absence of conical intersections. The treatment 
of nuclear motion wave functions in the presence of conical intersections and 
the treatment of nuclear interchange symmetry in general both require careful 
consideration of the phases of the electronic and nuclear motion wave functions, 
and this will discussed in detail latter . 
4. Symmetrized Hyperspherical Coordinates 
It has been proposed[34,35] and validated[1l-14,17] that symmetrized hyper-
spherical coordinates which are derived from the R A, r A, IA coordinates are well 
suited for three dimensional reactive atom-diatom scattering. There is more than 
one possible set of hyperspherical coordinates [40-45] which may be used for the cal-
culations. All these coordinates share the same spirit to treat all three arrangement 
channels in equivilent ways. 
We use a set of principal-axis body-fixed hyperspherical coordinates closely 
related to the modified Whitten-Smith coordinates[41,42,46]. Three of the 5 
hyperangles are the Euler angles ( a(J,) which specify the orientation of the body 
frame in space. The other two are the symmetrized hyper angles (8, <h) obtained by 
a rotation of the internal configuration space axis described previously[34] through 
Euler angles (f, f, 7r). The angle e is in the [0, f] r ange and 1> A in the [0, 27r) range. 
These two angles describe the shape of the molecular triangle, such that e = 7r /2 
corresponds to linear configurations and e = 0 to symmetric top configurations. 
The quantization axis Z for the internal motion is chosen to be the axis of least 
inertia and the Y axis is associated to the axis of maximum inertia, perpendicular to 
the molecular plane. This choice enables one to minimize coupling due to rotation 
of the body frame at linear or near-linear configurations[17,46]. 
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The cartesian components of r>. and R>. in this body-fixed frame are given by 
r>.X = -psin(7r/4 - e/2)COS(fh/2) ; 
r>.Z = pcos(7r/4 - e/2)sin(¢>./2); 
R>.X = psin(7r/4 - e/2)sin(¢>./2); 
R>.y = 0; 
R>.z = pcos(7r/4 - e/2)cos(¢>./2). 
The corresponding Hamiltonian is expressed as 
(4.1a) 
( 4.1b) 
( 4.1c) 
( 4.1d) 
(4.1e) 
( 4.11) 
(4.2) 
where we have defined the quantity (>. to represent all five hyperangles in the .x 
arrangement channel: 01., (3, 'Y, e, ¢>.. The hyperradial kinetic energy operator T(p) 
has the form 
, n2 -5 0 5 0 n2 _~ 02 .. 15n2 
T(p) = --p -p - = --p '-P' +--2J.L op op 2J.L Op2 8J.Lp2 
and the surface hamiltonian h>.( (>.; p) is 
( 4.3) 
(4.3) 
The square of the grand canonical angular momentum operator A 2 can be 
expressed in terms of these angles as 
where A~ and R are given by 
'2 
' 2 ' 2 4J z ' 
A = Ao + ---Ze + R 
cos 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
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A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 
RA 1 [J - J z J + + J _ JA2 1 [_J--;:-- _J.£.Z = + - z + - -cosOE~-£F 2 4 sin28 2 
A2 A2 
_ J+ + J_)] _ 21i cosO (J iF~ 
4 sin28 + + EN). (4.6) 
Jz being the body-fixed Z component of the total angular momentum J, and 
This principal-axis hyperspherical formalism has an attractive feature in which 
the quantization axis for the internal motion is the axis of lowest inertia where the 
Coriolis coupling remains minimal in that frame. Calculations[17,47] neglecting 
them still yield good results for low partial waves at low energy, while strongly 
coupled states are notably reduced. 
5. Expansion of the Partial Waves in terms of Pseudo Surface Functions 
Since the Hamiltonian operator (4.2) commutes with J2, J" i and 
permutation operator ft, we can expand the wave function of the system in terms 
of their simultaneous eigenfunctions \liJMIIr. (p, ().): 
(X) J 1 nr 
\Ii(p, ().) = L L elM L L L \liJMIIr.(p , ().). (5.1) 
J=O M=-J II=O r k=l 
The partial wave functions \liJMIIr. (p, ().) simultaneously satisfy the equations 
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We now define a set of five-dimensional pseudo surface functions qI ~ffffr at 
the hyperradius p for the expansion of the six dimensional scattering wave function 
The functions Nr[Mil are linear combinations of Wigner rotation matrices with 
definite parity II = ±1[17,48J. 
N JMII _ n - (5.8) 
where n :::: 0 is the absolute magnit ude of the quantum number for the projection 
of the total angular momentum onto the body-fixed Z axis. 
The cp~ffr are n- and p-dependent eigenfun ctions of the hamiltonian 
(5.9) 
These eigenfunctions are obtained varia tionally by expanding them in a body-fixed 
basis x~;~K built from products of simple analytical functions[17J: 
(5.10) 
where no and n", are integers or half-odd integers, and f;;, (B) and g~;n (¢ >.) are 
simple linear combinations of trigonometric functions. 
The functions 1;;, (B) can be chosen as the functions cos(noB) or sin(noB), with 
no integer or half-odd integer , in terms of which the hyper spherical harmonics 
can be written as polynomials in cosB [7,49-51J. Table 1 indicates how to choose 
the functions of g~;n E ¢>.) to obtain electronuclear wavefunctions with correct Pa 
permutation symmetries, with and without the effect of the geometric phase. 
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We now focus our attention on the special case of three identical nuclei and 
describe how to build electronuclear wave function q;,JMIIr which are bases for the 
irreducible representation of the P3 permutation group of the three identical nuclei. 
The operations of this group correspond to simple changes in ¢ ). (which are related 
to the isomorphism between P3 and C3v ) as indicated in Table II. 
If there is no conical intersection between electronic states, a non-degenerate 
electronic wave function ,pe (qe; p~F belongs to a one-dimensional representation 
of the nuclear permutation group (A, for symmetric with respect to paIrWISe 
permutation of nuclei, or A2 for antisymmetric with respect to pairwise 
permutation of nuclei), and is also single-valued with respect to the nuclear 
configuration. For this reason, the nuclear wave function also needs to be single-
valued, which subsequently means that 1 n", 1 has to be an integer. 
For even parity, even n quantum number, with 1 n¢ 1= 3m, basis functions 
defined in Table I will give sin(3m¢).) (an A2-type function) or cos(3m¢).) (an A, -
type function). For even parity, even n quantum number, with 1 n¢ 1= 3m ± 1, 
pairs of basis functions of the form E:~~g: ~ ~~F with m integer can be easily 
proven to form an E irreducible representation of the P3 permutation group. 
If there is a conical intersection between two electronic states for the equilteral 
triangular configuration of the nuclei and if the geometric phase effect is taken into 
account, in the vinicity of the conical intersection (¢). = 0) the ¢ ). dependence of 
those two non-degenerate Born-Oppenheimer electronic wave function is given by 
(2.15) and (2.16) 
l,p;) = cos ¢2). 1 Dljg~DF - sin ¢; 1 Dljg~OF (lower energy) (5.11) 
(higher energy) (5.12) 
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where .p[t , .p[' are two degenerate p-dependent but 'P>. independent states at 
,h. = 0 which form a basis for the E irreducible representation of P3 ( .p[t being 
symmetric for the pairwise permutation of nuclei and .p[' being antisymmetric for 
the pairwise permutation of nuclei). Under the permutation operation of the Pa 
permutation group, although .pfl and .pf' do not depend on 1>>. explicitly, the 
permutation operation does change the internal coordinate syst em in which .p[t 
and .pf' are described. If we take the active view of those symmetric operations, 
then .pft and .pf' would behave like a pair of unit vectors under the C3v point 
group operations, except that the rotation angles are -1200 and -2400 instead of 
1200 and 240 0 as described in Table II. 
As mentioned before, .p; and ,;;t are both singlet (non-degenerate) electronic 
states with their phase factors to b e chosen in such a way as make both of them 
real functions. Their behavior under t he operation of the P3 nuclear permutation 
is also listed in Table II. It can be seen that although permutation of the nuclei 
can only change the sign of,;;t and ';;;, these Born-Oppenheimer elect ronic wave 
functions do not belong to any one-dimensional irreducible representation of P3 
and they are discontinuous in the internal configration space when crossing the 
plane of 1>>. = o. 
However, we can build continuous electronuclear wave functions that do form 
irreducible representation of Pa by using the new set of n q, values as indicated 
in Table I. For example, with even parity, even fl quantum number, and with the 
choice of nq, = 3m+ ~I we can form basis functions sin(3m+ ~ F1> >. and cos(3m+ ~F1> >. 
which behave as 
sin(3m + ~F1>>K l .p;) --+ At 7 (5. 13) 
and 
(5.14) 
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It can also be proven that for even parity, even n quantum number, the pairs of 
functions 
and 
( 
sin(3m ± ~F 11/;-:-) ) 
cos(3m± 2) 11/;-:-) 
( 
sin(3m ± ~F 11/;;)) 
cos(3m ± 2) 11/;;) 
form E irreducible representation of P3 nuclear permutation group. 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
The pseudo surface functions ifD>~hffrI in addition to being discrete, span the 
three arrangement channels and provide an effective basis set in which to expand 
the scattering wave function. We expand the six-dimensional sacttering wave 
functions as 
(5.17) 
where the pseudo surface functions are calculated at p This is an efficient expansion 
when p is near p. In this sense we say that the pseudo surface function basis set is 
a local basis set. In addition, due to the factorization of pseudo surface functions 
into an internal part Dm~ffrI which is independent of total angular mementum J, 
and an external part NifMII, the evaluation of matrix elements from the expansion 
become easy. As a result of the isotropicity of space and the indistinguishability of 
the particles, it can be shown that the coefficients in the expansion are independent 
of M, so these labels do not appear in the differential equation for the coefficients. 
Since the parameter rb is considered to be fixed in any given expansion, the pseudo 
surface function basis set is diabatic in p. 
The expansion in pseudo surface functions yields the following set of coupled 
ordinary differential equations in the variable p: 
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/i
2 ~ WIIrf!( . -)bmr( . -) /i2 ~ XIIr ,u ( -) mr ( _ +2"2 ~ nn' P,P n'O P,P +--2 ~ nn',O±1 P;P bn' ,U±1 p;p) 
I-'P n' I-'P n' 
where 
IJ. = { O,1,2, .. .. J 
1,2,3, .... J 
for J + II even; 
for J + II odd; 
with coupling matrix elements given by 
-2 
U;;J,n(p ; p) =< Dm~rf! I V((!, <P>. , p) - P2 V((!, ¢>.; p) I Dm~rn > 
P 
WIIrn( . -) _ [J(J 1)] IIrn I 1 1 I IIrn 
nn' P, P - + < 'Pn 1 + . B + 2 . 2B 'P", > SIn SIn 
> 
yIIrn _ ~ (J fgKF~ (J IJ. + 1)7]J,O+2 < 'PIIro I KI--_1~ 
nn' ,n±2 - <,+ , <,+ , 7] n 1 + sinB J,n 
e_EgIfgKF~_EgIfgK _ 1)7]J,n-2 < Dm~rf! I 1. 
7]J,n 1 + smB 
(5.18) 
(5.19a) 
(5.19b) 
(5 .19c) 
(5.19d) 
where 7]J,n, 7]J,n±1, 7]J,n±2 are normalization constants for NifMII(a,{3,I') , 
Nifr;n(a,{3,I')and Niffl{F(a,{3,I') functions. The coupling constants ~±EiIkF are 
defined as 
~±Ei I k ) = [i( i + 1) - k(k ± 1)]1/2. (5.20) 
The coupling matrix is p enta-diagonal in IJ. and can be evaluated efficiently by 
2D-numerial quadratures. The potential energy coupling matrix U is independent 
of J and connects states with the same IJ. which only needs to b e calculated at 
the b oundaries and the middle of each sector. For the coupling matrix elements 
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W,X,Y, the integrals over ()¢>. are independent of J, the J dependence arising 
from the analytically known matrix elements of the total angular momentum body-
fixed frame components. 
Pseudo surface functions at single rb are not efficient for expanding the wave 
function for all values of p. The strategy is to calculate a set of pseudo surface 
functions at each of a family of values of the hyperradius Pi, i = 0,1,2,3 ... For 
each value of Pi, the system of ordinary differential equations is integrated as an 
initial value problem. The range of p over which a single pseudo surface function 
set is used is called a sector. With the exception of the very first sector beginning 
at Po, the initial conditions follow from continuity of the wave function and its p 
derivative between sectors. This is accomplished by imposing the conditions 
b~rEpiKi+f; Pi+l) = L b~ffrEpi Ki+l; miF[lmrz~D (Pi+l, Pi); (5.21) 
n' 
(5.22) 
in which the overlap matrices Omr are defined by 
[Omr]n'c - - ) / q;JMrrrkC( - ) I.-..JMUrkC( -)\ n Pi+l, Pi = \ n A; Pi+l "*'n' Ai Pi /0 C5.23) 
These matrices are also independent of M. 
For small values of the hyperradius for which the three atoms interact strongly, 
simple trigonometric basis functions proved to form an efficient set in which to 
expand the electronuclear wavefunctions I]!JMur. However, for large values of the 
hyperradius for which the system has nearly separated into an atom and a diatom, 
the nuclear wavefunction is highly localized in each arrangement channel. This 
localization malces the trigonometric basis set inefficient and suggests the use of a 
basis set based on the previously defined symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates 
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W A, 'YA[34,35] defined by W A = 2arctan(rAI R A) and 'YA = arccos(RA . rAI RATA), 
instead. These are related to B, ,!>A by the transformation 
sinBcosB = COSWA ; 
sinBsin¢>A = sinwAcos'YA; 
(5.24a) 
(5.24b) 
(5.24c) 
The basis set based on W A and 'YA for large values of p has previously been shown to 
be very efficient[13]. The pseudo surface functions are now expanded in a product 
basis[13] of Legendre polynomials in COS'YA and vibrational type functions in W A . 
Since product bases associated to different arrangement channels do not overlap for 
la rge values of p, the pseudo surface functions which include the geometric phase 
differ from the ones which exclude it only by simple changes in the signs of the 
pieces of the wave function within each arrangement channel. The geometric phase 
can be included straightforwardly in this region since it does not change the overlap 
and potential coupling matrices. 
Equation (5.18) for the p-dependent part of the wavefunction has as many 
linearly independent solutions as there are pseudo surface functions in the 
expansIOn. We may write (5.18) in matrix form as 
(5.25) 
where 
2" 1 2 1 2 K = -U + - w + -X + - y - k 
'h2 p2 p2 2p2 (5.26) 
in which 
(5.27) 
If we define the logarithmic derivative[52] of the b JIIr matrix of coefficients to be 
(5.28) 
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we find by differentiation of (5.28) and using (5.25) that Y satisfies the matrix 
Ricatti-Bessel equation 
. mr _ _ (mr _)2 Y (p;p;)=K(p,Pi) - Y (P;Pi) (5.29) 
We have used a version of Johnson's logarithmic derivative integrator[52], 
modified to include the improvements suggested by Manolopoulos[53], for 
integrating the matrix Ricatti-Bessel equation. In this method, the initial log 
derivative matrix is set to correspond to a wavefunction with very small amplitude, 
and the matrix is propagated according to the rules 
where 
[pr' = on' {6.PPn coth(6.PPn) 
n n 6.PIPnl cot(6.PIPnl) 
[Qr' = on' {6.PPn / sinh(6.pPn) 
n n 6.PIPnl/ sin(6.pIPnl) 
p~:::: 0 
p~ < 0 
p~:::: 0 
p~ < 0 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
and there are Nr steps of size 6.p = (PNI - Po)/Nr between calculations of the log 
derivative y. The potential terms Vi are given by 
with the matrix U defined as 
where 
i = 0, Nr 
i = 2,4,6, ... Nr-2 
i=1,3,5, ... N r -l 
U = K-Kref 
_ sn' 2 
- n Pn 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
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with K .rc being the value of K at the center of the interval between calculations of 
2 
y . 
Because U is independent of E, this ver sion of the logarithmic derivative 
integrator[53] can effectively eliminate t of operations and computer time necessary 
for the second and subsequent energies. In addition, it allows one to start the 
integration at a larger value of p t han the previous version would permit. 
6. Asymptotic Analysis 
In t his section , the asymptotic boundary conditions are considered. To obtain 
differential and integral cross sections, it is necessary to use an asymptotic form 
which corresponds to the physical conditions of a scat tering process. The numerical 
solutions to the Schrodinger equation are labelled by J, II, and r whereas the 
asymptotic boundary conditions which represent a scattering experiment h ave no 
such labels. Therefore, con struct the P3 irreducible representation space-fixed 
scattering wave function first and then t ransforming it to the helicity form will 
be a most straightforward procedure 
An asymptotic form which describes a scattering experiment has an incident 
plane wave multiplying the initial state wave function of the diatomic m olecule and 
outgoing spherical waves multiplying each energet ically accessible diatom state. 
One possible form for the asymptotic scattering spatial wave function arises if we 
assume the particles are distinguishable. The coordinates and dia tom rotational 
angular momentum pro jection quantum numbers are refered to the labor atory-fixed 
axes. The boundary conditions for energies significantly below the dissociation 
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energy are given as: 
(6.1 ) 
where {A/ , v', n:/} is a cyclic permutation of the arrangement channel indices 
{a , {3, I} and >.. is a fixed but otherwise arbitrary channel index which corresponds 
to the asymptotic arrangement channel under examination. The coefficients 
j~Dv~KDj~Im~I are the space-fixed scattering amplitudes and contain the information 
AV;\.}>. m ). 
needed for the cross section determination. The diatomic wavefunction f"~tIjI m, 
is given in space-fixed coordinates by 
(6.2) 
where Or, and tPr, are the polar coordinates of r A with respect to the space-fixed 
Z axis. The quantum number VA labels the vibrational levels for a given jA where 
jA(jA + 1)n2 ) is the square of the diatom rotational angular momentum. The 
projection of the diatom rotational angular momentum onto the space-fixed Z axis 
is mAn. The quantum numbers VA, jA and m A are labeled with the subscript A to 
differentiate between the states of distinguishable diatomic molecules. 
The corresponding boundary conditions for the body-fixed helicity represen-
t ation are given by[2] 
(6.3) 
where the body-fixed expression for the diatomic wavefunction is given by 
(6.4) 
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and the quantum number l"h labels the orientation of the diatom with respect to 
the body-fixed ZA axis so that the projection of the diatomic angular momentum 
on the ZA axis is nAn. 
The transformation of the final diatom projection quantum number to the 
corresponding helicity quantum number is accomplished by using the definition of 
the Wigner rotation matrices[54]: 
j 
L (6.5) 
n=-j 
Combining equations (6.5), (6.2), (6.1) and (6.3), yields the relation 
(6.6) 
Since the Hamiltonian commutes with the operators of SO(3), so any 
solution to the Schrodinger equation can be written as a linear combination of 
solutions which seprately transform as irreducible representation of SO(3). IT the 
decomposition is done using body-fixed coordinates, then the partial wave series 
is given in terms of the Wigner rotation matrices. Here we define the asymptotic 
form for a partial wave body-fixed solution to the Schrodinger equation for an 
atom-diatom collision at energies below dissociation of the diatom to be 
where the function Daf~ is defined as 
(6 .8) 
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with Wigner rotation functions[54] Dim, and normalized[2] associated Legendre 
functions pr. The coefficients df~D (R),.) are given by[2] 
(6.9) 
where the term v X is the channel velocity, defined by 
(6 .10) 
For open states, i.e ., those states with E > eX' the resulting wavenumber is real 
and positive; for closed states (E < eX) the wavenumber is positive imaginary, so 
t hat the parts of the wavefunction in equation (6.7) which are associated to closed 
states of the system decay exponentially. The sum over the diatomic quantum 
numbers in equation (6.7) is over all open and closed states for the system. 
The preceeding scattering asymptotic boundary conditions involve plane waves 
and spherical waves because these are familiar boundary condit ions for a scattering 
wave function; however it is most convenient for numerical purposes to calculate 
solutions to the Schrodinger equation which are real functions. These are the well 
known reactance matrix formalism given by 
open 
closed 
(6.11) 
open 
closed 
III which )1 and 1)1 are spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind, 
respectively [55]. At sufficiently large R>. the spherical Bessel functions reduce to 
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trigonometric functions, and we can write, 
open 
(6 .12) 
closed 
From the matrices A J and BJ, we obtain the reactance matrix by usmg the 
expreSSion 
(6.13) 
The reactance matrix is unique, real, and the open part OR is symmetric[56J. 
The relationship between the open-channel parts of the scattering and 
reactance matrices is also well known[56J. For a fixed collision energy, the number 
of open initial states and final states is equal. It is simple to show that 
(6.13) 
where the left hand superscript 0 indicates that we are referring to the open parts 
of the corresponding matrices. Physical quantities such as reaction cross sections 
can be easily related to the scattering matrix. 
7. Symmetry Considerations 
There are three possible permutation groups for three particles, depending 
on the number of these particles which are indistinguishable, and the number 
of operators needed in each case differs. These three permutation groups are: 
Pl , which corresponds to a system in which all three particles A, Band C are 
distinguishable, and the only permutation operation under which the hamiltonian 
is invariant is the identity; P2 , for a system that has two indistinguishable particles 
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(the AB2 system), and for which the hamiltonian is invariant under the identity 
and one two-particle permutation; and P3, for a system with three indistinguishable 
particles (the A3 system), with six permutations under which the hamiltonian 
is invariant, the identity, two three-particle p ermutations and three two-particle 
permutations . 
A' f·, , 
The distinguishable atom representation asymptotic form, Wx _,d"m", does 
not transform according to any irreducible representation of permuta tion group. 
To find spatial asymptotic forms that do transform as irreducible representations 
of permutation group, the distinguishable atom asymptotic form is multiplied by 
the appropriate group theoretic projection operator[57j. This projection operator 
is given by 
' r lr L r. ' , p . . , = - M· ., (R)R 
1,1 h I, t (7.1) 
R 
where r is the irreducible representation, i, i' are the row and column of the 
representation, lr is t he dimensionality of the representation, h is the order of 
the group and Mr.,(R) is t he i, i' element of the matrix representing the opera tor 
, 
R for the r irreducible representation. The sum is over all of the operators in 
the group. The transformations R and the permutations which generate them are 
defined in Table III. 
We want a scattering wave function corresponding to equation (6.3) which 
transforms as an irreducible representation of p ermutation group. Such an 
irreducible asymptotic wave function is derived by applying the projection operator 
(7.1) to the asymptotic form (6.3) followed by normalization of the resulting wave 
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function. With this information, the irreducible asymptotic form is 
(7.2) 
where W may stand for either R or S matrix. Since the arrangement channels of 
type T are all identical, the form of the functions in these arrangement channels 
must all be the same, and therefore we may replace the label .x in these functions 
with the label T. The composite index -r is defined similarly to X, i. e., -r = {TVT jT }. 
The coefficients c~ljI are easily determined from the transformation matrices from 
Table III and are given in Table IV; they are defined so that a summation over .\ will 
result in non-zero contributions from all channels of type T and zero contributions 
from channels of types T' =f T, and a summation over both .\ and T will result 
in a single term from each arrangement channel. The irreducible representation 
asymptotic form (7.2) has a interesting characteristic that the matrix W has the 
same functional form in all arrangement channels. 
By taking the appropriate projection for the PI group, the irreducible 
asymptotic wave functions are 
>l1~M{rK=AjInD 
>l1 JM{r . =Aj ,n' 
r; 
>l1 JM{r .=A},n' 
-y 
= >l1~MInD ) 
_ .T.JM,n' P 
-'J!r; 1 
= 'l'JM ,n' 
-y 
(7.3) 
which in this case are the same functions defined in each arrangement channel. For 
the P2 p ermuta tion group, we have 
>l1 ~M {r. = A' j ,n' 
>l1 ~M {r .=A " },n' 
>l1 JM{r.=A'j ,n' 
r; 
wJM{rk ::;:: A"},n' 
r; 
(7.4) 
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If the three particles are identical , all three arrangement channels are indistinguish-
able, giving 
t~M{rK=AdInD = pA1W;M ,n' ) 
t~M{rK=AIjInD = pA' W;M,n' P3 
WJM{r.=E.},n' _ pE WJM,n' 
'" - kk fJ 
(7.5) 
We can apply the permutation operators (shown in Table III) to the equation 
(7.3) , and take group theoretic projections which leads to expressions between the 
irreducible representation Rand S matrices and the corresponding distinguishable 
part icle matrices. The P2 p ermutation group can be expressed as 
A " , ., n' W Qt/ala 01 
fgv~j~np 
j ", and j~ even 
j" or j~ odd 
j", and j~ odd 
j a or j~ even 
j~ even 
j~ odd 
j~ odd 
j~ even 
J", even 
j", odd 
j" odd 
Ja even 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
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The inverse of these relations is 
= _ W aVCt.!a U + W avOl !o.u 1 ( A' I -/ 01 All I·f n/) 
v'2 flvpj p O p flv p J p op (7.9) 
= _ W p .p + W vp Jp P 1 ( A'f3v' j' fl' A"p I . / Q') 
-v'2 aVooJ a fla aVQJcc nc. 
_ W Vp P"P _ W vp J p"p ( - l)jp ( A'fI' J" n' AUfi ' ., n' ) 
- 2 flvpj p Op flvpjpOp 
For the three identical particles (P3), we can derive the set of relation between 
Rand S matrices for the irreducible representation and those for distinguishable 
particles: 
W A1 t/ j'O' _ vjO -
The inverses of these relations are: 
j and j' even 
j or j' odd 
j and j' odd 
j or j' even 
j + j' even 
j even, j' odd 
j odd, j' even 
j and j' even 
j and j' odd 
j + j' odd 
j and j' even 
j and j' odd 
j even, j' odd 
j odd, j' even 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
The parity label has not appeared in the foregoing analysis but is a label for 
the numerical solutions, so it is desirable to have the asymptotic form expanded 
in the corresponding parity components. The parity labeled components have a 
simple phase change when the sign of the final state index changes sign. 
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Multiplying by the parity projection operators, which are special cases of 
equation (7.1), we can find the parity components of the asymptotic form and 
express the asymptotic form as an expansion in the parity components. Since the 
inversion parity operator acts only on the generalized Wigner rotation function as 
ivJM = (_l)JVJM we get from (72) that JO JI-O' . 
(7.12) 
where the function sf~rr is defined by 
(7.13) 
With some manipulation this can be reorganized into the form 
in which both indices nr and n~ are greater than or equal to zero. Furthermore, 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
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A I EtmrFqlv~Kfj~fn~1 h h s a resu t , as t e symmetry property 
TVrJr,nr 
(7.17) 
so if the parity labelled scattering matrix elements with .It ;:0: 0 are calculated , then 
the elements with .It < 0 are known by equation (7.17). 
8. Pauli Principle and Observable Cross Sections 
The differential cross section is defined as the outgoing flux into a unit solid 
angle for some fin al state of the diatomic molecule divided by the total incident flux . 
Before writing down t his expression in terms of the helicity scattering amplitude, 
it is necessary to undo the effects of mass-scaling on the latter. 
The use of mass scaled coordinates affects the normalization of the diatomic 
molecule wave functions, the wave vectors, and the spherical wave terms of the 
asymptotic form. First , consider the diatomic molecule normalization. 
(8.1) 
If the diatomic molecule wave functions in unsealed Jacobi coordinates are defined 
t o have normalization 
(8.2) 
then the following relationship exists between the m ass-scaled and unsealed 
diatomic wave functions: 
(8.3) 
where we have defined 
(8.4) 
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Also, the wave vector corresponding to unsealed coordinates is 
(8.5) 
which implies that 
k~vjo~ = k).vjR). 
(8.6) 
The unsealed scattering amplitude can be related to scaled scattering 
amplitude by 
(8.7) 
From the scaled helicity scattering amplitude, the irreducible representation 
differential cross section can be defined 
rrfvlj'm'(8 "') _ -2 Vrvj 
Urvjn ..\, 'f'>' - art 
VT'v'j' 
(8.8) 
which can be rewritten as[2] 
2 
rrlvfjlm'(8 ) _ 1 
(J r vjr! ). - 4k,2 
T'V'j' 
(8.9) 
where 
(8.10) 
The integral cross section n~;~~jDmD is obtained by integration of (8.10) over 8). 
and q,). and using the orthonormality property of the d J functions giving 
Qrr'v 'j'm' = 7r ~EOg+1Ff[qgrlrD vKDjDmD1O TVJO k,2 L-t TVJO 
r'v' j' J=o 
(8.11) 
When the three-particle system under consideration has Pz or P3 permutation 
symmetry, the nuclear spin of the identical particles must b e taken into account . 
The Hamiltonian considered so far does not include spin dependent terms; 
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therefore, the complete wave function can be written as a direct product of a spatial 
waVe function, which satisfies the Schrodinger equation, and a spin wave function 
for the three particles. In earlier sections we have discussed the explicit construction 
of the spatial part of the scattering wave function. From the direct product 
of the spatial and spin functions, differential cross sections for appropriately 
antisymmetrized scattering wave functions can be extracted. The existence of 
nuclear spin does not affect the previous sections and becomes important here in 
connection with the P auli principle. 
Rotational invariance implies conservation of the spin total angular momenta 
squared and one of its space-fixed components. The spin functions that we will 
use are chosen to be eiqenfunctions of 52, the square of the total spin angular 
momentum operator and 5z, its space-fixed Z component. 
The permutation operators also affect the spin functions. Since the operators 
of permutation group all commute with those of SO(3), the spin functions just 
chosen form irreducible representations of permutation groups. For example, the 
direct product for the P3 representations are (spin 181 spatial) 
Al 181 Al = A2 181 A2 = Al 
A2 181 Al = Al 181 A2 = A2 
E 181 Al = A l 181 E = E 
E 181 A2 = A2 181 E = E 
E 181 E = Al Ell A2 Ell E 
(8.12) 
It is seen that in the case of fermions the only irreducible representation spatial 
solutions t hat contribute to nature are A2 and E. When the Pauli principle is 
satisfied, we associate the quartet nuclear spin state with the A2 sp atial scattering 
amplitude and the doublet nuclear spin state with the E spatial scattering 
amplitude for spin ~ nuclei like hydrogen. It is easily seen that bosons require 
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spatial solutions that transforms as Al and E. If the initial rotational state of the 
diatomic j is even (para-hydrogen), then the corresponding spatial wave function 
must b elong t o the E irreducible representation because A2 solutions contain no 
even rotational states. The explicit form for the observable cross sections in this 
case IS 
Ev'i'm' 
(Y vjfl 
2 A 2v ' l' m ' + 1 Ev' j' m' aO" vjQ 30" vjr! 
1 EtI'i'm' 
:30" vjO 
Ev'j'm' 
fJ vjO 
j and j' even 
j and j' odd 
j even, j' odd 
j odd, j' even 
(8.13) 
Summing up for this example, all different ial cross sections are composed solely 
of E differential cross sections except the ortho to ortho ones which are simple linear 
combination of the E and A2 differen t ial cross sections . 
9. Summary 
We have presented in detail a methodology for performing accurate quantum 
mechanical reactive scattering calculat ions based on symmetrized principal-axis 
moment inertia hyperspherical coordinates. The formali sm includes the expansion 
of the wave function in terms of local hyperspherical pseudo surface functions which 
are independent of total angular m omentum. The geometric phase effect due to the 
conical intersections requires careful consideration of the phases of the electronic 
and nuclear wave functions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Diagram displaying a pseudo-rotation in the H3 system. The electronic 
degeneracy occurs at the symmetric configuration, shown as the equilateral triangle 
in the center. As one round a series of continuous loop in the space of nuclear 
coordinates, this cyclic evolution as a result changes the sign of the electronic wave 
function. 
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Table III: Operations and irreducible representations for Pp 
Operation Permutation d A 
OE (: !3 ~F 1 !3 
Operation Permutation d X1 d A , 
OE E~ !3 ~ F 1 1 !3 
OA (: !3 
'Y ;) 1 -1 
Operation Permutation d A1 d A ' d" 
OE (: !3 ~ F 1 1 0 n !3 
OA (: !3 ;) 
'Y 
1 -1 0 ~1F 
OB E~ !3 :) 1 -1 (1 1) !3 
oc (f; !3 ~F 1 -1 (--4 -1) a 
OD E~ !3 ;) 1 1 (--4 ~F a 
c." OF (f; !3 :) 1 1 (1 --1) 'Y 
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Table IV: Symmetry coefficients c~Aj for Pp 
A 
fa T ev (J 
"f 
A 1 0 0 
A B 0 1 0 
C 0 0 1 
A 
fkk T ev (3 "f 
A' A 1+( _1)' 0 0 2 
B 0 1 ( ;]f' 7i 
A" A 1-(- 1)' 0 0 2 
B 0 1 
-("it V2 
A 
fkk T ev (3 "f 
A1 A 1+( - 1)' 1+(-1)' 1+(-1)j 2V3 2V3 2V3 
A2 A 1-(-1)' 1-(-1)' 1-(-1)' 2V3 2V3 2V3 
Ekk A SJ... _-EL +...£L _~_ -fL V6 2V6 2V2 2V6 2V2 
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Figure 1. 
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Abstract 
The effect of the geometric phase induced by the conical intersection between 
the two lowest electronic states for the H + Hz system on product rotational state 
distributions and integral cross sections is investigated by an accurate quantum 
mechaincal calculation with total collision energies up to 2.6 e V above the bottom 
of the ground state Hz electronic well. Inclusion of the effect of the geometric 
phase is shown to change significantly the rotational state distributions and para-
to-ortho integral cross sections for energies higher than 1.8 eV. These results are in 
excellent qualitative agreement with the experimentally measured distributions for 
the D + H2 reaction, and strongly suggest that under appropriate conditions the 
geometric phase effect may be significant in the many systems that display conical 
intersections. 
" Contribution number 8603. 
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1. Introduction 
The H+H2 reaction and its isotopic variations, such as the D+H2 reaction, play 
a special role in chemical kinetics[I). They are the simplest and most fundamental 
of the gas-phase exchange reactions for which the procesess of concurrent bond 
breaking and bond formation can be studied in detail both experimentally and 
theoretically. Early three-dimensional quantum cross section calculations for t he 
H + H2 reaction were carried out about 17 years ago[2-6) at energies below the 
opening of the first vibrationally exciated state of H2 • The methods used have 
proven computationally too expensive to extend to higher energies[1). 
As a result of the current development of efficient methodologies and increased 
access to supercomputers, beginning in 1986 with the publication of J = 0 partial 
wave results for the H + H2 reaction up to energies of 1.6 eV above threshold 
u sing symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates [7 ,8], there has been a remarkable 
surge of activity in this field [9-51). These calculations are of three basic types: the 
propagation methods of Kuppermann et al.[7-12]' Pack et al.[13-17]' Schatz[18,19]' 
Linderberg et al.[20], and Launay et al. [21-23), all involving some form of 
hyperspherical coordinates; the variational methods of the Truhlar and Kouri 
groups[24-38], Miller et al.[39-43]' and Manolopoulos, Wyatt et al.[44-49], using 
J acobi coordinates; and the recent work of Webster and Light[50-51) using a natural 
collision coordinate[52) method related to earlier approaches[2-6). 
Most of the above calculations for reactive scattering implicitly assume that 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid and that the reaction occurs on the 
ground state electronically adiabatic potential energy surface. Since the minimum 
of the first excited electronic state surface is 2.7 e V above the minimum of the 
ground state surface (which is the bottom of the isolated H2 diatom potential well 
), it would seem that this is a very good approximation for the energy range of 
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the previous calculations (0.3-1.6 eV). However, a complication arises in using the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation when two electronic potential energy surfaces 
exhibit a conical intersection. It has b een shown[53] that in a system of three 
atoms each having only one valence electron of the s-type (such as hydrogen atom 
isotopes or alkali atoms), the lowest electronic doublet state displays a conical 
intersection even when all three atoms are dissimilar. If one traces a path in 
nuclear configuration space which encircles the line of the conical intersections and 
returns to the original configuration, the electronic wavefunction, if forced to be 
real, changes sign. Since the total wavefunction including electronic and nuclear 
parts must be single-valued and continuous, there must be a compensating sign 
change in the nuclear wavefunction. This is known as the molecular Aharonov-
Bohm effect[54-57] and is a special case of Berry's geometric phase[58]. 
Recently, Kliner, Zare et al. [59-60) have reported resonance-enhanced multi-
photon ionization and time-of-flight mass spectroscopic measurements of product 
rotational state distributions for the D + H2 reaction in which the H2 reagent was 
either thermal (v=O, j) or prepared in the level (v=1, j=1) by stimulated Raman 
pumping. Previous quantum calculations[37,41] are in perfect agreement with the 
measured distribution[59) for the D + H2(v = O,j) --t HD(v' = 1, j') + H reaction at 
center-of-mass collision energy E tr = 1.05 eV. However, quantum calculations of 
the D + H2(v = 1,j = 1) --t HD(v' = 1,j') + H distribution at E tr = 1.02 eV[37,38] 
do not agree with experiment[60]. Specifically, the calculated distribution is 2-3 
quanta hotter than the experimental one. It has b een suggested[12] that for the 
D + H2 reaction the influence of the geometric phase on integral and differential 
cross sections is apt to manifest itself at total energies above 1.8 e V. Since only 
exchange processes contribute to this reaction (as opposed to the contribution of 
both direct and exchange processes in the H + H2 reaction), the influence of the 
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geometric phase on D + H2 should be qualitatively similar to that on the para -+ 
ortho and ortho -+ para transitions for H + H2 . 
In this letter , we present accurate numerical results for H + H2 including and 
excluding the geometric phase in order to assess the magnitude of its effect on 
the product rotational state distributions and on para -+ ortho and ortho -+ para 
integral cross sections. We performed these calculations for energies up to 2.6 
eV (about 0.1 eV below the minimum of the first electronically excited potential 
energy surface) and to all total angular momenta needed t o obtain converged cross 
sections. In section 2 we provide an overview of the methodology b ased on a 
hyperspherical coordinate formalism[12]. The numerical details of the calculations 
are discussed in section 3. In section 4 results of the scattering calculations for 
the H + H2 with and without the geometric phase effect are presented. We focus 
attention on the influence of the geometric phase on the product rotational state 
distributions and on the para -+ ortho and ortho -+ para integral cross sections. 
In section 5 we summarize the main points of this letter. 
2. Methodology 
The calculations were carried out using a symmetrized hyperspherical coordi-
nate formalism, as described elsewhere[12]. In particular, we use symmetrized 
hyperspherical coordinates[61,62] and local hyperspherical p seudo surface func-
tions [12] t o solve the three-dimensional Schrodinger equation including the geo-
metric phase effect. This approach has several attractive features. First , it can be 
incorporated into a body-fixed formalism[14,21]' in which the body frame is tied 
to the instantaneous principal axes of moment inertia, and in which a reference 
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hamiltonian is used which omit s some centrifugal couplings terms[12,21] . The re-
sulting pseudo surface functions can be calcula ted very economically and provide 
a very efficien t basis set for expansion of the six-variable wave function. 
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, t he total wave function is expressed 
as a product of an electronic wave function 7f;., which we choose to be real, and a 
nuclear wave function. The latter is a product of the nuclear space wave function 
7f;JMrrr and a nuclear spin wavefunction . The electronuclear wave function \[IJMrrr 
excluding the nuclear spin part is expressed as 
(1 ) 
which is chosen to b elong to an irreducible represent a t ion r of the nuclear 
p ermutation group (P3 ) of H3 . Here qe refers to the set of all spacial and spin 
electronic coordinates. The symbol p designa tes the system 's hyperradius and ~ 
an appropr iately chosen set of five symmetrized hyperangles. It is also labelled by 
t he total sp a tial nuclear angular moment um quant um number J , its component 
M along a laboratory-fixed axis and t he spat ial nuclear parity II. In t he absence 
of the geometric phase, we make the electronic wave function belong to t he Al 
irreducible representation of the nuclear permutation group. In this case, the 
spatial part 7f;JMrrr of t he nuclear wave function b elongs to t he same irreducible 
representation r as \[IJMrrr . In the presence of the geometric phase, although 
\[I JMrrr still b elongs to t he irreducible representation r of P3, the spatial part of 
the nuclear wave function and the electronic wave funct ion do not . 
The details of t he m ethodology have been described previously [1l ,12,63] and 
will not b e repeated here . 
For H + H2 reaction, III the P 3 p ermutation group , only two indep endent 
scat tering amplitude matrices between a given initial state vjm and final state 
v' j 'm ' need b e considered, which may b e represented as fN (the non-reactive one) 
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and fR (the reactive one). For the purposes of the present paper it is convenient 
to relate t hese matrices to those corresponding to the irreducible representations 
AI, A2 and E. In the helicity representation these relations are[64]: 
t -, I 
f NV.J m vJm 
I - / I 
f R V.J m vJm 
1 Atv'j'm' 1 Ev'j'm' 
:3 fvjm - :3 fvjm 
!fA.2 v1 j'm l _ !fE.v'j'm' 
3 "Jm 3 vJm 
....!.. f E.v l i'm' 
v'a "Jm 
1 fEv l j'm' 
- 73 vjm 
j and / even 
j and j' odd 
j + j' odd 
j and j' even 
j and/ odd 
j even, j' odd 
j odd, j' even 
(2) 
To convert these distinguishable-atom scattering amplitudes into P auli-
anti symmetrized differential cross sections one may u se the relations[3]: 
(a) para --t para (j,/ even) 
I - / I 
V J m 
O'vjm 
= Vvljf 1 f Nv'tml _ fR V'!'m' 12 
v. . vJm vJm 
vJ 
(b) para --t ortho (j even , j' odd) 
v'j'm' = 3 Vv'jl 1 fRv' j'm' IZ 
uvjm v. . vJm 
VJ 
( c) ortho --t para (j odd, / even ) 
,,' j 'm' = Vv'jl 1 fRv't m' IZ 
cr vjm V. . V1m 
VJ 
(d) ortho --t ortho (j,j' odd) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
where Vvj and Vv' j' stand for initial and final relative velocities respectively. 
In addition , for comparison with the D + Hz --t DH + H reaction one may 
treat th e H + Hz reaction as having the P z permutation group and derive the 
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following relations b etween the helicity scattering amplitudes for the P2 irreducible 
representations (A' and A") and those for distinguishable particles: 
A,v'j'm' {'z!Rv'!' ml ! . = v L, v)m 
v)m 0 
A"v'j'm' {'z!Rv'j' m' ! vjm = ~iI v)m 
J even 
j odd 
j odd 
J even 
(7) 
The explicit form for the Pauli-ant i symmetrized reactive differentical cross 
section is given by the simple expression 
J even 
j odd 
(8) 
' ·'m ' , ., The corresponding state-to-state, QR:/m , and degeneracy-averaged, QR:/ ' 
integral cross sections can be obtained by analytical integration of the expressions 
above over the scattering angle and are easily expressed in terms of the absolute 
values of associated transition matrices [3]. 
3. Numerical Parameters 
The pseudo surface function and propagation matrix element calculations 
were carried out on the Cray-2/4-256 supercomputer at the NASA Ames 
Supercomputer Center. The integrations of the coupled-channel equations and the 
final asympototic analysis tasks were carried out on two Cray Y-MP /864s, one at 
the San Diego Supercomputer Center and the other at NASA Ames Supercomputer 
Center. 
The LSTH Born-Oppenheimer electronic potential energy surface[65] has been 
u sed throughout the calculations covering the energy range between 0.3 eV to 2.6 
eV measured with respect to the bottom of the H2 well. 
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P seudo surface functions were computed at 20 values of the hyperradius p 
b etween 2 and 6 bohr and at 31 values of p between 6 and 12 bohr. The results 
described in this paper were obtained by using 10000 products of trigonometric 
functions (100 for each of the two hyperangular coordinates () and <,1>'\[12]) for p 
between 2 and 6 bohr and 4000 asymptotic rovibrational states in the hyperangular 
coordinates w,\ and 7,\[12] for p between 6 and 12 bohr. 2500 pseudo surface 
functions were kept for the integration of the coupled-channel equations. This 
number of basis functions was found to be enough to produced sufficiently 
converged results over the energy range of these calculations, as described below. 
The boundary at which we change from the principal-axis moment of inertia frame 
to the body-fixed J acobi frame[15] was set at Pc = 6 bohr. This value was used 
for all J, since the change-over distance is determined m ainly by the p-dependence 
of the potential energy funct ion V. For the present converged calculations, the 
results do not change as pc is furt her increased. 
The largest value of the angular moment um quantum number n along the 
smallest principal axis of inertia was determined by checking the convergence and 
the unitarity of the scattering matrix with respect to this quantity. A value of 
nmax = 26 sufficed and as a result the size of the basis set increases with J for 
J = 0 - 26 and then remains the same for J = 26 - 52. For total energies E up 
to 2.6 eV values of J up to 52 were needed. Calculations were performed with a 
uniform energy grid of 0.01 eV. 
Two important overall measurement s of the accuracy of a scattering 
calculation are the conservation of flux and symmetry of the scattering matrix. 
For all energies below 2.0 eV, the deviations from flux conservation are 2.5 % or 
less. Over the same energy range, the scattering matrix is symmetric to within 
8 % for elements with squared modulus greater than 0.01. H all elements of the 
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open part of the matrix was considered, the maximum deviation of the phases of 
the scattering matrix elements is found to be 9.2°. Limiting the comparison of 
elements with modulus greater than 0.01 reduces this figure to about 2.3°. For 
energies between 2.0 eV to 2.6 eV , the maximum deviations from flux conservation 
are b etween 5.0 % and 12 % while the scat tering m atrix is symmetric to within 10 
% - 16 % for elements with squared modulus greater than 0.01. The corresponding 
maximum deviation of the phases of the scattering m atrix elements was found to be 
within 8°. These are the worse cases and at lower collision energies, the scattering 
matrix unitarity and symmetry are much better. The flux conservation of the 
results given in the figures is better than 4% and the maximum deviation of the 
symmetry of the scattering matrix elements is within 5%. 
4. Results of Scattering Calculations 
We have performed the calculations of product rotational st at e distributions 
and for para --t ortho and ortho --t para integral cross sections of the H + H2 
reaction both with and without inclusion of the geometric phase effect for t otal 
energies below 2.6 eV (measured with respect to the bottom of the isolated H2 
well). 
4.1 Rotational State Distributions 
Experimental measurements of these distributions for the D + H2 reaction 
have been made recently[59 ,60]. Since many aspects of this reaction are similar 
to those of the H + H2 reaction, we will compare the current calculations with 
the experimental and theoretical results for the D + H2 reaction in order to 
assess the importance of the geometric phase effect for the latter. Figure 1( a) 
shows a comparison of the theoretical results of Mielke et al. [38] (using the 
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DMBE[66] potential energy surface), and of Zhang and Miller[41] (using the LSTH 
potential energy surface[65]) with the experimental measurements of Kliner, Rinnen 
and Zare[59] on the integral cross section for the D + H2(v = O,j = 0, 1) --; 
DH(v' = 1, j') + H reaction at a relative translational energy E tr of 1.05 eV. The 
t heoretical values are appropriately weighted averages over t he initial rotational 
states j = 0, 1 according to their respective populations at T = 294 K O. The 
experimental distributions are normalized such that the sum of the cross sections 
for j ' = 0 - 9 is the same as for the theoretical results. The absolute cross sections 
are also displayed on the figure. The two quantum calculations are in excellent 
agreement with the experimental results . The slight differences between th e two 
calculations are consistent with the differences between the DMBE and LSTH 
potential energy surfaces. Figure l(b) shows the corresponding cross sections of 
the H + H2(V = O, j = 0, 1) --; H2(v' = 1, j') + H reaction treated as having the P2 
symmetry and weighted by the j = 0 and j = 1 contributions according to their 
respective populations at T = 294 KO , as a function of final rotation al states. The 
inclusion of the geometric phase produces no detectable difference to about t hree 
significant digits. The qualitative feature of the H + H2 product rotational state 
distribution is similar to that for the D + H2 reaction. This lack of influence of the 
geometr ic phase is in agreement with the semi-classical argum ent of Mead[56] and 
wit h the previous quantum calculations[12]. 
More recently, Kliner , Rinnen and Zare[60] have determined the product 
rotation al state distributation for the reaction D + H2(v = 1, j = 1) in which the 
H2 reagent was vibrationally excited. These results are shown in Figure 2(a). Also 
shown here are the results of converged 3D quantum calculations by S. L. Mielke 
et al. [38] . The calculations qualitatively reproduce the experiment al results, but 
there are significant differences between them which are outside of the experimental 
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uncertalnty. The theoretical distribution peaks at j' = 10 whereas the measured 
distribution peaks at j' = 7 and the predicted enhancement in the v ' = 1 rate 
with reagent vibrational excitation is a factor of 4.2 ± 0.3 whereas the calculated 
one is 6.4, i. e. 52 % higher than the experimental one. Since the calculations 
are well converged and use an accurate ab initio potential energy surface and 
the experimental measurements are carefully checked, the discrepency shown in 
Figure 2(a) is unlikely to be eit her attributed to the experimental uncertainty 
or the accuracy of the calculations. However , when we plot the corresponding 
converged quantum calculation of the product rotational states distributions for 
the H + H2 reaction in Figure 2(b) , inclusion of the geometric phase effect results 
in significant differences. Without inclusion of this phase the calculated rotational 
state distribution is similar to the theoretical D + H2 results obtained previously 
(also without inclusion of this phase) . When t he geometric phase effect is included 
in our H + H2 calculations, the results are much closer to the experimental ones. It 
has b een suggested[12] that at the energies ofthese D+H2(V = 1, j = 1) experiments 
the influence of t he geometric phase on D + H2 should be qualitatively similar to 
those for the para -t ortho and ortho -t para transitions in H + H2 because only 
exchange processes contribute both to the latter and to D + H2 as opposed to the 
contribution of both direct and exchange processes for para -t para and ortho --> 
ortho t ransitions in H + H2. When the geometric phase effect is included in the 
calculation, vibrational excitation of the H2 reagent results in substantial rotational 
excitation of the H2(V' = 1) product and increase the reaction rate into v' = 1 by 
about a factor of 4. 
Figure 3 shows a similar relation between t he experimental D + H2 rotational 
states distributions at E tr = 1.4 eV and the present theoretical results for H + H2. 
Theoretical results for D + H2 are not available for comparison with the experiment 
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at this energy. The present calculations strongly suggest that the discrepancy 
between theory and experiment for the D + H2 system is due to the geometric 
phase effect . For reactions involving dissimilar hydrogen atoms, such as D + H2 , it 
will b ecome necessary to include this effect in the high energy regime. 
4.2 Para -t ortho and ortho -t para Integral Cross Sections 
In Figures 4 and 5 we display the integral cross sections as a function of 
energy for the H +H2(V = O,j = 0,1) -t H2(v' = 1,j' = 0, l)+H reaction treated as 
having the P2 symmetry, summed over the angular momentum projection quant um 
number of the molecular product. Each of these figures displays three curves, one 
for the case in which the geometric phase effect is not included, Q NG P, and the one 
for which it is included , Q GP, and their difference. As can be seen , both figures 
display differences for energies higher than about 1.8 eV. 
It is expected that as the system's energy increases towards the lowest conical 
intersection energy ( 2.7 e V ) , there should be two kinds of semi-classical paths 
which contribute to the exchange scattering amplitude, that which encircles the 
conical intersection and that which does not[ll,12,56]. Figure 6 depicts these two 
kinds of semi-classical paths. For energies lower than 1.8 e V the semi-classical 
path does not encircle the conical intersection, it is expected that t he phase of the 
scattering matrix elements and of the scattering amplitude should change by 7r as 
a result of the inclusion of the geometric phase effect. For energies higher than 1.8 
eV, it is expected that both semi-classical paths will contribute to the reaction. 
As a result inclusion of the geometric phase effect will affect the phases of the 
corresponding contributions to the scattering matrix differently, and the net effect 
will result in a more complicated behavior. For sufficiently high energies it will be 
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necessary to include the nonadiabatic effects of coupling to the upper sheet of the 
potential energy surface. 
5. Summary 
We have investigated the effect of the geometric phase on the product 
rotational state distributions and on para -> ortho and ortho -> para integral cross 
sections for the H + H2 system at total collision energies up to 2.6 eV above the 
bottom of the ground state H2 electronic potential well. Inclusion of the effect of 
the geometric phase is shown to significantly change the distributions and integral 
cross sections for energies higher than 1.8 eV. The results for the H + H2 reaction 
that include the effect of the geometric phase are in qualitative agreement with the 
measured distributions for the D + H2 reaction. Our results strongly suggest that 
the geometric phase effect is very significant in the D + H2 system at these energies. 
It may also be significant in other systems displaying conical intersections, under 
conditions for which paths in configuration space encircle the line representing such 
intersections. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. ( a) Comparison of theoretical and experimental integral cross sections 
as a function of the product rotational state quantum number j' for D + H2(V = 
O,j = 0,1) ---+ DH(v' = 1,l) + H at E tr = 1.05eV. The circles connected by 
solid lines represent the experimental results of ref. [59J. Error bars represent one 
standard deviation. The squares connected by solid lines are the theoretical values 
of ref. [41J (using the LSTH surface), and the triangles connected by solid lines 
are the theoretical values of ref. [38J (using the DMBE surface). The experimental 
results are normalized such that the sum of the cross sections for j' = 0 - 9 is the 
same as for the theoretical results. (b) The present calculations of integral cross 
sections for H + H2(V = 0, j = 0,1) ---+ H2(v' = 1, j') + H reaction ,treated as having 
the P2 symmetry, as a function of the product rotational state j' at Etr = 1.05 
eV. The cross sections have been weighted for the j = 0 and j = 1 contributions 
according to their respective populations at T = 2941<°. The open circles (squares) 
correspond to the case in which the geometric phase is included (is not included). 
Figure 2. (a) Comparison of theoretical and experimental integral cross sections 
as a function of the product rotational state quantum number j' for D + H2(v = 
l,j = 1) ---+ DH(v' = 1,j') + H at E tr = 1.0eV. The circles connected by 
solid line represent the experimental results of ref.[60J. Error bars represent one 
standard deviation. The squares connected by solid lines are the theoretical values 
of ref. [38J (using the DMBE surface). The experimental results are normalized 
such that the sum of the cross sections for j' = 0 - 12 is the same as for the 
theoretical results. (b) The present calculations of integral cross sections for 
H + H2(V = 1,j = 1) ---+ H2(v' = l,j') + H reaction, treated as having the P 2 
symmetry, as a function of the product rotational state quantum number j' at E tr 
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= 1.0 eV. The open circles (squares) correspond to the case in which the geometric 
phase is included (is not included). 
Figure 3. (a) The experimental integral cross sections from ref.[60] as a function 
of the product rotational state quantum number j' for D + H2(V = 1, j = 1) -t 
DH(v' = 1,j') + H at E tr = 1.4eV. Error bars represent one standard deviation. 
(b) The present calculations of integral cross sections for H + H2 (v = 1, j = 1) -t 
H2(v' = 1, j') + H reaction , treated as having P2 symmetry, as a function of the 
product rotational state quantum number j' at E tr = 1.4 eV. The open circles 
(squares) correspond to the case in which the geometric phase is included (is not 
included). 
Figure 4. Degeneracy-averaged integral cross sections for the H + H2(v = O, j = 
0) -t H2(v' = O, j' = 1) + H reaction, treated as having the P 2 symmetry, as a 
function oftotal energy. The open circles (squares) correspond to the case in which 
the geometric phase is included (is not included). Also plotted is the difference ( 
represented by triangle ) between those two curves which were multiplied by a 
scaling factor of 25 b efore b eing plotted. 
Figure 5. Degeneracy-averaged integral cross sections for the H + H2(V = O, j = 
1) -t H2(v' = 1,j' = 0) + H reaction, treated as having the P2 symmetry, as a 
function of total energy. The open circles (squares) correspond to the case in which 
the geometric phase is included (is not included). Also plotted is the difference ( 
represented by triangle ) between those two curves which were multiplied by a 
scaling factor of 25 before being plotted. 
Figure 6. This figure depicts two kinds of semi-classical path which contribute 
to the exchange scattering amplitude, that which encircles ( represented by dash 
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line) the conical intersection and that which does not ( represented by solid line ). 
The motion of the approaching reagent molecules is represented by a point moving 
in from above at the gap b etween the two nearly vertical tubes displayed at the 
top of the figure. The motion of the product molecules receding from each other 
is represented by a point moving outward in the gap between the tubes pointing 
toward the b ottom of the figure. 
0) 
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CHAPTER IV 
Theoretical Calculation of Experimentally Observable 
Consequences of the geometric Phase on 
Chemical Reaction Cross Sections 
t This paper appeared in J. Chem. Phys. 186,319 (1991). 
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ABSTRACT 
Any system composed of three similar or dissimilar atoms whose ground st ates 
are 2S, displays a conical intersection , as well as a corresponding geometric phase 
effect. We report for the first time the results of accurate quantum mechanical 
calculations including this effect. Integral and differential cross sections for the 
simple H + H2 system over the energy range 0.7 eV to 1.2 eV are presented. For 
para -> para and ortho -> or tho transitions t hey are changed significantly, whereas 
for para -> ortho and ortho -> para transitions they are not. These results are 
verifiable experimentally. 
1 Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 
in Chemistry at the California Instit ute of Technology. 
2 Current address: 111 Rue Olivier De Serres, 75015 Paris, France 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been shown[l] that a system composed of three atoms, which may be 
dissimilar, but which have 28 ground states, displays a conical intersection between 
its two lowest electronically adiabatic potential energy surfaces. As one follows a 
closed path in nuclear configuration space around the line along which these two 
surfaces conically intersect, the ground st ate Born-Oppenheimer electronic wave 
function changes sign if it is required to real[1-7]. This sign change is a special 
case of Berry's geometric phase[8], and is sometimes referred to as the molecular 
Aharonov-Bohm effect[9]. Particular systems which display this sign change effect 
are those composed of three alkali atoms, be they identical or dissimilar, and of 
t hree isotopic hydrogen atoms, identical or dissimilar. For t he isotopic H3 system , 
the two lowest electronic states b elong to the 2 E' irreducible representation of the 
D3h point symmetry group at equilateral triangular geometries of the three nuclei , 
whether t hese are identical or not, i.e., the geometry of the conical intersection is 
that of an equilateral triangle. 
Mead and Truhlar[3] h ave shown that the change in sign associated with such 
conical intersections has consequences for the corresponding nuclear motion. A 
corollary of that change in sign is that the nuclear wavefunction must also change 
sign when tal<en through such closed path, to mal<e the total product wavefunction 
single-valued. Berry's geometric phase is an example of holonomy, the phenomenon 
by which some variables change when other variables or parameters characterizing 
a system return to their initial values[lO,ll]. The origin of this additional phase 
are anholonomic, that is, they depend only on the geometry of the p arameter space 
and the circuit traversed rather than on other aspects of the hamiltonian. Notably 
lacking are accurate quantitative predictions or experimental observations on real 
chemical reactions demonstrating the magnitude of this effect . 
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All quantum mechanical calculations of experimentally observable reaction 
cross sections for the H + H2 system performed so far have assumed that the 
reaction occurs on the single ground electronic potential energy surface[12-28]. It 
has been recently shown however[6] that, in the absence of coupling to the ground 
electronic state, the geometric phase completely modifies the energy spectrum and 
the permutation symmetry properties of the quasi-bound rovibrational states of 
the first electronically excited state of H3 . In addition, it has also been shown that 
the J = 0 total angular momentum partial cross sections of para -; para and ortho 
-; ortho transitions for this system is significantly changed by this effect[7]. In this 
letter, we report results obtained by extending these calculations to all total angular 
momenta needed to obtain converged integral and differential cross sections over 
an energy range from 0.7 eV to 1.2 eV. By performing these calculations including 
and excluding the geometric phase, we have been able to accurately assess the 
magnitude of its effect on this reaction. 
We divide this paper into four additional sections. In Section 2 we provide 
an overview of the methodology based on a hyperspherical coordinate formalism. 
The numerical details of the calculations are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 
results of scattering calculations for the H + H2 performed with and without the 
geometric phase are presented. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. 
2. METHODOLOGY 
In the present calculations, we neglect all spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions. 
Under conditions of validity of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the 
electronuclear wave function can be written as a product of the electronic part ,p., 
which we chose to be real, and the nuclear part. The latter can be factored into 
a nuclear spin part and a spacial part ,pJMrrr. J is the total angular momentum 
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quantum number, M its projection onto laboratory-fixed axis, II the parity with 
respect to inversion of the nuclei through the system's center of mass and r the 
irreducible representation of the nuclear permutation group (P3 for the H3 system) 
to which q, JMIIr, the electro-nuclear wave function excluding the nuclear spin part, 
belongs: 
Here qe refers to the set of all, spacial and spin, electronic coordinates. The 
symbol p designates the system's hyperradius and e an appropriately chosen set 
of 5 symmetrized hyperangles. -.p JMrrr is an eigenfunction of the nuclear motion 
hamiltonian[15-17] 
- r? 8 5 8 }..2 H= - - - p -+-+V(p,O 
2/lp5 8p 8p 2/lP2 (2) 
wh ere /l is the three-body reduced mass. }.. the grand canonical angular m om entum 
oper ator and V the Born-Openheimer electronic potential energy function. 
We use a set of principal-axis body-fixed hyperspherical coordinates closely 
related to the modified Whitten-Smith coordinates[27,29,30]. Three of the 5 
hyperangles are the Euler angles ( af3'Y) which specify the orientation of the body 
frame in space. The other two are the symmetrized hyperangles (e, (h.) obt ained by 
a rotation of the internal configuration space axis described previously [31] t hrough 
Euler angles (f, f, 11"). The angle 11 is in the [0 , f] range and 1>>. in t he [0,211") range. 
These two angles describe the shape of t he molecular triangle, such that 11 = 11"/2 
corresponds to linear configurations and e = 0 to symmetric top configurations. 
T h e quantization axis Z for the internal motion is chosen to be t he axis of least 
inertia and the Y axis is associated to the axis of maximum inertia, perpendicular to 
the molecular plane. This choice enables one to minimise coupling due to rotation 
of the body frame at linear or near-linear configurations [27,28]. Let r>. and R>. be 
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respectively the mass scaled vectors from Av to A" and from the center of mass of 
AvA" to A>., where the three nuclei are labelled A"Ai3 and A-y and AVI< is a cyclic 
permutation of af3'Y. The cartesian components of r>. and R>. in this body-fixed 
frame are given by 
ru = -psin(7r/4 - 8/2)cos«/»./2); 
r>.y = 0; 
r>.z = pcos(7r/4 - 8/2)sin(q,>./2); 
R>.x = psin(7r/ 4 - B/2)sin(q,>./2); 
R>.z = pcos(7r/ 4 - B/2)cos(q, >. /2). 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(3c) 
(3d) 
(3e) 
(3f) 
The square of the grand canonical angular momentum operator A 2 can be expressed 
in terms of these angles as 
(4) 
where A~ and R are given by 
(5a) 
(5b) 
Jz being the body-fixed Z component of the total angular momentum J, and 
J± = Jx ±iJy . 
We define a set of five-dimensional pseudo surface functions ig!~hfqr at the 
hyperradius p by 
JMITr( f3 B '" . -) rmr(B '" . -)NJMIT( f3 ) q,nr! 0', ,1', )'f' >.. , p = i.pn )'f' ). , P n 0: , ,'Y (6) 
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The functions Nr{MIT are linear combinations ofWigner rotation matrices with 
definite parity II = ±1[28,32]. 
N JMII _ n - 2J + 1 Jo ( ) ( )IT+J+n Jo ( )] 16II2(1 + Sno) [DMn n, fl, I + -1 DM,_n n, fl, I (7) 
where n ~ 0 is the absolute magnitude of the quantum number for the projection 
of the total angular momentum onto the body-fixed Z axis. 
The Dm~ffr are n- and p-dependent eigenfunctions of the hamiltonian 
(8) 
These eigenfunctions are obtained variationally by expanding them in a body-fixed 
basis u~;~K built from products of simple analytical functions[28]: 
(9) 
ne and n", are integers or half-odd integers, and f;;, (0) and g;!;n (¢> A) are simple 
linear combinations of trigonometric functions. 
The functions f;;,(O) can be chosen as the functions cos(neO) or sin(neO), with 
ne integer or half-odd integer, in terms of which the hyperspherical h armonics 
can be written as polynomials in cosO [6,33-35]. Table 1 indicates how to choose 
the functions of g;!!'n(¢>A) to obtain electronuclear wavefunctions with correct 
permutation symmetries, with and without the effect of the geometric phase. 
The complete six-dimensional scattering wavefunction is solved by expanding 
it over spherical sectors centered around the value of p in terms of the corresponding 
five-dimensional pseudo surface functions 
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The q, ~~rrr are determined at a set of discrete values of 15. The hyperradial 
functions b~r are solutions of the set of coupled second-order differential equations 
where 
h 2 h2 
+ '" Warn( . - )bmr ( . -) + '" Xnr,n (. - )bmr (. -) 22 D nn' p, P n'fl p, P -2 6 nn',f2±l p, P n' ,O±l p, P 
I-'P n' I-'P n' 
h2 
'" ynr,n (. -)bmr ( . _) - ° +42 ~ nn',O±2 p, p n' ,O±2 p,p -
I-'P n' 
Q = { O,I ,2, .... J 
1,2,3, ... . J 
for J + II even; 
for J + II odd; 
with coupling matrix elements given by 
(11) 
-2 
U;;;7(p; 15) =< Dm~rn I V(O,I/J).,p) - P2 V(O, I/J).;j5) I Dm~rn > (12a) p 
W;;,;,n(p; 15) = [J(J + 1)] < Dm~rn I 1 +1 . 0 + 2 .120 I Dm~rn > 
sm sm 
2 nrn 3 1 I nrn 
-Q < 'Pn I 1 + . 0 + 2 . 20 'Pn' > SIn SIn 
o 8 nr,n+I 
Xnr,n = _t: (J Q)I)J,n+l < rrrn I ~ I ---,-'P!f;.n'-;-_ > 
nn' n±l ~+ I 'Pn . 20 8'" 
, I) J,n sm '1'). 
(12b) 
(12c) 
nrn ( ro) (ro )I)J,n+2 rrrn I 1 Ynn, n±2 = E+ J,,, E+ J,,, + 1 < 'Pn 1 . 0 
' 1]J,fl + SIn 
1 I rrr ,n+2 > 
2 . 20 'P n , sm 
I)J,n-2 nrn 1 e_EgInF~_EgIn-lF <'Pn 11 ·0 I)J,n + sm 
1 I nr n - 2 
2 . 20 'P n" > sm 
(12d) 
I) J,n, I)J,n±b I) J,n±2 are normalization constants for NrrMn (cr, (3 , 'Y), N rr!'{,rr (cr, (3, 'Y) 
and Nrrr2n ( cr, (3, 'Y) functions. The coupling constants E±( i, k) are defined as 
E±(i, k) = [i(i + 1) - k(k ± 1)]'/2 (13) 
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The coupling matrix is penta-diagonal in n and can be evaluated efficiently 
by 2D-numerial quadratures. The matrix U is independent of J and only needs to 
be calculated at the boundaries and the middle of each sector. 
For small values of the hyperradius for which the three atoms interact strongly, 
simple trigonometric basis functions proved to be an efficient set in which to 
expand the electronuclear wavefunctions wJMnr . However, for large values of the 
hyperradius for which the system has nearly separated into an atom and a diatom, 
the nuclear wavefunction is highly localized in each arrangement channels. This 
localization makes the trigonometric basis set inefficient and suggests the use of a 
basis set based on the previously defined symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates 
w>',1">.[15,31] instead. These are related to (), <PA by 
sin()cos() = cosw>.; 
sin()sin<p>. = sinw>.cos1">'; 
cos() = sinw>.sin1">'. 
(14a) 
(14b) 
(14c) 
The basis set based on W>.,1">. for large values of p has previously been shown to be 
very efficient [18]. 
Eq.(ll) is integrated over each sector as an initial value problem by u sing a 
log-derivative algorithm[36,37], and by imposing continuity conditions of the 6D 
wave function and its first derivative with respect to p at the separations between 
consective spherical sectors. For the first sector the initial value of p is chosen to be 
sufficiently small for the WKB solution to be applicable. All aspects of the physics 
can be extracted from the solutions at large p by a constant p projection[17,18]. 
3. NUMERICAL PARAMETERS 
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The LSTH Born-Oppenheimer electronic potential energy surface[38,39] was 
used throughout the calculations. The boundary at which we change from the 
principal-axis moment of inertia frame to the body-fixed Jacobi frame[17,18] was 
set at pc = 6 bohr. This value was used for all J, since the change-over distance 
is determined mainly by the p-dependence of the potential energy function V . 
For the present converged calculations, the results do not change as Pc is further 
increased. Pseudo surface functions are computed at 20 values of p between 2 and 
6 bohr and 31 values of p between 6 and 12 bohr. One of the most important 
parameters for these calculations is the number of basis functions used to expand 
the pseudo surface functions. The results described in this paper were obtained 
by using 2500 product functions (50 for each of the two angular coordinates 8 and 
,pi>.) for p b etween 2 and 6 bohr and 800 asymptotic rovibrational states for 6 to 12 
bohr. The maximum value of n used was determined by checking the convergence 
and the unitarity of the scattering matrix with respect to this quantity. A value 
of nmax = 10 sufficed. In the present study, all total angular momenta up to 
J = 34 were needed for the covergence of ortho->ortho and para->para differential 
cross sections for total energies E up to 1.2 e V. The unitarity of the resulting 
scattering matrix was always better than 1% for J ~ 15 and 3.5% for J > 15. For 
each parity and each irreducible representation the computation of pseudo surface 
functions for all values of p took about 24 minutes on a single CPU of a CRA Y 
Y-MP. The logarithmic-derivative integrations for each parity and each irreducible 
representation for total angular momentum up to 34 took about 15 minutes for 
each energy. The results for para->ortho transitions were in very good agreement 
with those published previously[22,23,28]. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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We have performed converged calculations of integral and differential cross 
sections for the H + H2 system over the total energy range (measured with respect 
to the bottom of the isolated H2 potential energy curve) of 0.7 eV to 1.2 eV. These 
calculations were performed both with and without inclusion of the geometric phase 
effect, for a large variety of different transitions . Preliminary results were published 
elsewhere[40J. 
For para->ortho and ortho->para transitions the only effect of the inclusion 
of the geometric phase was to change the sign of the corresponding scattering 
matrix elements and of the associated total scattering amplitudes, while leaving 
the absolute value of their real and imaginary parts unchanged to about 3 significant 
digits. This sign change leaves both the differential and integral cross sections of 
the corresponding transitions unchanged. These results are in complete agreement 
with the semi-classical predictions of Mead[5], since at the energies considered 
semi-classical paths do not encircle the conical intersection[7J. As a result it is 
expected that the phase of the scattering matrix elements and of the scattering 
amplitude should change by 7r as a result of the inclusion of the geometric phase 
effect. At hlgher energies, closer to the lowest conical intersection energy E~ 2.7 
eV) it is expected that semi-classical paths which encircle the conical intersection, 
as well as those which do not, will contribute to these transitions. For these two 
kinds of paths, inclusion of the geometric phase effect will affect the phases of 
the corresponding contributions to the scattering matrix differently, and the net 
results will be much more complicated. We are currently extending our calculations 
to higher energies , in an attempt to penetrate into this intersecting high energy 
regime. Eventually, coupling with the upper sheet of the potential energy surface 
must be included in such calculations. 
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For para->para and ortho->ortho transitions, inclusion of the geometric phase 
effect over the energy range considered affects both the differential and integral 
cross sections very significantly, in a manner accessible to experimental verification. 
In Figures 1 through 3 we display the results of converged calculations of differential 
cross sections as a function of scattering angle for t he v = 0, j = 0 -> v' = 0, j' = 2 
para-to-para process, summed over the angular momentum projection quantum 
number of the molecular product. These calculations were performed at total 
energies of 0.7 eV, 0.9 eV and 1.2 eV. Each of these 3 figures displays two curves, 
one for the case in which the geometric phase effect is not included and one for 
which it is included. As can be seen, all these curves display pronounced oscillations 
which, at each energy, are out of phase with each other. For all 3 figures, the 
first extremum in these curves is a minimum for the case for which the geometric 
phase effect is included and a m aximum for the case in which it is not. As a 
logical exercise let us assume that the curves obtained including the geometric 
phase effect are experimental. If we were trying to fit these results by using the 
reasonably accurate L8TH potential energy surface but performing calculations 
which ignored the geometric phase effect, we would obtain a strong disagreement 
between theory and experiment. We might try to decrease this disagreement by 
iteratively changing the potential energy surface, but this procedure would result 
in a worse rather than a better surface. Without additional calculations, it is not 
known at present whether reasonable agreement could ever be obtained. However, 
the present results obviate the need for such calculations, since the necessity of 
including the geometric phase has hereby been strongly demonstrated. It would 
nevertheless b e very interesting to make measurements of the H + H2 differential 
cross sections under conditions corresponding as closely as possible to Figures 
1 through 3. If such measurements were done, further theoretical calculations 
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would be necessary for comparison purposes. This could lead to a more accurate 
potential energy surface for this important system. The interesting point is that 
measurements of para ...... para and ortho ...... ortho differential cross sections would 
be much more informative, at these energies, than of para ...... ortho or ortho ...... para 
cross sections. The former are larger than the latter and because of the interference 
between direct and exchange processes described, the effect of the exchange part is 
magnified by the large direct one. The origin of the difference in the phases of t he 
oscillations between the differential cross sections obtained including the geometric 
phase effect and excluding it can be understood on the basis of the same semi-
classical argument given above[5] for the cross sections for the para ...... ortho and 
ortho ...... para transitions. That argument indicates that at the energies considered, 
inclusion of the geometric phase effect should not affect the direct scattering 
amplitude but should change the phase of the exchange scattering amplitude by 
7r. We have performed our calculations by decomposing the wave function into 
its irreducible representation contributions and calculating t he latter. However, 
in order to test the validity of the Mead's argument, we used these irreducible 
representation components to then calculate the direct and exchange scattering 
amplitudes. We found that Mead's predictions were quite accurate, up to the 
maximum energy of 1.2 eV for which these calculations were made. Since, for 
para ...... para processes, the collision cross section is proportional to the square of 
t he absolute value of the difference between the direct and exchange scattering 
amplitudes[12], inclusion of the geometric phase effect should indeed produce 
oscillations of the differential cross sections as a function of angle which are out of 
phase with those obtained when this effect is neglected. 
As for the para ...... ortho and ortho ...... para processes, it is expected that as the 
system's energy increases towards the lowest conical intersection energy, there 
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should be two kinds of semi-classical paths which contribute to the exchange 
scattering amplitude, that which encircles the conical intersection and that which 
does not. As a result , inclusion of the geometric phase effect in the calculations will 
result in a more complicated behavior. Furthermore, at sufficiently high energies 
it will also become necessary to include the effect of coupling to the upper sheet of 
the potential energy surface. 
As a result of the contributions of both direct and exchange processes to 
para-->para and ortho-->ortho transitions, the geometric phase effect influences 
significantly the corresponding integral cross sections also. For example, at a total 
energy of 1.2 eV, the ratio of the summed and averaged v = 0, j = 0--> v' = 1, j' = 2 
cross section including the geometric phase effect to that excluding it is 1.28. This 
indicates that the angular integration performed over the differential cross sections 
to obtain integral ones does not totally cancel the effect of the opposite phases 
in t he oscillations of those cross sections with scattering angle. Calculations are 
currently under way to determine the energy dependence of these integral cross 
sections over a finer energy grid. 
For isotopic variations of H + H2, such as the D + H2 --> DH + H reaction, the 
influence of the geometric phase on integral and differential cross sections is apt to 
manifest itself only at higher energies. The obvious reason is that only exchange 
processes contribute to this reaction, as opposed to the contribution of both direct 
and exchange processes to para-->para and ortho-->ortho transitions in H + H2 . In 
other words , the influence of the geometric phase on D + H2 should be qualit atively 
similar to t hat on para-->ortho and ortho-->para t ransitions in H + H 2 • This means 
that as one approaches the lowest conical intersection energy of ~ 2.7 eV, the 
influence of the geometric phase on reactive processes on systems such as D + H2 
should manifest itself through the interference of contributions from reaction paths 
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which encircle the conical intersection with those that do not. Differential cross 
section measurements for this system in the energy range 1.3 eV to 1.8 eV[41,42J 
are in reasonably good agreement with theory[43,44J but integral cross sections 
of the product rotational state distribution measurements at the relatively high 
energy of 2.1 e V [45J are not. It is worth investigating whether this discrepancy is 
or is not due to the geometric phase effect . 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
For para-tpara and ortho-tortho transitions in H3 , the geometric phase 
strongly influences differential cross sections and to a lesser extent, integral cross 
sections, even at total energies of 1.2 e V and below. This effect is therefore 
experimentally measureable, and such measurements would be strongly desirable. 
For para-tortho and ortho-tpara transitions measureable effects should only occur 
at substant ially higher energies, in the vicinity of 2.2 eV or above, and calculations 
in this energy regime are currently underway. For reactions involving dissimilar 
hydrogen atoms, such as D + H2 -t DH + H, measureable effects of the geometric 
phase will also require such higher energies and it is worth pursuing experments 
and calculations in this energy regime. In addition, triatomic systems composed 
of alkali atoms, whether dissimilar or not, may also manifest experimentally 
detectable consequences of the geometric phase. Finally, transitions involving 
electronically excited states of molecules displaying conical intersections, such as 
photo dissociation or predissociation of appropriate states of C2H[46,47J, NH2 [48J 
and N0 2 [48J are worthy of con sideration from the point of view of the geometric 
phase effect. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Degeneracy-summed differential cross section s for the v = 0, j = 0 -+ 
v' = 0, j' = 2 cross sections, at a total energy of 0.7 eV, as a function of scattering 
angle. The squares (circles) correspond to the case in which the geometric phase 
is included ( is not included). 
Figure 2. Degeneracy-summed differential cross sections for the v = 0, j = 0 -+ 
v' = 0, j' = 2 cross sections, at a total energy of 0.9 eV, as a function of scattering 
angle. The squares (circles) correspond to the case in which the geometric phase 
is included ( is not included). 
Figure 3. Degener acy-summed differential cross sections for the v = 0, j = 0 -+ 
v' = 0, j' = 2 cross sections , at a total energy of 1.2 eV, as a function of scattering 
angle. The squares (circles) correspond to the case in which the geometric phase 
is included ( is not included). 
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CHAPTER V 
Quantum Mechanical Reactive Scattering 
Using a High-Performance Distributed-Memory 
Parallel Computer 
t This paper appeared in Chem. Phys. Lett. 168, 429 (1990) 
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Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics 
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 3 
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(Received January 1990) 
ABSTRACT 
We have performed accurate three-dimensional quantum mechanical reactive 
scattering calculations for the H + H2 system on the Caltech/JPL Mark IIIfp 64 
processor hypercube, using the method of symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates 
and local hyperspherical surface functions. The results and timing obtained 
demonstrate that such distributed memory parallel architectures are competitive 
with the CRAY X-MP, CRAY 2 and CRAY Y-MP supercomputers and should 
allow the study of larger, more complicated chemical systems. In addition, we show 
t hat a selection rule for scattering resonances developed previously and tested for 
J = 0,1 resonances is also satisfied by the J = 2 resonances obtained in the present 
calculations. 
1 Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 
in Chemistry at the California Institute of Technology. 
2 Current address: 2338 Redwood Road, Scotch Plains, NJ 07076. 
3 Contribution number 8068 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There is considerable current interest in performing accurate quantum me-
chanical three-dimensional reactive scattering cross section calculations. Accurate 
solutions have until recently proved to be difficult and computationally expensive 
to obtain , in large p art due to the lack of sufficiently powerful computers[1-7]. Prior 
to the advent of supercomputers, one could only solve the equations of motion for 
model systems or for sufficiently light atom-diatom system s at low energy[1-4] . 
As a result of the current development of efficient methodologies and increased 
access to supercomputers , there h as been a remarkable surge of activity in this 
field [8-l9]. The use of symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates[20] and of the lo-
cal hyperspherical surface function formalism[21,8,9] h as proven to be a successful 
approach to solve the three-dimension al Schrodinger equation[8,9,15,16]. However, 
even for modest reactive scattering calculations the memory and CPU demands 
are so great that CRAY-type supercomputers will soon be limiting progress . 
Although there has been a steady improvement in the necessary technologies 
of the basic logic speeds of computers, there is little prospect of substantially 
faster single processor designs in the near future. Concurrent supercomputers are 
a natural next step in meeting the need for both increased memory and faster CPU. 
Individual processors , although slower than a single sequential supercomputer 
processor, can be connected together in sufficient number to make a powerful 
supercomputer. Such architectures offer the potential to obtain large increases in 
computing speed by simply increasing the number of processors. The actual speed-
up depends on the nature of the algorithm, the characteristics of the processors 
, and the particular way these communicate with each other. The algorithms 
used and the codes developed on sequential machines should be replaced by codes 
optimized for parallel machines. 
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The essential property a calculation must have to b e efficiently done on a highly 
parallel computer is that it be decomposable in such a way that in performing it 
almost all processors should be computing efficiently almost all of the time, and that 
the communication time between the processors should represent a small fraction 
of the computation time. In the present paper we show how quantum mechanical 
reactive scattering calculations can be structured so as to fulfil these criteria. 
The hypercube architecture is a leading design for MIMD-type (Multiple 
Instruction Multiple Data) distributed memory parallel architectures based on 
message passing. The first such machine was developed by Charles Seitz[22] and 
used by Geoffrey Fox[23,24], both at Caltech. We have created efficient codes 
to solve the quantum mechanical equation of motion for reactive collisions of an 
atom with a diatomic molecule using a hypercube computer of this type. Very 
similar codes should be appropriate for other MIMD distributed memory parallel 
architectures. 
In this paper, we present a concurrent algorithm for calculating local 
hyperspherical surface functions (LHSF) and use a parallelized version[25] of 
Johnson's logarithmic derivative method[26] , modified to include the improvements 
suggested by Manolopoulos[27], for integrating the resulting coupled channel 
reactive scattering equations. We review the formalism briefly in section 2. In 
section 3 we discuss the parallel algorithms and in section 4 we compare the results 
of scattering calculations on the Caltech/ JPL Mark IIIfp 64 processor hypercube 
for the H + H2 system J=0,1,2 partial waves on the LSTH[28,29] potential energy 
surface with those of calculations done on a CRAY X-MP /48 and a CRAY-2. 
Both accuracy and performance are discussed, and speed estimates are made for 
the Mark IIIfp 128 processor hypercube soon to become available and the San 
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Diego Supercomputer Genter GRAY Y-MP /864 machine which has just been put 
into operation. We summarize the conclusions in section 5. 
2. METHODOLOGY 
The detailed formulation of reactive scattering based on hyperspherical 
coordinates and local variational hyperspherical surface functions (LHSF) is 
discussed elsewhere[8,9,15J. We present a very brief review to facilitate the 
explanation of the parallel algorithms. 
For a triatomic system, we label the three atoms A" , Ap and AT Let (A, v, K) 
b e any cyclic permutation of the indices (01 , f3, "f). We define the A coordinates 
, the mass-scaled[30J internuclear vector r A from Av to A., and the m ass-scaled 
position vector RA of AA with respect to the center of mass of AvA~ diatom. The 
symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates[20J are the hyper-radius p = (Ri + ri)1 /2, 
and a set of 5 angles WA, "fA' (h, <PA and .pA, denoted collectively as CA. The first 
two of these are in the range 0 to 7r and are respectively 2 arctan 1t and the angle 
b etween R A and rA. The angles (h, <PA are the polar angles of RA in a space-fixed 
frame and .pA is the tumbling angle of the R A, r A half-plane around its edge R A. 
The hamiltonian if A is the sum of a radial kinetic energy operator term in p, and 
the surface hamiltonian hA , which contains all differential operators in CA and the 
electronically adiabatic potential V(P ,WA, "fA). hA depends on p parametrically and 
is therefore the "frozen" hyperradi us part of if A. 
The scattering wave function ,¥.JMIIr is labelled by the total angular 
momentum J, its projection M on the laboratory-fixed Z axis, the inversion 
parity IT with respect to the center of mass of the system and the irreducible 
representation r of the permutation gToup of the system (P3 for H + H2 ) to which 
the electronuclear wave function, excluding the nuclear spin part[31,32J , belongs. 
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It can be expanded in terms of the LHSF <l'JMIIr , defined b elow, and calculated 
at t he values pq of p: 
WfMIIr(p, ( A) = ib~rEp;pq F<lD~Mrrr «EA;pq F (1) 
n 
The index i is introduced to permit considerat ion of a set of many linearly 
independent solutions of the Schrodinger equation corresponding to distinct initial 
conditions which are needed to obtain the appropriate scattering matrices. 
The LHSF <lD~Mrrr «(A; pq) and associated energies €~r (Pq) are respectively the 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the surface h amiltonian hA • They are obtained 
using a variational approach[15]. The variational basis set consists of products 
of Wigner rotation matrices Dirn(¢; )..,O).. ,1/J )..) , associated Legendre functions of 
"f).. and functions of w).. which depend parametically on jiq and are obtained 
from the numerical solution of one-dimensional eigenvalue-eigenfunction differential 
equations in W A involving a p otential related to V(P,WA,,)..). 
The variational method leads to an eigenvalue problem with coefficient and 
overlap matrices hmr (pq) and smr(jiq) and whose elements are 5-dimensional 
integrals involving the variational basis functions. 
The coefficients b~rEp;pqF defined by equation (1) satisfy a coupled set of 
second order differential equations involving an interaction matrix Imr (p; Pq) 
whose elements are defined by 
[Imr (p; pq Fz~D = ( <lD~Mffr «(A; jiq) I V (p, WA, I A)-{ jiq/ P )'V(pq, WA, "fA) I q;~:"Dffr «(A; jiq) ) 
(2) 
The configuration space p, (A is divided in a set of Q hyperspherical shells Pq :5 p :5 
Pq+l (Q = 1,2, ... , Q) within each of which we choose a value jiq used in expansion 
(1 ). 
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When changing from the LHSF set at pq to the one at pq+l neither 'l!fMIIr nor 
its derivative with respect to p should change. This imposes continuity conditions 
on the b;;pr and their p-derivatives at p = Pq+1, involving the overlap matrix 
Omr (Pq+l, pq) between the LHSF evaluated at pq and pq+l 
[lmrEpq+lDmqFz~D = Ei[j~MffrEEII;pq+1F I i[j~;KmrEEII;pq»F (3) 
The 5-dimensional integrals required to evaluate the elements of h JIIr , s mr , 
rmr and OJIIr are performed analytically over <p", (h and .pA and by two-
dimensional numerical quadratures over IA and w". These quadratures account 
for 90% of the total time needed to calculate the LHSF i[j~Mffr and the matrices 
rmr and Omr. 
The system of second-order ordinary differential equations in the b;;pr is 
integrated as an initial value problem from small values of p to large values using 
Manolopoulos' logarithmic derivative propagator[27]. Matrix inversions account 
for more than 90% of the time used by this propagator. All aspects of the physics 
can be extracted from the solutions at large p by a constant p projection[8,9 ,33]. 
3. PARALLEL ALGORITHM 
The computer used for this work is a 64-processor Mark IIIfp hypercube. 
Each node consists of two independent Motorola 68020 microprocessors, one 
for complitation and one for I/O, and four megabytes of dynamic memory. 
The computation microprocessor has a Motorola 68882 floating-point arithmetic 
coprocessor and 128 kilobytes of static private memory. The I/O microprocessor 
has 64 kilobytes of static private memory. An additional daughter board with 
a pipe-lined 32-bit floating point unit based on the Weitek XL series of chips is 
attached to each node and h as a nominal peak speed of 16 Mflops. The Crystalline 
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Operating System(CrOS)-channel-addressed synchronous communication provides 
the library routines to handle communications between nodes[24,34,35]. Program 
development is done on a Motorola 68020-based Counterpoint workstation that 
runs on UNIX. The programs are written in C programming language except for 
the time-consuming two-dimensional quadratures and matrix inversions, which are 
optimized in assembly language. 
The hypercube is configured as a two dimensional array of processors. 
The mapping is done using binary Gray codes[24,36] which gives the Cartesian 
coordinates in processor space and communication channel tags for a processor's 
nearest neighbors. With a distributed-memory machine like the hypercube, the 
elements of a large matrix of data must be distributed across the memory of all 
the processors. This makes it possible to fully utilize the large memory available 
and facilitates the load-balancing task of keeping most of the processors busy 
doing useful arithmetic most of the time. The parallelization of scientific codes 
is frequently based on a large grain size decomposition of the task. A method of 
distributing the global matrix among the processors is the first choice that must 
be made and it is closely related to the parallel algorithm chosen. 
We mapped the matrices into processor space by local decomposition. Let N r 
and Nc be the number of processors in the rows and columns of the hypercube 
configuration, respectively. Element A(i,j) of an M X M matrix is placed in 
processor row Pr = int( i"1!') and column Pc = int( i"1!' ), where int x means the 
integer part of x. 
The parallel code implemented on the hypercube consists of five major steps. 
Step one constructs, for each value of j5q, a primitive basis set composed of 
the product of Wigner rotation matrices, associated Legendre functions, and the 
numerical one-dimensional functions in w" mentioned in Section 2 and obtained 
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by solving the corresponding one-dimensional eigenvalue-eigenvector differential 
equation using a finite difference method. This requires that a subset of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a tridiagonal matrix b e found. 
A bisection method[37] which accomplishes the eigenvalue computation using 
the TRIDIB routine from EISPACK[38] was ported to the Mark IIIfp. This 
implementation of the bisection method allows computation of any number of 
consecutive eigenvalues specified by their indices. Eigenvectors are obtained using 
the EISPACK inverse iteration routine TINVIT with modified Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization. Each processor solves independent tridiagonal eigenproblems 
since the number of eigenvalues desired from each tridiagonal system is small but 
there are a large number of distinct tridiagonal systems. To achieve load balancing, 
we distributed subsets of the primitive functions among the processors in such a 
way that no processor computes greater than one eigenvalue and eigenvector more 
than any other. These large grain tasks are most easily implemented on MIMD 
machines; SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) machines would require more 
extensive modifications and would be less efficient because of the sequential nature 
of effective eigenvalue iteration procedures. The one-dimensional bases obtained 
are then broadcast to all the other nodes. 
In step two a large number of two-dimensional quadratures involving the 
primitive basis functions which are needed for the variational procedure are 
evaluated. These quadratures are highly parallel procedures requiring no 
communication overhead once each processor has the necessary subset of functions. 
Each processor calculates a subset of integrals independently. 
Step three assembles these integrals into the real symmetric dense matrices 
s mr (jig) and h mr (jig) which are distributed over processor space. The entire 
spectrum of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the associated variational problem 
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IS sought. With the parallel implementation of the Householder method[39] , 
this generalized eigensystem is tridiagonalized and the resulting single tridiagonal 
matrix is solved in each processor completely with the QR algorithm[40] . The QR 
implementation is purely sequential since each processor obtains the entire solution 
to the eigensystem. However, only different subsets of the solution are kept in 
different processors for the evaluation of the interaction and overlap matrices in 
step four. This part of the algorithm is not time-consuming and the straightforward 
sequential approach was chosen. It has the further effect that the resulting solutions 
are fully distributed, so no communication is required. 
Step four evaluates the two-dimensional quadratures needed for the interaction 
:rmr(p; pq) and overlap Omr(pq+l; pq) matrices. The same type of algorithms are 
used as were used in step two. By far, the most expensive part of the sequential 
version of the surface function calculation is the calculation of the large number 
of two-dimensional numerical integrals required by steps 2 and 4. These steps are 
however highly parallel and well suited for the hypercube. 
Step five uses Manolopoulos'[27] algorithm to integrate the coupled linear 
ordinary differential equations. The parallel implementation of this a lgorithm is 
discussed elsewhere[25]. The algorithm is dominated by parallel Gauss-Jordan 
matrix inversion and is I/O intensive, requiring the input of one interaction matrix 
per integration step. To reduce the I/O overhead a second source of parallelism 
is exploited. The entire interaction matrix (at all p) and overlap matrix (at all 
pq) data sets are loaded across the processors and many collision energies are 
calculated simultaneously. This strategy works because the same set of data is 
used for each collision energy and because enough main memory is available. 
Calculation of scattering mat rices from the final logarithmic derivative matrices 
is not computationally intensive, and is done sequentially. 
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The program steps were all run on the Weitek coprocessor which only supports 
32-bit arithmetic. Experimentation has shown that this precision is sufficient 
for the work reported below. The 64-bit arithmetic hardware needed for larger 
calculations was installed after the present calculations were completed. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Accuracy: 
Calculations were performed for the H +H2 system on the L8TH surface[28,29] 
for partial waves with total angular momentum J = 0,1,2 and energies up to 1.6 
eV. Flux is conserved to better than 1% for J = 0, 2.3% for J = 1 and 3.6% for 
J = 2 for all open channels over the entire energy range considered. 
To illustrate the accuracy of the 32-bit arithmetic calculat ions, the scattering 
results from the Mark IIIfp with 64 processors are shown in figures 1, 2, and 3 
for J = 0,1,2, respectively, in which some transition probabilities as a function of 
the total collision energy E are plotted. Also shown are the differences between 
these results and those obtained using a CRAY X-MP/48 and a CRAY-2. These 
differences do not excede 0.004 in absolute value over the energy range investigated. 
The effect of the geometric phase associated with the conical intersection between 
the two lowest electronic potential energy surface of H3 [32] is not included in these 
results. Much of the structure in the transition probability curves is due to the 
underlying resonances[1 ,9,16j and are discussed below. The two sets of data in each 
figure are virtually indistinguishable on the scale of the plots. 
A nalysis of J = 2 resonances: 
Table I contains a list of the J = 2 resonance energies detected from 
the maxima in the lifetime versus energy curves, calculated as described 
previously[9,16]' as well as their quantum number assignments, permutation and 
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inversion symmetry labels, and lifetimes. The permutation symmetries are given 
with and without the inclusion of the effect of the geometrical phase (GP) 
associated with the conical intersection between the two lowest electronic state 
potential energy surfaces[31,32]. The energy of these resonances is consistent with 
the physical model for the selection rule previously developed[16] and tested with 
the J = 0,1 resonances . The results of Table I adds additional credence to the 
generality of that rule. According to it, if GP effects are ignored , a necessary 
(but not sufficient ) condition for resonances to occur in Al (A2) partial waves is 
that ( _1)II+K b e equal to 1(-1), where K is the vibrational angular momentum 
quantum number, whereas they are permitted in E partial waves for all K. To 
include the GP effect , it suffices to interchange Al and A2 in this selection rule[32] . 
In agreement with this picture, not all higher energy J = 2 resonances which are 
allowed by this rule were detected. 
Timing and parallel efficiency: 
In Tables II and III we present the timing data on the 64 processor Mark IIIfp , 
a CRAY X-MP /48 and a CRAY 2, for both the surface function code (including 
calculation ofthe overlap OmI' and interaction ImI' matrices) and t he logarithmic 
derivative propagation code. For the surface function code, the speeds on the first 
two machines is about the same. The CRAY 2 is 1.43 t imes faster than the Mark 
IIIfp and 1.51 times faster than t he CRAY X-MP / 48 for this code. The reason is 
that this program is dominated by matrix-vector multiplications which are done in 
optimized assembly code in all 3 machines. For this particular operation the CRAY-
2 is 2.03 times faster than t he CRAY X-MP /48 whereas for more meIllory-intensive 
operations t he CRAY 2 is slower than the CRAY X-MP /48 [41]. A slightly larger 
primitive basis set is required on the Mark IIIfp in order to obtain surface function 
energies of an accuracy equivalent to that obtained with the CRAY m achines . This 
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is due to the lower accuracy of the 32-bit arithmetic of the former with respect to 
the 64-bit arithmetic of the latter. 
The absolute times presented in Table II and III are apt to decrease as the 
codes are improved and the numerical parameters are further tuned. As a result, 
they are not well suited for an appropriate comparison of the relative effectiveness 
of different reactive scattering methodologies[8-19]. The relevant information in 
those tables is, instead, the relative times among different machines as given by 
the corresponding speeds. These are indicative of the relative effectiveness of these 
machines for performing the reactive scattering calculations described in this paper. 
The efficiency (0:) of the parallel LHSF code was determined using the 
definition 0: = Ek~lrkF where Tl and T N are respectively the implementation 
times using a single processor and N processors. The single processor times are 
obtained from runs performed after removing the overhead of the parallel code, 
i. e., after removing the communication calls and some logical statements. Perfect 
efficiency (0: = 1.0) implies that the N-processor hypercube is N t imes faster than a 
single processor. In figure 4 efficiencies for the surface function code (including the 
calculation of the overlap and interaction matrices) as a function of the size of the 
primitive basis set are plotted for 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 processor configurations of 
the hypercube. The global dimensions of the matrices used are chosen to be integer 
multiples of the number of processor rows and columns in order to insure load 
balancing among the processors. Becau se of the limited size of a single processor 
memory, the efficiency determination is limited to 32 primitives. As shown in figure 
4, the efficiencies increase monotonically and approach unity asymptotically as the 
size of the calculation increases. Converged results require large enough primitive 
basis sets so that the efficiency of the surface function code is estimated to be about 
0.95 or greater. 
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The data for the logarithmic derivative code given in Table III for a 245 channel 
(i.e., LHSF) example show that the Mark IIIfp has a speed about 62% to that of 
the CRAY 2 but only about 31% of that of the CRAY X-MP/48. This code is 
dominated by matrix inversions, which are done in optimized assembly code in all 
three machines. The reason for the slowness of the hypercube with respect to the 
CRAYs is that the efficiency of the parallel logarithmic derivative code is 0.52. This 
relatively low value is due to the fact that matrix inversions require a significant 
amount of inter-processor communication. Figure 5 displays efficiencies of the 
logarithmic derivative code as a function of the number of channels propagated 
for different processor configurations, as done previously for the Mark III[25,42j 
hypercubes . The data can be fit well by an operations count formula developed 
previously for the matrix inversion part of the code[43j; this formula can be used to 
extrapolate the data to larger numbers of processors or larger numbers of channels. 
It can be seen that for an 8 processor configuration, the code runs wi th an efficiency 
of 0.81. This observation suggested that we divide the Mark IIIfp into 8 clusters 
of 8 processors each and perform calculations for different energies in different 
clusters. The corresponding timing information is also given in Table III. As can 
be seen from the last row of this table, the speed of the logarithmic derivative code 
using this configuration of the 64 processor Mark IIIfp is 48.5 Mfiops, which is 
about 44% ofthat of the CRAY X-MP /48 and 88% of that ofthe CRAY 2. As the 
number of channels increases, the number of processors per cluster may be made 
larger in order to increase the amount of memory available in each cluster. The 
corresponding efficiency should continue to be adequate due to the larger matrix 
dimensions involved. 
In the near future, the number of processors of the Mark IIIfp will be 
increased to 128 and the I/O system will be replaced by high performance CIO 
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(concurrent I/O) hardware. The new Weitek coprocessors installed SInce the 
present calculations were done perform 64 bit floating point arithmetic at about 
the same nominal peak speed as the 32 bit boards. From the data in the present 
paper it is possible to predict with good reliability the performance of this upgraded 
version of the Mark IIIfp. A CRAY Y-MP /864 has just been installed at the San 
Diego Supercomputer Center. Initial speed measurements show that it is 2 times 
faster than the CRA Y X -MP /48 for the surface function code and 1.7 times faster 
for the logarithmic derivative code. In Table IV, we summarize the available or 
predicted speed information for the present codes for the current 64 processor and 
near future 128 processor Mark IIIfp as well as the CRAY X-MP /48, CRAY 2 and 
CRAY Y-MP /864 supercomputers. It can be seen that Mark IIIfp machines are 
competitive with all of the currently available CRAYs (operating as single processor 
machines) . 
5. SUMMARY 
We performed quantum mechanical reactive scattering calculations on the 
Mark IIIfp hypercube parallel computer. The results obtained for the H + H2 
system J = 0,1 ,2 partial waves agree well with those from a CRAY X-MP /48 and 
a CRAY-2. The resonance structure in the J = 2 calculations is consistent with 
a selection rule developed previously[9,16]. The high degree of parallelism of the 
most time-consuming step of the surface function calculation (the evaluation of two-
dimensional numerical quadratures) leads to a high efficiency for that calculation. 
As a result , the speed of the 64 processor Mark IIIfp for the surface function 
calculation is about the same as that of the CRAY X-MP /48 and about 0.7 of that 
of the CRAY 2. When configuring the Mark IIIfp into 8 clusters of 8 processors 
each , th e logarithmic derivative code is about 56% slower than the CRAY X-MP /48 
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and 12% slower than the GRAY 2. The speed of the 128 processor Mark IIIfp soon 
to become available should exceed, both for the surface function calculation and 
the logarithmic derivative calculation, those of the GRAY X-MP/48 and GRAY 
2; however, although still comparable to the GRAY Y-MP /864 for the surface 
function code, it will be 32% slower for the logarithmic derivative code ( the GRAYs 
operating as single processor machines). These results demonstrate the feasibility of 
performing reactive scattering calculations with high efficiency in parallel fashion. 
As the number of processors continues to increase, such parallel calculations in 
systems of greater complexity will become practical in the not too distant future. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1 Probabilities (a) and probability differences (b) as a function of 
total energy E (lower abscissa) and initial relative translational energy Eoo (upper 
abscissa) for the J =0 (0,0,0) -t (0,0 ,0) Ai symmetry transition in H + H 2 collisions 
on the LSTH potential energy surface. The symbol (v, j, n) labels an asymptotic 
state of t he H + H2 system in which v, j, and n are the quantum numbers of the 
initial or final H2 states. The vertical arrows on the upper abscissa denote the 
energies at which the corresponding H;2 (v, J) states open up. The length of those 
arrows decreases as V spans the values 0, 1 and 2, and the numbers 0, 5, and 10 
associated with the arrows define a labelling for the value of j. (a) the results from 
the Mark IIIfp hypercube; (b) differences between these and those from the CRAY 
X-MP / 48. The number of LHSF used was 36 and the number of primitives used 
to calculate these surface functions was 80. 
Figure 2 Same as for fig. 1 except for J=I , Ai , odd parity (II = 1), (0 ,0 ,0) -t 
(0,0,2) transitions. The number of LHSF used was 74 and the number of primitives 
used to calculate these surface functions was 152. 
Figure 3 Same as for fig. 1 except for J=2, Ai, odd parity (II = 1) , (0,2,1 ) 
-t (0,2,1) transit ion. The differences plotted in (b) are between the Mark IIIfp 
hypercube and the CRAY-2 results. The number of LHSF used was 65 and the 
number of primitives used to calculate these surface functions was 136. 
Figure 4 Efficiency of the surface function code ( including the calculation of 
the overlap and interaction m atrices) as a function of the global matrix dimension 
(i.e., the size of the primitive basis set) for 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 processors. 
The solid curves are straight line segments connecting the data points for a fixed 
number of processors and are provided as an aid to examine the trends. 
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Figure 5 Efficiency of logarithmic derivative code as a function of the global 
matrix dimension (i.e., the number of channels or LHSF) for 8 , 16, 32, and 64 
processors. The solid curves are straight line segments connecting the data points 
for a fixed number of processors and are provided as an aid to examine the trends. 
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Table II: Performance of the surface function coclerl 
Mark Illfp" 64 processors CRA Y X-MP /48 CRAY 2 
J 
Time (hr) Speed (Mfiop,) Time (hr) Speed (Mfiop,) Time (h r) Speed (M fiop,) 
0 0.71 c 100d O.74e 961 0.49' 14511 
I 2.8Si 112d 3.04i 106' 2.01 ' 16011 
2 5.60' 124d 5.94m 117" 3.96' 176" 
a. This code calculates the surface functions at t he 51 values of p from 2.0 bohr to 12 ,0 bohr in steps of 0 .2 bohr , 
the corresponding overlap matrices between consecutive values of p and the propagation matrices in p steps of 
0.1 bohr. The number of primitives used for each J and described in the remaining footnotes permits us to 
gene rate enough LHSF to achieve the accuracy described in the text. 
b. 64 single precision processors. 
c. For BOA1, 80A 2 and 160E primitives. This basis is larger than the one described in e. below and is needed to 
generate the same number of linearly independent surface functions as in e. The reason for this difference is the 
32-bit a rithmetic of t he Mark IIIfp compared to the 64-bit ari thmetic of the C RAY X-MP / 48. 
d. Estimated on the basis of the absolute measured speed on the CRAY X-M P/48 and the measured relative speeds 
of the Mark IIIfp with respect to the CRAY X-MP /48 . 
e. For 76Al. 76A1 and 152E primitives. 
f. Measured using t he hardware-performance monitor of the PERFMON and PERFPRT subroutines. 
g. This time, for the same primitives as described in e. was estimated on the basis of the relative speeds of the 
CRAY 2 and C RAY X-MP/48 meas ured for a set of 5 values of p. It is smaller than the time in e. for the reason 
given in h. 
h. Estimated on t he basis of the relative speed of the CRAY 2 with respect to the CRAY X-MP / 48 descri bed in 
g. The reason this speed is 2/3 of the corresponding CRAY X-MP/48 speed is that the dominant parts of t he 
calculation are optimized assembly code matrix-vector multiplications for which the CRAY 2 is 50 % faster than 
the C RAY X-MP/48. Otherwise, the C RAY 2 is slightly slower than CRAY X-MP/48 . See Text . 
i. For 72Al, 80A 2 and 152E primitives of even parity and 152A 1 , 160A 2 and 312E primitives of odd parit.y . These 
numbers of primitives are larger than the ones given in j. for the reson given in c. 
j. For 64A}, 76A 2 and 140E primitives of even parity and 140A 1 , 152A2 and 292E primitives of odd parity. 
k. Estimated on the basis of the relat ive speeds of t he CRAY X-MP/ 48 and C RAY 2 and t he measured -GRAY 
X-MP/48 times or speeds. 
t. For 216A1 , 232A2 and 448E primitives of even pari ty and 136.4} , 152A2 and 288E primi tives of odd parity. 
These numbers are larger t han those in o. for the reason given in c. 
m . This time is estima.ted as in k ., since the calculation cannot. be done on the CRAY X-MP / 48 because o f insufficient 
memory. 
n. Estimated to he the same as in f. since the calculation cannot he done on the CRAY X-MP /48 for t.he reason 
given in m. 
o . For 204.4 1 , 216A:! and 420E primitives of even parity and 128.41 • 140A2 and 268E primi t i ves of odd pari ty. 
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Table III: Performance of the logarithmic derivati ve code ll 
M.,k IIlfp' 
CRAY X-MP/48 CRAY 2 
64 processor 8 clusters of 
global configurationC 8 processors d 
Total time(hrs) 4.8C 3.4/,g 1.5 2.9' 
Time for 1 energy(min) 2.2i 1.6i 0.7 1.3 
Efficiency 0.52 0.81 -
-
Speedi(Mftops) 34.4' 48.5' l lO 55.4 
a. Based on a calculation using 245 surface fun ctions and 131 energies, and a logarithmi c derivative integration 
step of 0.01 bohr. 
b . 64 single precision processors. 
c. The calculation fo r each energy was distributed among all 64 processors. 
d. The hypercube was configured into 8 clusters of 8 processors each. Each cluste r did full calculations for 16 
energies, for a total of 128 energies. T he t imes reported were multiplied by 131/ 128 fo r normalization purposes. 
All 8 clusters operated simultaneously. 
e. This includes 1.9 hours of I/O time. 
f. This includes 1.6 hours of I/O t ime. This time is shorter than that in e. because of a different and more efficient 
broadcast of the data between the host and the 8 clusters. 
g. Eac h cluster did full calculations for 16 energies fo r a total of 128 energies. The total time reported was obta ined 
. by subtracting the I/ O time from the measured time, multiphng the result by 131 /1 28 for normal ization to 131 
energies and adding the I/ O ti me. 
h. Estimated on the basis of the CRAY X-MP/ 48 ti mes and the ratio of the speeds of the GRAY 2 a nd GRAY 
X- MP / 48 fo r the logarithmic derivative code. 
(. This includes the pro-rated I/O cont ribu tion. 
j . All speeds include I/ O contribution. 
k. Est.imat.ed on the basis of the measured CRAY X-MP/ 48 speed for the logarithmic der ivative code a nd the 
relative speeds of the Mark IIIfp and GRAY X-MP/ 48 for this code. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Quantum Chemical Reaction Dynamics 011 
a Highly Parallel Supercomputer 
t This paper appeared in Theor. Chim. Acta 79, 225 (1991) 
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QUANTUM CHEMICAL REACTION DYNAMICS ON 
A HIGHLY PARALLEL SUPERCOMPUTER 
Yi-Shuen Mark Wu 1 , Steven A. Cuccaro, Paul G. Hipes 2 and Aron Kuppermann 
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics 
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 3 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 
(Received September 1990) 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper we describe the solution of the quantum mechanical equation for 
t he scattering of an atom by a diatomic molecule on a high-performance distributed-
memory parallel supercomputer, using the method of symmetrized hyperspherical 
coordinates and local hyperspherical surface functions. We first cast the problem 
in a format whose inherent parallelism can be exploited effectively. We next discuss 
the practical implementation of the parallel programs that were used to solve the 
problem. The benchmark results and timing obtained from the Caltech/JPL Mark 
IIIfp hypercube are competitive with the CRAY X-MP, CRAY 2 and CRAY Y-MP 
supercomputers. These results demonstrate that such highly parallel architectures 
permit quantum scattering calculations with high efficiency in parallel fashion 
and should allow us to study larger, more complicated chemical systems. Future 
extensions to this approach are discussed. 
1 Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 
in Chemistry at the California Institute of Technology. 
2 Current address: 2338 Redwood Road, Scotch Plains, NJ 07076. 
3 Contribution number 8209 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Chemistry has long b een one of the primary application areas for computers 
III scientific research. Quantum mechanical reactive scattering calculations, in 
particular, have consumed vast quantities of computer time on machines of all 
sizes. Accurate solutions h ave proved to be difficult and computationally expensive 
to obtain[I-4J. Such calculations would allow an interplay between th eory and 
experiment which is vital to advance our understanding of the details of chemical 
reactions at the molecular level. Perhaps more importantly, the existence of 
accurate benchmark calculat ions permits the testing of approximate theories which 
in t urn provides physical insights into the chemistry. 
The first calculat ions of accurate quantum mechanical cross sections were 
reported in 1975 by Schatz and Kuppermann[5,6J and Elkowitz and Wyatt[7J for the 
simplest chemical reaction H + H2 --+ H2 + H . After this, there was a lapse of over 
10 years before these results were extended t o higher energies and other systems. 
The problem is not only the inherent limitations in the t heoretical methods but 
also due to the lack of sufficiently p owerful computers [I-9J. Recently, a variety 
of efficient methodologies h ave been developed for carrying out calcula tions of 
reaction cross sections. With the current access to the CRAY-type supercomputers, 
there has been a remarkable surge in the number of publications in this field[lO-
21J. In particular, the use of symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates (SHC)[22,23J 
and local hyperspherical surface functions (LHSF)[10,17,18] is a very promising 
approach[ 12,24,25J. However , even the fastest available supercomputers are not 
sufficiently fast to allow the study of chemical reactions involving more than three 
atoms. Mathematical modelling and understanding the chemistry involved have 
progressed to a point that only the lack of sufficient computing power is delaying 
a detailed insight into the nature of many chemical reactions. 
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The initial route to supercomputing led by the CRAY machines is based on 
the construction of computers with very fast cycle times. Although this approach 
has produced very powerful machines, it is generally believed[26-28] that the key to 
future high performance computation to satisfy our need for both large numbers of 
CPU cycles and large amounts of fast memory is concurrent processing or the use of 
several computers tied together through a very high speed network to solve a single 
problem. The algorithms used and the codes developed on sequential machines 
must be adapted to parallel computing. Hence, these new parallel algorithms, 
coupled with the capabilities of parallel supercomputers, permit theoretical studies 
of a wide variety of chemical reactions. 
The considerations above provide motivation for investigating the use of highly 
parallel computers as a possible way to reduce the computational time for such 
calculations. We chose the Cal tech/ JPL Mark IIIfp 64 processor hypercube[26-
28], a distributed memory message passing parallel computer, as our test machine. 
The essential proper ty a calculation must have to be efficiently done on a highly 
parallel computer is that it be decomposable in such a way that in performing 
it almost all processors should be computing efficiently almost all of the time, 
and that the communication time between t he processors should represent a small 
fraction of the computation time. In this paper, we show how quantum mechanical 
reactive scattering calculations can be structured so as to fulfill these criteria. The 
performance of this implementation is also examined. 
We divide this paper into four additional sections. In section 2 we provide an 
overview of t he methodology and computational requirements for calculating LHSF 
and for using Johnson's logarithmic derivative method[29,30), modified to include 
the improvements suggested by Manolopoulos[31), for integrating the resulting 
coupled channel reactive scattering equations. In section 3 the parallel algorithm is 
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presented. In section 4 benchmark results of scattering calculations for the H + H2 
system total angular monentum J = 0,1,2 partial waves on the LSTH[32,33] 
potential energy surface are presented. We emphasize that even though the results 
we report were obtained for three identical particles, the implementation itself is 
applicable to general three body system in a parallel fashion. Ongoing and future 
extensions to this approach are also discussed. The last section contains some 
concluding remarks. 
2. QUANTUM CHEMICAL DYNAMICS 
The goal of bimolecular quantum chemical dynamics is to calculate from first 
principles the reaction cross sections for an atom (or molecule) scattered by another 
molecule. Most chemical reactions take place as a result of interactions among 
three or four atoms. The only type of chemical reaction we are likely to be able 
to solve rigorously in the forseeable future is a three a tom reaction of the type 
A + BC -> AB + C or its four atom counterpart. Given the potential energy 
surface that governs an electronically adiabatic reaction, we use the nuclear motion 
Schrodinger equation to describe the collision of an atom and a diatomic molecule 
and the ensuing chemical reaction process. 
The Schrodinger equation is a linear, second-order partial differential equation 
with 3N independent variables where N is the number of atoms in the 
system. One fruitful approach to solve this equation is based on hyperspherical 
coordinates[10,11,17,18]. The detailed formulation of this approach is discussed 
elsewhere[10,11,17] and we will present a very brief review of the theory, listing the 
equations necessary to facilitate the explanation of the parallel algorithms. 
For a triatomic system, we label the three atoms A a, A,8 and A-y. Let (A, v, "') 
b e any cyclic permutation of the indices (a,(3,,,(). After removing the motion of 
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the center of mass, we define as the A coordinates the mass-scaled[34] internuclear 
vector r A from Av to A,,, and the mass-scaled position vector RA of AA with 
respect to the center of mass of AVAK diatom. The symmetrized hyperspherical 
coordinates[22] are the hyper-radius p = (R'i + rD1 / 2 , and a set of 5 angles 
WA, lA' fh" <PA and ,pA, denoted collectively as CA' The first two of these are III 
the range 0 to 7r and are respectively 2 arctan ft and the angle between RA and 
r A. The angles fh , <PA are the polar angles of RA in a space-fixed frame and ,pA is 
the tumbling angle of the R A, r A half-plane around its edge R A. The hamiltonian 
if.>. is the sum of a radial kinetic energy operator in p, and the surface hamiltonian 
hA , which contains all differential operators in CA and t he electronically adiabatic 
potential energy function yep, W A , I A) ' 
where 
and 
'2 
, A 
hA = -2 2 + V (P,W A"A) 
I-'P 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
3 A is t he angular momentum operator corresponding to r A , fA is that corresponding 
to RA and I-' = [m",m"m-y/(m", + m" + m-yW/2 is the reduced mass appropriate 
for the m ass-scaled coordinates. hA depends on p parametrically and is therefore 
the "frozen" hyperradius part of HA . 
The scattering wave function 1jiJMrrr is labelled by the total angular 
momentum J , its projection M on the laboratory-fixed Z axis, the inversion 
parity II with respect to the center of mass of the system and the irreducible 
representation r of the permutation group of t he system (P3 for H + H 2 ) to which 
the electronuclear wave function, excluding the nuclear spin part[35,36], belongs. 
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It can be expanded in terms of the LHSF q; JMIIr, defined b elow, and calculated 
at the values pq of p: 
(4) 
n 
The equation that defines the LHSF cpJMIIr with associated eigenvalues e;;rrr is 
(5) 
The domain of the surface function equation is closed and the spectrum is real and 
discrete. The index i is introduced to permit consideration of a set of many linearly 
independent solutions of the Schrodinger equation corresponding to distinct initial 
conditions which are needed to obtain the appropriate scattering matrices. 
The LHSF q;~Mrrr ((A; pq) and associated energies e;;rrr (pq) are obtained by 
u sing a Rayleigh-Ritz varia tional approach[17]. The key to the success of the 
variational approach is finding a set of functions which are numerically inexpensive 
to calculat e and also embody some of the structure of the true surface function. 
One effective set of functions consist s of products of Wigner rotation matrices 
Di..tn (</> ). , BA ,.p).) , associated Legendre functions of "fA and functions of WA which 
depend parametically on pq and are obtained from the numerical solution of 
one-dimensional eigenvalue-eigenfunction differential equations in W A involving a 
potential related to V(P,WA, "fA )' 
The variational method leads to an eigenvalue problem with coefficient and 
overlap matrices hmr(pq) and smr (pq) and whose elements are 5-dimensional 
integrals involving the variational basis functions. 
The coefficients b;;;rr (p; pq) defined by equation (4) satisfy a coupled set of 
second order differential equations involving an interaction matrix Zmr(p;pq ) 
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whose elements are defined by 
[Imr (p; pq Fg~D = ( qK~Mrrr (("'; pq) I yep, w"',"),"'}-(Pq/ P )2V(pq,W"" "Y"') I qK~f"frrr (("'; pq) ) 
(6) 
The configuration space p, ('" is divided in a set of Q hyperspherical shells Pq ::; P ::; 
Pq+l(Q = 1,2, ... , Q) within each of which we choose a value pq used in expansion 
( 4). 
When changing from the LHSF set at pq to the one at Pq+1 neither iI!fMrrr nor 
its derivative with respect to P should change. This imposes continuity conditions 
on the b;;yr and their p-derivatives at P = Pq+l, involving the overlap matrix 
(7) 
The 5-dimensional integrals required to evaluate the elements of hmr, smr, 
I mr and Omr are performed analytically over the three Euler angles ¢"', 0", 
and ..p", and by two-dimensional numerical quadratures over "y", and w",. These 
quadratures are the most expensive part of the entire LHSF computation and 
account for over 90% of the total time needed to calculate the q.!Mrrr and the 
matrices I mr and Omr. 
The system of second-order ordinary differential equations in the b;;yr is 
integrated as an init ial value problem from small values of P to large values using 
Manolopoulos' logarithmic derivative propagator[31 J. Matrix inversions account 
for more than 90% of the time used by thi s propagator. All aspects of the physics 
can be extracted from the solutions at large P by a constant P projection[10,11 ,37J. 
3. PARALLEL ALGORITHM 
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One must first have an idea of what can be gained by parallel processing. Vast 
speedup can only be achieved for problems that can be grouped into concurrent 
cooperative subtasks. This, of course, involves an understanding the level of 
parallelism that a problem manifests. Even with such understanding and of an 
adequate mapping onto a system of cooperative processors, there still remains 
the critical issue of how to best implement processor coordination. Further, it is 
vitally important that the local data in processors be correct in a global sense, 
i.e., data modifications must b e distributed across private memory boundaries . 
Since quantum reactive scattering calculations are well suited t o multiprocessor 
systems, the parallel structures in which parallelism is achieved is at the processor 
level rather than a t the functional decomposition level. In building a parallel 
implementation on the hypercube architecture, our main guidelines have been 
simplicity and ut ilization of as much of the original sequential code as possible. 
The computer used for this work is a 64-processor Mark IIIfp hypercube. 
It consists of an ensemble of individual processing elements called nodes. The 
design of the Mark IIIfp hypercube permits as few as one and as many as 256 
nodes in the ensemble. It is a leading design for MIMD-type (multiple instruction 
stream multiple data stream) distributed memory parallel architectures based on 
message passing(26-28]. Each node consists of two independent Motorola 68020 
microprocessors, one for computation and one for I/O, and four megabytes of 
dynamic local memory with an access speed of 400 nanoseconds. The computation 
microprocessor has a Motorola 68882 floating-point arithmetic coprocessor, two 
serial ports, one printer port and 128 kilobytes of static private memory. The 
I/ O microprocessor has 64 kilobytes of static private memory, one serial port and 
hardware to support the node to node communication within the hypercube. An 
additional daughter board with a pipe-lined 32-bit floating point unit based on 
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the Weitek XL sen es of chips is attached to each node which further contains 
128 kilobytes of code cache, 128 kilobytes of static memory and h as a nominal 
peak speed of 16 Mflops. The Crystalline Operating System(CrOS)-channel-
addressed synchronous communication provides the library rout ines to h andle 
communications between nodes[28,38,39]. Program development is done on a 
Motorola 68020-based Counterpoint workstation that runs on UNIX. It acts as 
an access controller m echamism to the peripherals for the entire hypercube. This 
allows the native compilers an d linkers of t he control processor to be used to 
construct executable code to run on the nodes of the hypercube. The programs 
need to provide two parts with one running on the control processor and one 
running on each hypercube node. It is written in C programming language except 
for the time-consuming two-dimensional quadratures and matrix inversions, which 
are optimized in Weitek XL assembly language. 
The hypercube is configured as a two dimensional array of processors. 
The mapping is done using binary Gray codes[28 ,40] which gives the Cartesian 
coordinates in processor space and communication channel tags for a processor 's 
nearest neighbors. With a distributed-memory machine like the hypercube, the 
elements of a large matrix of data must be distributed across the memory of all 
the processors. This makes it possible to fully utilize the large memory available 
and facilitates the load-balancing task of keeping most of the processors busy 
doing useful arithmetic most of the time. The parallelization of scientific codes 
is frequently based on a large grain size decomposition of the task. To port a 
sequent ial code to a hypercube, a method of distributing the global matrix among 
the processors is the first choice that must be made and it is closely related to the 
parallel algorithm chosen. 
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We mapped the matrices into processor space by local decomposition. Let N r 
and Nc be the number of processors in the rows and columns of the hypercube 
configuration, respectively. Element A(i,j) of an M x M matrix is placed in 
processor row Pr = int( i"1J') and column Pc = int( iX;:") , where int x means the 
integer part of x. This data decomposition has been found easy to maintain and 
has provided satisfactory load balancing; it has the further advantage that it does 
not require matrices of special dimensions . 
The parallel code implemented on the hypercube consists of five major steps. 
Step one constructs, for each value of Pq, a primitive basis set composed of 
the product of Wigner rotation matrices, associated Legendre functions , and the 
numerical one-dimensional functions in w ,\ mentioned in Section 2 and obtained 
by solving the corresponding one-dimensional eigenvalue-eigenvector different ial 
equation using a finite difference method. This requires that a subset of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a tridiagonal matrix b e found. 
A bisection method[41] which accomplishes the eigenvalue computation using 
the TRIDIB routine from EISPACK[42] was ported to the Mark IIIfp. This 
implementation of the bisection method allows computation of any number of 
consecutive eigenvalues specified by their indices. Eigenvectors are obtained using 
the EISPACK inverse iteration routine TINVIT with modified Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization. Each processor solves independent t ridiagonal eigenproblems 
since the number of eigenvalues desired from each tridiagonal system is small but 
there are a large number of distinct tridiagonal systems. To achieve load balancing, 
we distributed subsets of the primitive functions among the processors in su ch a 
way that no processor computes greater than one eigenvalue and eigenvector more 
than any other. These large grain tasks are most easily implemented on MIMD 
machines; SIMD (single instruction stream multiple data stream) machines would 
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require more extensive modifications and would be less efficient because of the 
sequential nature of effective eigenvalue iteration procedures. The one-dimensional 
bases obtained are then broadcast to all the other nodes. 
In step two a large number of two-dimensional quadratures involving the 
primitive basis functions which are needed for the variational procedure are 
evaluated. These quadratures are highly parallel procedures requiring no 
communication overhead once each processor has the necessary subset of functions. 
Each processor calculates a subset of integrals independently. 
Step three assembles these integrals into the real symmetric dense matrices 
s mI' (Pq) and h mI' (Pq) which are distributed over processor space. The entire 
sp ectrum of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the associated variational problem 
is sought. With the parallel implementation of the Householder method[43J, 
this generalized eigensystem is tridiagonalized and the resulting single tridiagonal 
matrix is solved in each processor completely with the QR algorithm[44]. The QR 
implementation is purely sequential since each processor obtains the entire solution 
to the eigensystem. However, only different subsets of the solution are kept in 
different processors for the evaluation of the interaction and overlap matrices in 
step four. This part of the algorithm is not time-consuming and the straightforward 
sequential approach was chosen. It has the further effect that the resulting solutions 
are fully distributed, so no communication is required. 
Step four evaluates the two-dimensional quadrat ures needed for the interaction 
rmI'(p; pq) and overlap amI' (Pq+l; pq) matrices. The same type of algorithms are 
used as were used in step two. By far, the most expensive part of the sequential 
version of the surface function calculation is the calculation of the large number 
of two-dimensional numerical integrals required by steps 2 and 4. These steps are 
however highly parallel and well suited for the hypercube. 
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Step five uses Manolopoulos'[31] algorithm to integrate the coupled linear 
ordinary differential equations. The parallel implementation of this algorithm is 
discussed elsewhere[29]. The algorithm is dominated by parallel Gauss-Jordan 
matrix inversion and is I/O intensive, requiring the input of one interaction matrix 
per integration step. To reduce the I/O overhead a second source of parallelism 
is exploited. The entire interaction matrix (at all p) and overlap matrix (at all 
pq) data sets are loaded across the processors and many collision energies are 
calculated simultaneously. This strategy works because the same set of data is 
used for each collision energy and because enough main memory is available. 
Calculation of scattering matrices from the final logarithmic derivative matrices 
is not computationally intensive, and is done sequentially. 
The program steps were all run on the Weitek coprocessor which only supports 
32-bit arithmetic. Experimentation has shown that this precision is sufficient 
for the work reported below. The 64-bit arithmetic hardware needed for larger 
calculations was installed after the present calculations were completed. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Accuracy: 
Calculations were performed for the H +Hz system on the LSTH surface[32,33] 
for partial waves with total angular momentum J = 0,1 ,2 and energies up to 1.6 
eV. Flux is conserved to better than 1% for J = 0, 2.3% for J = 1 and 3.6% for 
J = 2 for all open channels over the entire energy range considered . 
To illustrate the accuracy of the 32-bit arithmetic calculations, the scattering 
results from the Mark IIIfp with 64 processors are compared with the results 
obtained using a CRAY X-MP /48 and a CRAY-2. The differences of the transition 
probability do not excede 0.004 in absolute value over the energy range investigated. 
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Timing and parallel efficiency: 
In Tables I and II we present the timing data on the 64 processor Mark IIIfp, 
a CRAY X-MP/ 48 and a CRAY 2, for both the surface function code (including 
calculation of the overlap Omr and interaction I mr matrices) and the logarithmic 
derivative propagation code. For the surface function code, the speeds on the first 
two machines is about the same. The CRAY 2 is 1.43 times faster than the Mark 
IIIfp and 1.51 times faster than the CRAY X-MP/48 for this code. The reason is 
that this program is dominated by matrix-vector multiplications which are done in 
optimized assembly code in all 3 machines. For this part icular operation the CRA Y-
2 is 2.03 times faster than the CRAY X-MP /48 whereas for more memory-intensive 
operations the CRAY 2 is slower than the CRAY X-MP/48(45). A slightly larger 
primitive basis set is required on the Mark IIIfp in order to obtain surface function 
energies of an accuracy equivalent to that obtained with the CRAY machines. This 
is due to the lower accuracy of the 32-bit arithmetic of the former with respect to 
the 64-bit arithmetic of the latter. 
The absolute times presented in Table I and II are apt to decrease as the codes 
are improved and ta@ BumericaLparameters are furt her tuned. As a result, th ey 
are not well suited for a comparison of the rela tive effect iveness of different reactive 
scattering methodologies[lO-21). The relevant information in t hose tables is, 
instead, the relative times among different machines as given by the corresponding 
sp eeds. These are indicative of the relative effectiven ess of these machines for 
performing the reactive scattering calculations described in this paper. 
The efficiency (£) of the parallel LHSF code was determined using the 
definition c = Ek ~DrkF where Tl and TN are respectively the implementation 
times using a single processor and N processors. The single processor t imes are 
obtained from runs performed after removing the overhead of the parallel code, 
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i.e ., after removing the communication calls and some logical statements . Perfect 
efficiency (<: = 1.0) implies that the N-processor hypercube is N times faster than a 
single processor. In figure 1 efficiencies for the surface function code (including the 
calculation of the overlap and interaction matrices) as a function of the size of the 
primitive basis set are plotted for 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 processor configurations of 
the hypercube. The global dimensions of the matrices used are chosen to be integer 
multiples of the number of processor rows and columns in order to insure load 
balancing among the processors. Because of the limited size of a single processor 
memory, the efficiency determination is limited to 32 primitives. As shown in figure 
1, the efficiencies increase monotonically and approach unity asymptotically as the 
size of the calculation increases. Converged results require large enough primitive 
basis sets so that the efficiency of the surface function code is estimated to be about 
0.95 or greater. 
The data for the logarithmic derivative code given in Table II for a 245 channel 
(i.e. , LHSF) example show that the Mark IIIfp has a speed about 62% to that of 
the CRAY 2 but only about 31% of that of the CRAY X-MP/48. This code is 
dominated by matrix inversions, which are done with optimized assembly code in 
all three machines. The reason for the slowness of the hypercube with respect to the 
CRAYs is that the efficiency of t he parallel logarithmic derivative code is 0.52. This 
relatively low value is due to the fact that matrix inversions require a significant 
amount of inter-processor communication. Figure 2 displays efficiencies of the 
logarithmic derivative code as a function of the number of channels propagated 
for different processor configurations, as done previously for the Mark III[29,46J 
hypercubes. The data can be fit well by an operations count formula developed 
previously for the matrix inversion part of the coder 4 7J; this formula can be used to 
extrapolate the data to larger numbers of processors or larger numbers of channels. 
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It can be seen that for an 8 processor configuration, the code runs with an efficiency 
of 0.81. This observation suggested that we divide the Mark IIIfp into 8 clusters 
of 8 processors each and perform calculations for different energies in different 
clusters. The corresponding timing information is also given in Table II. As can be 
seen from the last row of this table, the speed of the logarithmic derivative code 
u sing this configuration of the 64 processor Mark IIIfp is 48.5 Mflops, which is 
about 44% of that of the CRAY X-MP/48 and 88% ofthat ofthe CRAY 2. As the 
number of channels increases, the number of processors per cluster may be made 
larger in order to increase the amount of memory available in each cluster. The 
corresponding efficiency should continue to be adequate due to the larger matrix 
dimensions involved. 
Ongoing and future extensions: 
From the previous discussions it appears that our application is well adapted to 
the hypercube architecture. However, our systems are experimental and continually 
evolving in terms of both hardware and software. In the near future , the number 
of processors of the Mark IIIfp will be increased to 128 and the I/O system will be 
replaced by high performance CIO (concurrent I/O) hardware. The new Weitek 
coprocessors installed since the present calculations were done perform 64 bit 
floating point arithmetic at about the same nominal peak speed as t he 32 bit boards. 
From the data in the present paper it is possible to predict with good reliability 
the performance of this upgraded version of t he Mark IIIfp. Speed m easurements 
on the CRAY Y-MP /864 of the San Diego Supercomputer Center show that it 
is 2 times faster than the CRAY X-MP/48 for the surface function code and 1.7 
t imes faster for the logarithmic derivative code. In Table III, we summarize the 
available or predicted speed information for the present codes for the current 64 
processor and near future 128 processor Mark IIIfp as well as the CRAY X-MP /48, 
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CRAY 2 and CRAY Y-MP /864 supercomputers. It can be seen that Mark IIIfp 
machines are competitive with all of the currently available CRAYs (operating as 
single processor machines). 
From Table I-III , we can find that the design details of the most advanced 
supercomputers make some better-suited for certain computations than other. The 
surface function code is most efficient on the hypercube while the logarithmic 
derivative code will run better on CRAY-type machines. Distributing large 
computations among several supercomputers will provide the opportunity both to 
bring to bear greater computing power than is available in any single machine and 
to use the most suitable machine for each step of the task. In the near future a high 
performance network will be built which can support host interfaces that operate 
at 1600 million bits per second (Mbps) and connects multiple supercomputers at 
the Los Alamos National Laboratory, the California Institute of Technology, the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the San Diego Supercomputer Center. With such a 
distributed heterogenous computer, it should be possible to run a single program on 
the eight processors of the CRAY Y-MP/864 and the 128 processors of the Mark 
IIIfp hypercube at the same time, with a speedup of 18 times the speed of one 
CRAY X-MP /48. Quantum scattering calculations on larger, more complicated 
chemical systems will become feasible at that time. 
5. SUMMARY 
We have developed and implemented a strategy for performing quantum 
mechanical reactive scattering calculations on the Mark IIIfp hypercube parallel 
supercomputer. The results obtained for the H +H2 system J = 0,1,2 partial waves 
agree well with those from a CRAY X-MP /48 and a CRAY-2. The high degree of 
parallelism of the most time-consuming step of the surface function calculation (the 
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evaluation of two-dimensional numerical quadratures) leads to a high efficiency for 
that calculation. As a result , the speed of the 64 processor Mark IIIfp for the 
surface function calculation is about the same as that of the CRAY X-MP/48 
and about 0.7 of that of the CRAY 2. When configuring the Mark IIIfp into 8 
clusters of 8 processors each, the logarithmic derivative code is about 56% slower 
than the CRAY X-MP/48 and 12% slower than the CRAY 2. The speed of the 
128 processor Mark IIIfp soon to become available should exceed, both for the 
surface function calculat ion and the logarithmic derivative calculation, t hose of the 
CRAY X-MP/48 and CRAY 2; however, although still comparable to the CRAY 
Y-MP /864 for the surface function code, it will be 32% slower for the logarithmic 
derivative code (the CRAYs operating as single processor machines). These results 
demonstrate the feasibility of performing reactive scattering calculations with high 
efficiency in parallel fashion. As the number of processors continues to increase and 
with the gigabit network that is currently been planned, such parallel calculations 
in systems of greater complexity will become practical in the not too distant future. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1 Efficiency of the surface function code ( including the calculation of 
the overlap and interaction matrices) as a function of the global matrix dimension 
(i. e. , the size of the primitive basis set) for 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 processors. 
The solid curves are straight line segments connecting the data points for a fixed 
number of processors and are provided as an aid to examine the trends. 
Figure 2 Efficiency of logarithmic derivative code as a function of the global 
matrix dimension (i.e., the number of channels or LHSF) for 8, 16, 32, and 64 
processors. The solid curves are straight line segments connecting the data points 
for a fixed number of processors and are provided as an aid to examine the trends. 
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Ta ble I: Pe rformance of t he surface funct.io n code" 
Mark IIIfpb 64 processors CRAY X-MP/ 48 CRAY2 
J 
Time (hr) Speed (Mftop') T ime (hr) Speed (Mftop, ) Time (hr ) Speed (Y1Aop,) 
0 D.71 e 100' O.74e 96' 0.49' 145' 
t 2.88' 112' 3.04i 106' 2.01"" 160' 
2 5.60' 124d 5.94m 117n 3.96° l i 6k 
a. T his code calc ul ates the surface fun ctions a t t he 51 values of p from 2.0 bohr to 12.0 bohr in s teps of 0.2 bohr, 
t.he corresponding overlap matrices between consecu t ive values of jJ and the pro pagatio n matrices in p steps of 
0. 1 bohr . The number of primitives used for each J and described in the remaining foot no tes permits us to 
generate enough LHSF to achieve the accuracy described in the text . 
b . 64 single precision processors. 
c. For SOA l , SOA2 and l60E primitives. This basis is larger than the one described in e. below and is needed to 
generate t he same number of linearly independent surface functions as in e. The reason for this difference is the 
32Mbit arithmeti c of the Mark IIIfp compared to t he 54-bit arithmetic of the GRAY XM MP/48. 
d . Estimated on the basis of the absolute measured speed on the GRAY XMMP /48 and the m easured relat ive speeds 
of t he Mark lIIfp with respect to the CRAY XMMP/48. 
e. For 16A1 , 16A 2 and 152E primitives. 
f. Measured using the hardware-performance monitor of the PERFMON and P ERF PRT subrouti nes. 
g. T his time, for the same primitives as described in e. was estimated on the basis of the relat ive speeds of t he 
CRAY 2 a nd C RAY X-MP / 48 measured for a set of 5 values of p. It is smaller than the t ime in e. fo r the reason 
given in h . 
h. Estima ted on t he basis of the relative speed of the C RAY 2 with respect to the C RAY XMMP / 48 desc ri bed in 
g . The reason this speed is 2/ 3 of the corresponding C RAY XMMP/ 48 speed is t hat the domina nt pa rts of t he 
ca lcula tion are optimized assembly code matrix-vector mu lt iplications fo r which the C RAY 2 is 50 % fas ter t ha n 
t he C RAY X-MP/ 48. Otherwise , the CRAY 2 is slightly slower than CRAY X-MPf 48. See Text . 
I. For 72A 1, 80A2 and 152E primitives of even parity a nd 152A1 , 160A2 and 312E primi tives of odd pari ty. T hese 
numbers of p rimitives are larger than the ones given in j . for the reson given in c. 
j . For MAl , 16A 2 and HOE primit ives of even parity and 140At , 152A 2 and 292E primi t ives of odd pari ty. 
k . Estima ted o n t he basis of the relat ive speeds of t he C RAY X-MP / 48 and CRAY 2 and the meas ured C RAY 
XMMP / 48 times or speeds. 
I. For 216Al, 232A2 and 448E primitives of even parity and I36Al , 152A2 and 288E primit ives o f odd par ity. 
T hese numbers are larger than those in o. for t he reason given in c. 
m. T his time is estimated as in k. , since the calculation cannot be done on the GRAY XMMP /48 because of insu ffi cient 
memory. 
n . Est imated to be the same as in f. since the calculation cannot be done on t he GRAY XMr-.lP /48 fo r the reason 
given in m . 
o. For 204A l • 216A2 and 420E primitives of even parity and 128Al, 140A2 and 268E primitives of odd parity. 
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Table II: Performance of the logarithmic derivative codeQ 
Mark lIIfp' 
CRAY X-MP/48 CRAY 2 
64 processor 8 cl llsters of 
global configuration" 8 processors" 
Total t ime(hrs) 4.8" 3.41,.1' 1.5 2.gh 
Time for 1 energy(min) 2.2i l.6 i 0.7 1.3 
Efficiency 0.52 0.81 - -
Speedi (Mflops) 34.4' 48.5 ' 110 55.4 
a. Based on a. calculation using 245 surface functions and 131 energies , and a logarithmic derivative integration 
step of 0.0 1 bohr. 
h. 64 single precision processors . 
c. The calculation for each energy was dist ributed among all 64 processors. 
d. The hype rcube was configured into 8 clusters of 8 processors each . Each cluster did full calculations for 16 
energies, for a total of 128 energies. The times reported were multiplied by 131/128 for normalization purposes. 
AU 8 clusters operated simultaneously. 
e. This includes 1.9 hours of I/ O time. 
f. This includes 1.6 hours of 1/0 time. This time is shorter than that in e. because of a different a nd more efficient 
broadcast of the data between the host and the 8 clusters. 
g . Each cluster did fuB calculations for 16 energies for a tota l of 128 energies. The total time repo rted was obtained 
by subtracting the I/O time from the measured time, muitipling the result by 131/ 128 for no rma lization to 13 1 
energies and adding the I/ O time. 
h. Estimated on the basis of the CRAY X-MP/ 48 times and the ratio of the speeds of the C RAY 2 and C RAY 
X-MP / 48 for t he logarithmic derivative code. 
\. This includes the pro-rated I/O contribution. 
j . All speeds include I/ O contribution. 
k. Estimated on the basis of the measured CRAY X-MP/48 speed for the logarithmic derivati ve code and the 
relative speeds of the Mark IIl fp and CRAY X-MP / 48 for this code. 
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Table IV Hypothetical future parallel supercomputer characteristics 
ctass A Class B Class C 
Mark IIIfp (1991-1995)" (1996-2000) " 
Susta.ined speed / node 
(Mfiop') 2 20 200 
Memory/ node 
(Mword.) 0.5 4 32 
Inter·node communication I 
b.ndwidth(Mbyt./ •• c) 1 100 1000 
Number of node, 128 1024 8192 
Total sustained speed 256 M8op. 20 Gftops 1.6 Tftaps 
Total memory 64 Mword 4 Gward 262 Gword 
Total I/0 rate 128 Mby" /'ec 10 Gby'./'ec 1 Tbyte /sec 
a. Time frame within which this machine class is expected to become available_ 
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CHAPTER VII 
Three-Dimensional Quantum Mechanical 
Electron-Hydrogen Scattering by the Symmetrized 
Hyperspherical Coordinate Method. Theory 
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Three-Dimensional Quantum Mechanical Electron-Hydrogen Scattering 
by the Symmetrized Hyperspherical Coordinate Method. Theory 
Yi-Shuen Mark Wu l , Diane M. Hood and Aron Kuppermann 
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics 
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 
Abstract 
We present an efficient numerical method for obtaining accurate solutions to 
the Schrodinger equation for the collision of an electron with a hydrogen atom 
using symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates . The scattering wave functions are 
expanded in a set of local space-fixed hyperspherical surface functions that are 
eigenfunctions of a reference h amiltonian. This results in coupled differential 
equations in the hyperradius variable that are integrated to generate primitive 
wave functions. These solutions are linearly combined to satisfy the reactance and 
scattering matrix boundary conditions, from which the integral and differential 
cross sections are obtained. Symmetry considerations that simplify the calculations 
are discussed in detail. This formulation permits a very complete description of 
the electron-hydrogen scattering processes and can be extended to energies above 
the ionization threshold. 
1 Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 
in Chemistry at the California Institu te of Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Studies of collisions of electrons with hydrogen atoms have been of great 
interest for the past two decades[l]. It is one of the simplest processes in atomic 
physics and has been extensively studied, both theoretically and experimentally. 
One of the intriguing aspects of this problem is that agreement between experiment 
and even the most sophisticated of current theories is not satisfactory, because of 
the strong correlation between the two electrons[2]. 
Over the years many theoretical approaches have been made particularly for 
the electron-hydrogen problem. One of the major difficulties in the past has been 
the lack of a computationally efficient method for obtaining accurate cross sections. 
The close-coupling method used by Burke et al.[3,4] uses target hydrogen atom 
eigenfunctions to expand the full wave function. The convergence of this basis set 
is slow because it does not take the presence of the second electron into account. 
This method can be modified to include correlation functions[5] and pseudostate 
functions[6] in the expansion, and fairly converged results have been obtained for 
energies below the n = 3 threshold[7] . However, there is disagreement with the 
magnitude of the experimental Is -> 2s cross section. 
In the variational approach, the scattering equations are formulated by using 
a pseudostate basis[8]. The pseudostate basis contains all the open channel exact 
hydrogen eigenstates, while the higher bound and continuum states are represented 
by pseudostates chosen to be orthogonal, each of which has an associated effective 
energy level[9,10]. The primary problem associated with using pseudostates 
concerns the selection of a pseudostate basis set that will accurately represent 
the complete set of states. There have been various schemes proposed for this 
selection such as requiring that the basis set predict the correct value for some 
atomic parameter such as the static dipole polarizability. However , there is no 
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guarantee that these types of criteria are appropriate for scattering problems since 
the atomic parameter may be sensitive to a different radial range of the wave 
functions than that for the scattering calculation. Another problem is the existence 
of non-physical resonances below the pseudostate effective energies. 
The use of hyperspherical coordinates and of the local hyperspherical 
surface function formalism in electron-atom scattering problems[1l,12] and three-
dimensional reactive scattering problems[13-17] has proven to be a successful 
approach to solving the Schriidinger equation. One of the difficulties in applying 
this approach is the accurate and efficient calculation of local hyperspherical surface 
functions, especially for reactive scattering processes. 
The two electrons in the electron-hydrogen system do not move independently; 
indeed they are strongly correlated with each other. Correlation is totally ignored in 
the simpliest versions of the independent electron model[3], but more sophisticated 
methods attempt to add in short range correlation effects[5]. The utility of 
hyperspherical coordinates becomes clear because a large part of the electron 
correlation is contained in the corresponding surface function basis set. 
In this paper, we report the development and implementation of a general 
quantum theory for solving the electron-hydrogen system using symmetrized 
hyperspherical coordinates. We will set up the general Schriidinger equation 
for a three particle system in hyperspherical coordinates and discuss features of 
the potential energy surface. The method used for obtaining the solution of 
the Schriidinger equation, including the surface function expansion, calculation 
of potential matrix elements, and the solution of the coupled radial equation will 
be described. 
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2. The Space-fixed Schrodinger Equation 
For electron-hydrogen scattering below the ionization threshold there are two 
arrangement channels, e1 + Hand e2 + H, where e1 and e2 are the two electrons. 
The third arrangement channel, in which the electrons are close to each other but 
distant from the proton, does not need to be considered, since it is not a stable 
one. 
Let (>., v, 11:) be any cyclic permutation ofthe indices (a, (3, /) . Given a system 
of three particles A", Ap and A -, with masses m", mp and m-" respectively, we 
define the >. coordinates as Eo~ I r~F where o~ is the vector from the center of 
mass of VII: to >. and r~ is the vector from V to 11:. The Hamiltonian, after removing 
the center of mass motion, for the three particles in this Jacobi center of mass 
coordinate system is 
- r? 2 ,,2"<72 V'(R' , ) H = - Va' - -2- - vr' + A,rA,/A Of-lAIlg~ .\ /-LVI( A (2.1) 
ffi '+ffi ' are the reduced masses corresponding to 
m" mil. 
the vectors o~ and r~K sDEo~I r~I / A) is the potential energy function describing 
the interactions of the three particles. The coordinate /A is the angle between o~ 
and r~K 
The Hamiltonian can be put in a simpler form by the introduction of Delves' 
mass-scaled coordinates[lS]' defined as 
-1 , 
r.x = a A r,\; 
E ?tA D s~ )_.' aA = --
?tV" 
The Schrodinger equation in Delves' mass-scaled coordinates is 
,,2 
[- -Es~ + V; ) + V(RA , r A, /A) - EjW(RA , r A) = 0 2?t A " 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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where 
(2.3a) 
' 2 
2 ( a2 ) 2 ( a) L r , 
\7 r, = ar:;' + r>. ar>. - 1i2 r:;' (2.3b) 
where f.1. = ( m~mI~I )t is the single reduced mass for the system of particles 
rn.\ mil m" 
and E is the total energy in the center of mass coordinate system. 
Let us consider space-fixed axes, by which we mean a system Oxyz whose 
origin 0 is the center of mass and whose axes are parallel to a system of laboratory-
fixed axes, r>. is represented by distance r>., azimuth Br" and polar angle 'Pr" while 
R>. is represented by R>. , BR, and 'PR, . The orbital angular momentum terms i~I 
and i~I are expressible in terms of the angles BR " 'P R, and Br" 'Pr" respectively. 
Since the two angular momentum operators describe the same rotation but for 
different electrons; therefore we will use 11 for i R, and /2 for i r , . 
3 . Symmetrized Hyperspherical Coordinates 
The oX symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates for this system are obtained 
by conversion from the two distance variables R>. and r>. to a hyperradius p and 
an additional angle w>.[1 3] , 
o S; w>. S; 7r. (3.1) 
The four angular degrees of freedom remain the same. In this coordinate system 
the Hamiltonian is expressed as 
, 1i2 a2 5 a A 2 
H = --2 (a 2 + --a) + -2 2 + V(p,w>','Y>') f.1. p p p f.1.p (3.2) 
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where the Grand Canonical angular momentum operator },.2 is 
and the hyperspherical angular momentum operator is 
'2 2 82 8 
Lw> = -4;" (-8 2 + 2cot-8 ) w.>. w.>. 
t2 1 (82 ) • 
= -4" -.-- 8 2 + 1 smw.>.. 
smw.>. w.>. 
The orbital angular momentum operators Ii and f~ are expressed as 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
This system has several advantages: The hyperradius p is independent of the 
arrangement channel; the operators for the hyperradius and hyperangles may be 
separated; and the conversion between different arrangement channels is relatively 
easy. 
4. Potential Energy Function 
The potential energy function for the system of two electrons and a proton is 
the sum of the Coulomb interaction of t he three particles: 
(4.1) 
Here the zero of energy is taken to be energy of the configuration for which the 
three particles are infinitely separated. Since the m ass scaling factors are very 
close to unity, we set r.>. = r~ and R.>. = o~ without loss of accuracy. The error 
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introducted by this assumption is negligible compared with the desired scattering 
calculation accuracy, and this can be corrected for if desired by an appropriate 
perturbation expansion. 
In hyperspherical coordinates the potential energy function transforms into 
~ 1 1 1 
V(P,W.VI'A) = - -(-w- + - . - W- - . ) (4.2) 
P cosT smT V1 - smWACOS/A 
This potential has a simple 1/ p dependence and we might expect the forces involved 
to be long r ange and die off slowly. 
In order to better visualize the properties of the potential energy function, 
we obtained contour plots of V for energies both above and below the ionization 
potential in a system of coordinates OXAYAZ A[13] defined as 
( 4.3) 
The range of /A is 0 to 7r, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
points in the YA ~ 0 half-space of the OXAYAZA space and configuration of the 
system. This mapping of V shows that the hyperspherical surface not only has the 
same symmetry as the physical problem, but also treats the different arrangement 
channels evenly. 
In Figure 1 we show several contours obtained at ZA = 0 bohr. There is a 
pointed profusion that reaches to the origin, which corresponds to Y A = 0, X A > o. 
This region is due to the high energy of the configuration when the two electrons 
are very close to one another. Contours obtained by taking YA = 0 which are 
perpendicular to Figure 1 are shown in Figure 2. The potential en ergy surface is 
symmetric with respect to the ZA = 0 plane, which is due to the two identical 
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electrons. Thus the three-dimensional internal configuration space is divided into 
two symmetric arrangement channels. 
5. Partial Wave Expansion of the Wave Function 
The complete symmetry group of the Hamiltonian is the set of all operators 
which commute with the Hamiltonian and is organized into operator subgroups 
which follow naturally from the character of the symmetry operations. Rotational 
invariance of the Hamiltonian permits us to choose the spatial wave function to 
belong to an irreducible representation of the subgroup SO(3) of the complete 
symmetry group of the Hamiltonian. A basis for the invariant subspace 
corresponding to an irreducible representation is fixed by choosing each function 
to be an eigenfunction of the operator J., the operator for the space-fixed Z 
component of the total angular momentum, which is the vector sum of /1 and 
12 , with eigenvalues Mr., where M = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , ±J. 
The Hamiltonian of the system is also invariant with respect to exchange 
of the electrons and to inversion through the center of mass of the system. As a 
result, solutions to the Schrodinger equation can be found which are simultaneously 
eigenfunctions of the exchange operator P12 and the inversion operator <;}. The 
Pauli principle requires that the total wave function change sign when the 
coordinates of the two identical fermion particles are exchanged. Therefore, a 
singlet (S = 0) spin state must be spatially symmetric with respect to exchange 
and the triplet (S = 1) spin state must go with an anti-symmetric spatial wave 
function. 
We therefore expand q, in terms of their simultaneous eigenfunctions q,JMSII, 
00 J 1 1 
q, = L L c JM L L q,JMSII (5.1) 
J=O M=-J II=O S= O 
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where q;, JM SIT are the solutions of the set of eigenfunction equations 
J2q;,JMSrr = J(J + 1)1i2q;,JMsrr 
P12 q;,JMSIT = (_l)sq;,JMSIT 
8<q;,JMSrr = ( _ l)ITq;,JMSrr 
6. Expansion of the Partial Waves in Terms of Surface Functions 
(5.2) 
Motion in the p coordinate is almost decoupled from the hyperangular 
coordinates whose motion is greater than the radial motion. We define local 
hyperspherical surface functions q. ~M srr to be well behaved solutions to the 
Scbrodinger equation for the five-dimensional hamiltonian defined by equation 
(3.2), which resulted from omitting from iI the radial kinetic energy operator. 
This operator commutes with the same set of operators as the full six-dimensional 
hamiltonain operator, and therefore we define the surface functions to be 
simultaneous eigenfunctions of j2, jz , 1\2 and 8<. It depends on p only 
parametrically, and is given explicitly by 
Therefore 
'2 
, A 
h(w,\,4anglesiP) = -2 2 + V(p,w,\,')',\) 
I-'P 
it q.JMSIT = eJsrr q.JMSIT 
n n n 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
The index n arises from the quantization of the energies of the surface functions, 
which follows from the finite bounds on the values of the five hyperangles. 
The five-dimensional surface functions qK~Msrr are an excellent basis set 
for expansion of the six-dimensional scattering wavefunction q;,JMSrr, since they 
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contain much of the effect of the kinetic energy operators and of the potential 
energy function. The Dl!~!D"f sn are therefore expressed as: 
Dl!~!D"fsn = p-% O::>~sn<f>~Msn (6.3) 
n 
Although n' spans a denumerably infinite but discrete set of surface functions, 
in practice it must be truncated to a finite number which are needed to obtain 
appropriate scattering matrices. 
To solve for these coefficients, the <f>~Msn are determined at a set of 
discrete values of p. Substituting equation (6.3) into the Schrodinger equation 
corresponding to the hamiltonian defined by equation (3.2) and using equation 
(6.2), the coefficients are found to satisfy 
(6.4) 
in which the interaction matrix IJsn, which is a measure of the coupling of the 
surface functions by the potential, or equavalently of the change in the wavefunction 
as a function of p from the values at p = p, is defined by 
(6.5) 
The potential of interaction Yep, w>.,/,>.; p) is defined as 
(6.6) 
Since we will expand the six-dimensional wave function in terms of a finite 
number of surface functions, the expansion (6.3) will become inaccurate for 
sufficiently large value of I p - Pi I (Here we label Pi, with i = 0 for the smallest 
value of p and increasing with p), as some of the coupling is with functions excluded 
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from the truncated surface function basis. Therefore , the coefficient b~pffEp; p) are 
calculated as a function of p in a region near Pi corresponding to a hyperspherical 
shell. It is then necessary for determination of the scattering wavefunction at all p 
to smoothly match the wavefunction calculated for each shell across the boundary 
p = Pi ,i+! of adjacent hyperapherical shells. This is accomplished by imposing the 
conditions 
b~pffEpiIi+1; Pi+1) = L b~;R"ffEpiIi+1; miF[lgpffg~D (pi+1, Pi); (6.7) 
n' 
(6.8) 
in which the overlap matrices OJSII are defined by 
Equation (6.4) can be put in matrix form 
(6.10) 
All t he matrices appearing in this equation are square and their dimension equals 
the number of surface functions used in equation (6.3). To put this equation in 
more general form we define U JSll : 
(6.11) 
which gives 
(6.12) 
7. Basis Set for Expansion of the Surface Function 
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The eigenfunctions of Ii and Ii are spherical harmonics, Yi, ,m, (01, \01) and 
Yi"m,(02,\02)' Here we set OR" = 01, \OR" = \01 and Or" = O2, \Or" = \02, A set of 
one-dimensional surface functions, jJsrr;,I,(WA; p), independent of t he orientat ion 
of the system in space can be defined by expansion of the surface function in terms 
of coupled spherical harmonics, Y!,f';: 
'P(MSrr = iv1~fD;EMO DyMOIM1DylfFjgsrr;D f IEtA;mF 
'2h 
(7.1) 
where vl~fD; (02, \02, 01, \01) are orthonormal eigenfunctions of the total angular 
" A" 2 ,,2 
momentum operator J2 and its projection J., ae well as hand h : 
vl~fD; EMODyMOI MfI yl f F = L C(11 12J ;mlm 2M )Yi,m,(02,'P2)Yi,m,(0I,'Pl) (7.2) 
mlm2 
The C's are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the notation of Rose[19). 
Substitution ofthis expansion into equation (6.1), mult iplication by vl~~D (02 , 'P2, 01, 'P I) 
and integration over the four angles leads to the equation satisfied by these func-
tions: 
(7.3) 
where the sm::~Drim e l " are the surface potential matrix elements 
(7.4) 
and can be calculated analytically. It is symmetric with respect to W A --t 7r - W A 
and 12h --t h12' 
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The variational basis set tp,/l (w).; p) with associated eigenvalues vIm , /l that 
we have chosen to use to expand the surface functions was obtained by neglecting 
the off-diagonal terms of the potential m atrix, such that 
We can introduced the function 
(7.6) 
to force the boundary condit ion Tjl, /l(W). = OiP) = Tjl'/ l(W). = 7r;p) = 0 in order 
for t;I,/l(W).; p) to b e finite a t those values of w).. 
Replacement of equation (7.6) into (7.5) leads to the following set of coupled 
differential equations: 
21i2 d2 
- ftp2 dwl T; I,/ l(W).; p) + ve1t T/,I, (w).; p) = v;m 2/1 (p)T;I , /l (p)T;I,/l (w). ; p) 
(7.7) 
where se~/}/l is the effective potential defined as 
(7.8) 
The eigenfunctions Tjl , I,(w). ; p) are solved numerically using fini te difference 
methods. They must be computed separately at a discrete values Pi of p such that 
for each Pi , that set is appropriate for a range of values of p. 
The basis functions Tjl , /l (W).;p) are orthogonal with the same [ll12] 
(7. 9) 
If 11 equals 12 , the Tjll functions are either symmetric or antisymmetric, and 
are obtained in separate calculations. Since the parity II is always even when 
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h equals 12 , if J is even, the singlet basis functions will be symmetric with respect 
to w'" = 7r /2, but if J is odd, then it is the triplet basis functions that have this 
symmetry. 
The basis functions in which we expand the surface functions if?~Mpff 
need to posses appropriate symmetry properties regarding electron exchange 
and inversion through the proton. To obtain such a property we take linear 
combination of two simple product functions vf~r: (02, 'P2, 0" 'P,)tJ1,1, (w",; p) and 
vf~lD[ (02, 'P2, 0" 'P, )tJI,11 (7r - w"'; p) according to 
(7.10) 
where 
A=S+J - II (7.11) 
and NI,I, is a normalization coefficient. For l, = 12 = I only one term is needed: 
(7.12) 
The basis functions must be linearly independent and this leads to a restriction on 
the values assumed by I, and 12 , because ef,1;JII differs from ef,l);:rr by at most, 
a sign change. We therefore expand over pairs [/,12], for which, /, :'0: /2 
(7.13) 
U sing the functions defined by equation (7.7) and (7.9), we can transform 
equation (7.3) into an algebraic eigenvalue-eigenvector equation in €~pffEpF and 
afIf~n by multiplying sin2w",t;,I,I, (w",; p) and integrated over dw",. Stating the 
eigenvalue-eigenvector problem in matrix notation we have 
(7.14) 
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where we define the diagonal m atrices 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
The interaction matrices s~pff are obtained by a unitary transformation : 
[ 
s~fflDp=l 0 ] T 'rV.JIIT s~ff Ip=1 = 0 (7.17) 
The matrix s~ff is given as 
(7.18) 
which is symmetric and only has elements in off-diagonal blocks. 
8. Calculation of Potential Matrix Elements 
In order to calculate the surface functions we need to calculate potential 
f . V m /2 /' ( ) 11 h . 1 V m /2 /'p ( ) unctIons l2'h' W.\; P as we as t e matnx e ements l 2' lt/pl p . 
The first two terms of the potential function in equation (4.2) , representing 
electron-nucleus attraction, are independent ofthe integration variables (lh, 'P I , 112, 'P2, "(>.)" 
and lead to diagonal terms in the potential matrix. The off-diagonal elements in 
those matrices results from the third term (electron repulsion) term. 
It is convenient for the evaluation of the potent ial energy ll1atrix elements 
to use products of body-fixed Wigner rotation functions[19] and renormalized 
Legendre polynomials[20]. 
(8 .1) 
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The vI~f; and a~f; are inter-related by the expression[21] 
J 
vf~f; EBOI<pO I taI<pgF = 2:: (-1)lt-nC(Jh I2;n - nlFa~t:KEBI<pIDvIDfjgF (8.2) 
n=-J 
where B2 = B and <P2 = <po Substituting vI~f; into the potential matrix element 
expression (7.4), and taking the advantage of the orthonormality of a~Dt; gives 
(8.3) 
where we have defined a new quantity ~~DlDEt>K; p) by 
In order to compute this integral, we expand the repulsion energy term in a series 
of Legendre polynomials of cos'Y[22]. 
7r for 0 < w, < -
- A - 2 
7r for - < w, < 7r 2 - A _ 
(8.5) 
Using this expression leads to integrals over products of three associated Legendre 
functions, which can be evaluted analytically. 
The final exact expression for V m ::!!" is found to b e the following: 
V ml' l, _( 1),,+1,,1 I 'l I - - -, , p 
, 
21 1 t m'2. 
1 + '" an 2 C(I ml '. 000) 21' + 1 6 ~ 1 1, 
1 m COS 2 
X 2:: C(JZt'12'; n - nO )C(JZt/2; n - nO)C(ltmh'; nOn) (8.6) 
1 I 'I ,1 1 
_ -8 2 , (-- + --) 
P '211 cos~ sin~D 2 2 
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The matrix elements sm::~:;KpDEpF are obtained by trapezoidal rule integration 
over W;\' 
9. Solution of Coupled Equations 
It is most convenient to solve the coupled equation (6.12) by using logarithmic 
derivative integration[23]. The unknown function bJSD(p; (5) to its logarithmic 
derivative is defined as 
(9.1 ) 
We find by differentiation of equation (9.1) and using equation (6 .12) that 
bJyJSIT(p; Pi) satisfies the matrix Ricatti-Bessel equation[24] 
(9.2) 
Similarly, equation (6.7) and (6.8), which interrelate the wavefunction and its 
derivative in the various surface function basis sets at different 15, may be expressed 
in matrix form as 
b JSD( - ) [OJSII(- - )]-"bJsn ( - )OJSII(- - ) P; Pi+! = Pi+l, Pi P; Pi PHI, Pi (9.3) 
b ,Jsn( - ) [OJSIT( - -)]-lb'JSD( -)OJSII( - - ) P; Pi+l = Pi+l, Pi P; Pi Pi+l, Pi (9.4) 
Therefore, the logarithmic derivative matrices in different 15 basis sets can be related 
in the same way: 
JSD( - ) [OJSIIC - - )]-1 JSDC - )OJSIIC - - ) Y P; Pi+l = PHI, Pi Y P; Pi Pi+b Pi (9.5) 
We use an efficient procedure developed by Johnson[23] to numerically 
integrate equation (9.2), using the initial condition Y = 10361. This corresponds to 
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the initial conditions of h = 0, h' = I at P = Po, where Po is a value close to zero. 
The integration of y is carried out to a large enough p for the electron-hydrogen 
atom interaction to have become negligible. One then projects the resulting 
scattering solutions at constant p on the asymptotic hydrogen atom wavefunctions 
from which all aspects of physics can be extracted. 
10. Asymptotic Analysis - Rand S Matrices 
To obtain differential and integral cross sections, it is necessary to use an 
asymptotic form which corresponds to the physical conditions of a scattering 
process. Asymptotically in each arrangement channel .x, as RA --> 00, the 
wavefunction of physical interest has the form 
(10.1 ) 
where ip~~~ErAInF is the product of vI~rIEBO Ivb I taIvaF and the hydrogen 
radial function RNll (rA). In addition, the radial functions UJSIT(RA ) behave 
asymptotically as a combination of Riccati-Bessel functions[24], 
(10.2) 
In matrix form, this equation can be rewritten as 
(10.3) 
where J and N are diagonal matrices and R Jsn is the reactance matrix for partial 
wave J, spin S, and parity II . The diagonal matrix C Jsn is a square matrix whose 
row and column is spanned by the quantum number (nhI2) and is given by 
Cn1,l,(RA ) =cos(knR>. -127r/2)for open channels 
(10.4) 
exp( - I kn I R>.)for closed channels. 
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where kn is the channel wave number given by 
(10.5) 
The open channel elements of J and N are given by 
[ J(R.\) ] "f,f, = 8,,(,f, -~Ek R ) [jl,(knR.\)] N(R.\) nl,l, Vn n.\ YI (k R.\) 
nh12 2 n 
(10.6) 
where j" and YI, are spherical Bessel functions[24], Vn is the channel velocity 
n I kn II J.1.. The closed channel elements of J and N are given by 
[ 
J(R.\) ] II D~fI _ 8"f,f, -~ ( R) [il,(KnR.\)] 
N(R.\) - nl,l, Vn Kn .\ k, (K R.\) 
nltl2 2 n 
(10.7) 
where iz,( z) and kl'(z) are modified spherical Bessel functions ofthe first and third 
kinds, and Kn =1 kn I. 
The open-open part of the reactance matrix o~~n is real and symmetric in 
an exact calculation. The amount of asymmetry in the actual open-open part of 
reactance matrix can be used to be a measure of error in the calculation. The 
open-open part of the scattering matrix p~~n is obtained from reactance matrix 
using the relationship[25] 
I "RJsn SJsn = + 1 00 
00 1- iRJsn 
00 
(10.8) 
The open-open part of scattering matrix is both symmetric and unitary due to 
time reversal invariance of the Schriidinger equation[26]. 
In order to determine o~~n we need to project the basis from surface 
functions to asymptotic solutions. Since the latter is expressed in terms of the 
distances R.\ and the former in terms of the hyperradius p, we must perform a 
transformation of variables to a common one. This transformation is accomplished 
by combining equation (7.13), (10.3) and integrate over the full range of the four 
angles (B},'Pl,B2,'P2), but over W.\ from 0 to 7r/2 only. It is import ant that t his 
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integration not be carried over the whole range of wil. The reason is that the 
hydrogen atom bound states, Rnll (r),) are defined in one channel only, which can 
be considered to be separated from the other channel by the w), = 1f'/2 boundary. 
The resulting expression is: 
where we define 
angles)d( 4 
(10.9) 
angles) 
(10.10) 
The corresponding expression for the derivative of b JSII with respect to pis: 
=-__ = _bJSII + ~agpff U (J _ NRJSII)sm w),dw),CJSII dbJSII 3 j "FJSII . 2 
dp 2p P 8p cOST 
~ JSII jFJSII(8J 8NRJSII)sin2w),d cJSII +p'a - - - w), 8p 8p cOST 
In matrix form, equation (10.10) and (10.11) can be rewritten as 
dbJSII 
dp 
where the following matrices are defined 
(10.11) 
(10.12) 
(lO.13) 
(10.14) 
(10.15) 
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Forming t he logarithmic derivative from equation (9.1), we eliminate C.Jsn 
and solve for the R-matrix: 
(10.16) 
The scattering matrix can be calculated from equation (10.8). 
11. Asymptotic Analysis - Differential and Integral Cross Sections 
In the space-fixed representation, the asymptotic form of the physical 
scattering wavefunctions are given by: 
'ltA'n'l/mi ",-, """" [b/KKDnlll/m~eiknDwA + JAln lll/mi( () ) L...t '\nlt ml Anit ffil 1, CPt 
An1lml (11.1) 
The axis of quantization for m~ is the direction of the initial wave-number vector 
kn which has been chosen to lie along the space-fixed Oz axis. The component of 
R). along that axis is z). . 
We can define the transition matrix from the open-open sub-block of the 
scattering matrix as 
T Jsn = I _ SJsn 
00 (11.2) 
With this definition and equation (10.1) through (10.16), the scattering amplitude 
can be obtained as the following: 
(11.3) 
""TJSITn' I,'I , ' C(1 'I 'J '0 ')C( I I J ' ') ~ n l11 2 1 2 ;m} ml 12 jmlm1 -mImi 
J 
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The space-fixed Pauli antisymmetrized differential cross section as is found 
from the scattering amplitude, and is independent of the angle <p: 
1 
= Ok~I 
(11.3) 
(11.4) 
These functions are zero for () = 0, 7r except if m = 0, which leads to the selection 
rule m~ = ml for non-zero scattering in those directions. 
To obtain the integral cross section we integrate over dR and can be written 
n:;:~T; = k: L V(21z' + 1)(2lz" + 1);1,'-12 " 
n' III2'1./' (11.5) 
where we have indica ted in square brackets the multiplication of a sub-block of 
T-matrix with its adjont. 
The summed and averaged cross section with respect to the magnetic quantum 
numbers ml and m~ can be calculated from 
(11.6) 
Summary 
We h ave presented the theory using the hyperspherical coordinate formulation 
for electron-hydrogen elastic and inelastic scattering using local surface functions. 
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This method can in principle be extended to energies above the ionization threshold 
by including hyperspherical harmonics in the surface function basis set. This 
approach is very promising and should lead to a very complete description of the 
electron-hydrogen scattering processes. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Potential contours for the electron-hydrogen reaction in the OX>.Y>.Z>. 
space having spherical coordinates p = Er~ + oa~ I w>. = 2arctanr>./ R>. and ,>., 
for , >. = 0 to 1800 for Z>. = 0 bohr. 
Figure 2. Potential contours for the electron-hydrogen reaction for I>' = 00 • 
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Quantum Mechanical Streamlines of Probability Current Density 
and Tunneling Fractions for Collinear Atom-Diatom Reactions 
Using Hyperspherical Coordinates 
Yi-Shuen Mark Wu 1 and Aron Kuppermann 
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics 
Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 2 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 
ABSTRACT 
We have developed a procedure to generate physical wave functions from 
hyperspherical coordinate coupled channel calculations of collinear atom-diatomic 
molecule collisions. U sing the wave functions generated, we calculate the 
corresponding probability density, probability current density vector fields , and 
the associate streamlines and tunneling fractions. The streamlines of probability 
current density provide a pictorial way of obtaining information about scattering 
processes which is not otherwise obtainable. Special attention is given to the 
formation of vortices which appear in the streamlines. By examining the variations 
of the streamlines, one can see what portions of the potential energy surface a re 
most sampled in the reaction and it also helps us to locate the dynamical resonances 
on the surface. These vortices in the streamlines provide a visual explanation of why 
the collision cross sections do not agree with the classical expectations. Both the 
formal and numerical aspects of the present method are discussed in detail. These 
calculations are very useful in examing various models for chemical reactions and 
in testing absolute reaction rate theory. 
1 Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 
in Chemistry at t he California Institute of Technology. 
2 Contribution number xxxx 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The emphasis in reactive scattering calculations is usually on quantities 
which can be observed experimentally, e.g. cross-sections, branching ratios , rate 
constants, etc. These quantities, which are the results of the chemical reaction 
after it has occurred, are not all that one wishes to know about chemical reactions. 
In addition, one would like to know how a chemical reaction occurs. 
Classical trajectory[l] calculations allow one to see physically what sort 
of relative motion leads to chemical reaction and the importance of multiple 
crossings of the barrier to reaction, which is important for the application of 
classical transition state theorY[2]. However, classical trajectory calculations do 
not aid in the understanding of the important quantum mechanical effects, such as 
dynamical resonances and tunneling. The complete characterization of a chemical 
reaction, which includes the asymptotic observables as well as information about 
the transition region, is contained in a quantal calculation of the chemical reaction. 
However, only a small amount of information can be extracted. The additional 
information can be obtained by using the wavefunction generated in the course 
of quantum mechanical scattering calculations to determine the corresponding 
probability density, probability current density vector field and the associated 
s treamlines. By examining the variations of streamlines, one can see which portions 
of the potential energy surface are most sampled in the reaction as well as locate 
the resonances on the surface. In addition, one can also extract quantitatively the 
extent of tunneling. In this manner, streamline calculations demonstrate, in a way 
which is intuitively clear, the various features of the reaction probability versus 
energy curve which might provide insight towards new mathematical and physical 
approximations. 
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Such calculations have been performed by a number of researchers. Among 
these, Mortensen and Pitzer[3J presented figures of the colinear H + H2 reaction 
probability density at the total energy of 10 Kcal/mole. Hirschfelder[4J and 
coworkers use various simple model systems to examine the streamlines of the 
probability current density vector field. McCullough and Wyatt have made a much 
more extensive investigation for the collinear H + H2 [5J and F + H2 [6J reactions and 
the three-dimensional (J = 0) F + H2[7J reaction. From a plot of the flux map 
they found a vortex formation which they named " the quantum whirlpool effect" . 
Similar observations have been made by Kuppermann, Adams and Truhlar[8J. 
The mathematics used in streamline calculations is simple, but the scattering 
wavefunctions generated during the scattering calculations have had serious 
limitations. The methods previously developed for studing collinear processes are 
restricted to energies significantly below that of breakup collinsions. In addition, 
they do not efficiently permit us to study for systems in which the central atom 
is significantly lighter than the end atoms, such as the I + HI -; IH + I reaction. 
With the use of hyperspherical coordinates, developed by Kuppermann, Kaye and 
Dwyer[9,10J, and also by Riimelt, Hauke and Manz[1l,12J independently, such 
reactions can now be easily studied. 
In this paper, we have developed a formalism to extract the scattering 
wavefunction from the hyperspherical formulation so that the probability current 
density field can be calculated. We will briefly review the hyperspherical coordinate 
method first and outline the theory necessary for this approach. The numerical 
aspects of its implementation will then be discussed. Finally, applying this method 
we have computed and displayed streamlines for the collinear H + H2 reaction at 
several values of the total energy which span the energy range where the reaction 
probabilities have been calculated. 
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2. Hyperspherical Coordinate in Quantum Mechanical Collinear 
Reactive 
Scattering 
The detailed formulation of collinear reactive scattering based on hyperspher-
ical coordinates is discussed elsewhere[9,10]. We present a very brief review here 
for the sake of completeness. 
The fundamental idea of the hyperspherical coordinates approach to the 
collinear reactive atom-diatomic molecule scattering problems is simple. Triatomic 
exchange reactions are of the type A + BC -+ AB + C, with A, B, and C 
representating atoms confined to move on a laboratory-fixed straight line. The 
two coordinates necessary to describe the system are the hyperradius p and the 
hyperangle w, which are defined as 
(1) 
-1 ( r 0< 
w" = tan R" ) (2) 
where R", r" are, respectively, the Delves[13J mass scaled BC internuclear distance 
and the distance of atom A to the center of mass of the BC molecule. 
The nuclear motion Hamiltonian in these coordinates is 
;,2 [)2 1 [) 1 [)2 
H(p,w) = - -2 [" 2 + -" + 2''i>2J + V(p,w). I" up pup p uW (3) 
The wavefunction is expanded in terms of the basis set <Pi(W; 15), which is obtained 
by solving equation (3) at a fix value of p = 15 that cuts through the potential and 
is given by 
N 
1J!n(P,w) = p-t L gn'n(P;P)<Pn'(w;15) (4) 
n'=O 
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where the radial wave functions 9n'n(P; p) are solutions of the differential equation, 
,,2,p ( -) 
- 211- ~;; P + W(p; p)g(p; p) = E(p; p)g(p; pl· 
The matrix elements Wand E are given by the expression 
- 2 t~IEp; p) = (n I V(p,w) - P2 V(w; p) In'} 
p 
,,2 
b~IEpI p) = [E + -8 2 - bnEmFlo~I 
I1-P 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
where In'} = <Pn'(w; p), En(P) is the eigenvalue of <Pn(w; p), E is the total energy 
of the system, and 0;:, is the Kronecker symbol. 
In solving the differential equation (5), one starts at a value of p which is 
sufficiently small that all eigenvalues En are much greater than the total energy E. 
To a very good approximation, we may take our initial condition to be g(po ) = 0, 
g'(po) = I and the differential equation is integrated from po to Pma" where 
Pmax must be far away from the strong interaction region. At that point , the 
wavefunctions wn are numerically projected onto the bound state eigenfunction of 
the diatomic molecule. From the coefficients of this projection the reaction (R), 
scat tering (S) , and probability (P) matrices are determined. 
The asymptotic physical scattering wavefunction can be written as 
(8 ) 
where r A is the internal coordinate of the diatomic molecule in the .\ channel, 
ADn~I denotes the initial state of the reagents and k An• is the wave number of the 
asymptotic wavefunction for state n of the diatomic molecule defined by 
(9) 
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The f (scattering amplitude) and S matrix elements are related in the following 
way 
(10) 
where VAn, is the channel velocity n I kAn' I /1-'. 
3. Generating the Physical Wavefunction 
In order to study the streamlines of the probability current density, one must 
obtain adequate wavefunctions at a large number of points along the potential 
energy surface. A crucial point that should be made here is that the wavefunctions 
generated in the course of integrating equation (5) do not correspond to the physical 
wavefunctions we want. In order to maintain the linear independence of the radial 
wavefunction being integrated, the numerical integrator which was developed by 
Gordon[14] has to perform some sort of stabilizing transformation to prevent the 
exponential growth associated with the closed channels. These transformations 
will alter the wavefunctions during the integration. The stabilizing process used in 
the hyperspherical coordinate method is the so-called reorthogonalization method 
developed by Riley and Kuppermann[15] . Therefore, the major difficulties in 
constructing physical wavefunctions for the calculation of probability current 
density vector fields are purely numerical in origin. Therefore, to actually generate 
consistent physical wavefunctiond we need to undo the stabilizing transformations 
performed on the radial wavefunction. 
In principle, any choice of initially linear independent sets of solutions should 
lead to the same scattering wavefunctions. When we get to the asymptotic region 
we can form linear combinations of these solution and one of these combina tions 
will be associated to the solution we are interested in. Sometimes this is difficult 
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to achieve because when we start we do not know exactly how to pick the initial 
values. However, it is very easy to pick up a linearly independent set of initial values 
and any set we choose will be in general a random mixture of all solutions. When 
we integrate toward large p, each set will contain some contribution from the most 
rapidly growing solution. If the small components become insignificant compared 
to the large component, then those solutions are all essentially the same and taking 
linear combination of them is useless for contructing the solutions. However, this 
apparent instability can be completely eliminated by simply back-integrating the 
solutions. 
Since we are interested in the wavefunction in the strong interaction region 
rather than in the asymptotic region, one can force the wavefunction to be 
consistent with respect to the beginning of the integration. We first do the 
scattering calculations with the stabilizing transformation and obtain the S matrix 
as accurately as possible. From equation (8), we can use S matrix to construct 
the physical wavefunctions along the asymptotic region. Then we start again 
integrating at large p and integrate toward small p without performing any 
stabilizing steps. All the initial starting values we choose have the exact linear 
combinations associated to the scattering solutions. Therefore, if the integrator 
worked well, the consistent wavefunction generated in the course of integration will 
decay to zero or to insignificantly small values near the origin. 
Mathematically, the physical wavefunction I*I~hvp can be calculated by taking 
the linear combination of the >It n obtained from integrating equation (4). In other 
words, we want to determine the coefficient matrix W, where 
N 
I*I~hvs EpIwF = L '*'n'(P' w)W n'n, 1 ~ n ~ Nope. ~ N (11 ) 
n'=l 
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where N is the total number of basis determined and N open is the number of 
asymptopicalJy open vibrational states. This procedure is discussed in detail in 
Appendix A. 
In a series of calculations performed on the well-studied collinear H + H2 
reaction, we found in all cases the numerical integrator successfully reached to 
nonclassical region without difficulties. Another advantage of this method is that 
t he integrator can generate the wavefunction and its first derivatives simultaneously 
which can be saved for future calculations. 
4. Quantum Mechanical Streamline and Tunneling Fraction 
The description of the motion of a fluid in hydrodynamics requires a knowledge 
of the vector field[16]. The vector field describes the direction of motion of a fluid 
particle and the magnitude of its velocity in that direction at any time t. The fluid 
particle is a differential element of the fluid. Equivalently, we can use the current 
density vector field defined by[17] 
(12) 
where jAn, is the current density vector and Ij!An, is the physical wave function. 
The streamlines of jAn, are defined as curves in configuration space which at 
every point P(RA' rAj in that space are tangent to the jAn, vector at that point. 
Thus, the equation of motion[18] for the fluid particle analogy to 
(13) 
where jfl, and jf, are the current density vector components for each aXIS. A 
streamline is a particular solution to the set of differential equations. 
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Typical quantum mechanical streamlines and profiles of the component of j 
normal to various straight line cuts along the current density field for the collinear 
H + H2 reaction on the L8TH surface[18-20] are displayed, respectively, in Figures 
1 and 2. The streamlines are broken up into a series of curve arrows which by 
definition are everywhere tangent to the probability current density vector jAn>. 
The length of the arrows are proportional to the magnitude of jAn> evaluated at 
its center. 
In order to display the relationship between the streamlines and the surface, 
the streamline plots are superimposed on a contour diagram of the potential energy 
surface. The solid lines are equipotentials, whose energies in eV, measured with 
respect to the bottom of the H2 well, are designated on the plot. The 0.43 e V 
equipotentials are the two curves labelled E in the figure and correspond to the 
energy of the calculation. Any classical trajectory at this energy will have to be 
confined to the region of configuration space between these two equipotentials. The 
minimum energy path is marked by a dashed line, the saddle point is indicated by 
a cross. 
The streamline plots have some interesting properties which result directly 
from the principle of conservation expressed by the continuity equation. Because 
the wavefunction is everywhere single valued and continuous, the streamlines will 
not cross each other. In addition, by applying the divergence theorm, for any closed 
contour, C, which encircle the reaction zone, the integral 
(14) 
vanishes. A is the area inclosed by the contour C, dl is the boundary line element. 
This is a consequence that the probability is neither created nor destroyed in the 
chemical reaction. Therefore, the normal flux of jAn> through a line segment 
connecting any two streamlines is independent of the shape of this segment or 
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where it is placed. It depends only on which two streamlines it connects. In other 
words, we can say that each streamline carries with it an element of flux. 
It is then straightforward to show that for chemical reactions, in which the 
breakup channel is energetically closed, a given line segment L12 which lies in the 
steep repulsive region of the configuration space at one end and the other end lies 
in the plateau region, the total flux Q>.n>. through L12 is equal to 
(15) 
where p>.n>. is the total reaction probability and n:;D~>D is the incident flux. 
Thus, we can define the current density profile, I n, for a given line L in the 
configuration space as 
(16) 
where the unit vector n is normal to the line L and is oriented to the left of that 
line. A plot of J n along a series of lines can reveal a great deal of information 
about the distribution of the probability current density field . 
• '\n A 
Equation (13) can be solved by integrating ~~: = ~~K:" starting at any 
J f .\ 
point in the configuration space or by using a mathematical device called the 
stream function[21J. The stream function is a natural outcome of the continuity 
relationship. Consider a function <I>(R>., r>.) = constant such that 
(17) 
From the continuity relationship, it follows that 
o 0<I> 0 0<I> _ 0 
oR>. or>. - or>. oR>. - (18) 
which shows that <I> always satisfies the principle of continuity; in other words, the 
existence of <I> implies that the continuity relationship is satisfied and conversely 
the continuity equation implies the existence of a stream function. 
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By introducing the value of jRAn, and j;n, as function of 1> yields the equation 
, ' 
for the streamlines in terms of the stream function 
(19) 
It is the total differential d1>(with respect to distance) of 1>(RA, rAJ. Hence, the 
equation of any streamline expressed as a function of 'll is given by the equation 
d'll = 0, or 1>(RA, rAJ = constant. Changing the value of the constant gives different 
streamlines for the considered flow , but the function 1>(RA, rAJ keeps the same 
analytical form. 
Consider the flow pattern as shown by Figure 3. The flux dQ passing through 
an element dn perpendicular to the streamlines is 
dQ = \71>. dn = d1> (20) 
which is also the total differential of d'll with respect to distance. It is deduced 
that 
J = dQ = d1> 
dn dn (21) 
where J is the current density vector. Therefore, the total flux between two 
streamlines 'll1 and 1>2 is given by their difference 
(22) 
The average value of J between A and B is 
(23) 
The streamline representation of J also provides a method of performing an 
exact tunneling calculation. We define the tunneling current on a surface as the 
current that originates in the reactant channel and arrives in the product channel by 
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traversing a path which at some point goes through a region of configuration space 
classically inaccessible at that energy. As can be seen from Figure 1, the streamlines 
cut those classical margins, labeled as E, penetrating into regions of configuration 
space which are classically inaccessible and carrying with them tunneling flux. 
Since the streamlines do not cross each other all of the flux which starts to one side 
of the streamline in the reactant channel must remain on that side throughout the 
interaction region and the product channel. Let us consider the short-dashed lines 
of Figure 2. These are limiting streamlines which are each tangent to one of the 
two E equipotentials. Any other streamline inbetween these never penetrates into 
the classically forbidden regions of the configuration space, whereas any streamline 
outside this band necessarily penetrates into such forbidden regions. The total flux 
carried by the latter streamlines will be defined as the tunneling flux Q;unn', and 
the ratio of it to the incident total flux n~~D will be called the tunneling coefficient 
,An,. Therefore, 
(24) 
The product of ,An, and the total reaction probability is by definition the tunneling 
probability p/;,';,,'. 
The bell-shaped curves of Figure 2 represent the profiles of the component of 
J normal to the cuts indicated by the segments of straight lines. The area b etween 
those curves and the corresponding straight lines are all equal to one-another and 
equal to the product of the reaction probability by the incident flux. In addition, 
the areas under the bell-shaped curves outside of the region between the limiting 
streamlines are also the same for all cuts and are equal to the tunneling flux . 
5. Method of Computation 
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The physical wave function was obtained from a code developed previously[9,10j 
by using back-integration. The physical wave functions were in the form of values of 
W corresponding to grid points of a polar mesh in (R"" r "') space. This polar mesh 
ranged from 200 x 200 points for the low energy range and 400 x 400 points in the 
high energy range. The stream function is obtained by integrating equation (13) 
for each mesh point. Off-grid values of W were obtained with a two-dimensional 
five point Lagrangian interpolation formula. 
The streamline plot is simply the contour lines of the stream function. The 
starting points for the streamlines were selected so that their density along a line, 
located at the right hand side of the figure, is proportional to the flux distribution 
across the line. This line was initially selected to have a slope equal to the skew 
angle of the system. This initial selection of points permits the streamlines to 
satisfy equation (5) . Both the streamlines and the current density profile diagrams 
are superimposed on contours of the potential energy surface. Usually, there are six 
potential contours spaced at energy increments of 0.5 eV. The additional contour, 
E, is inserted amongst these to pictorially separate out the contributions to the 
current from tunneling. 
The current density profile diagrams show the cross sections of flux normal to 
six lines placed perpendicular to the minimum energy path of the potential energy 
surface. Thus, we can see immediately the relative distributions of these currents 
at various positions along the minimum energy path. As we pointed out in section 
IV, the behavior of the streamlines and the arrows reflect the property of flux 
conservation. Initially, the lines are grouped close together and the arrows indicate 
t he flow is relatively large. When the flux enters the interaction region where the 
channel created by the potential widens, the streamlines spread out and there is a 
corresponding decrease in the lengths of the arrows superimposed on the lines. As 
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the flux enters the product channel where the potential becomes deep and narrow 
again the streamlines group back together. 
The streamlines isolating the tunneling current are calculated by first 
producing a general streamline plot then selecting from this plot initial points for 
streamlines which were approximately tangent to the potential contours labeled as 
E. The initial position of the streamline was shifted along a line in steps which 
were successively halved until one or more points on the streamlines satisfied the 
condition 1 V(R"n ro) - E 1:'0 O.OOleV and the remaining points of the streamlines 
fell within the classically allowed region. This technique isolated the position of 
the initial points to an interval of :'0 0.001 bohr. Seven current density profiles are 
constructed, three in the reactant channel, three in the product channel and one 
through the saddle point, each of which intersected the two limiting streamlines 
defining the tunneling current. The initial point and the final point of each line 
were in a region were the flux was negligible, i. e., far into the inner wall and far 
out on the plateau of the potential energy surface. From these seven lines, the 
tunneling coefficient is calculated by using equation IV.ll and IV.13. In practice, 
the average deviation for the normal currents was better than 0.5 %. 
6. SUMMARY 
We have developed a general and efficient means of the calculation of 
probability density, streamline of the probability current density vector field and 
tunneling fraction for collinear atom-diatomic molecule reactions. This method 
should be applicable to all such reactions, including heavy-light-heavy systems. It 
should be also allow to study reactions involving collision-induced dissociation. 
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APPENDIX A. Determination of the Coefficient Matrix W. 
To simplify the ensuing d iscussion, we will suppress the coordinate dependen-
cies of the various functions and matrices. 
The physical wavefunction lg!~hys can be obtained by taking linear combination 
of the primitive wavefunctions IJ!n which are available from solving equation (4). 
The coefficient matrix W in equation (11 ) can be expressed in terms of its open 
and closed parts. 
(A. I ) 
At the asymptotic region[22J, the radial wavefunction g can be written as 
(A.2) 
where the A and B are integration constants, v is a diagonal matrix whose elements 
are the channel velocity given by 
(A.3 ) 
where k is the channel wavenumber given by equation (9) . I and 0 are the incoming 
and outgoing waves given by 
for open channels 
for closed channels 
for open channels 
for closed channels 
The scattering matrix S is defined by the relation 
S = BA- 1 
Equation (A.2) can also be put in the equivalent form 
(A.4) 
(04 .. 5) 
(A.6 ) 
(A.7) 
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where S and C are diagonal sine and cosine stationary wave matrices whose diagonal 
elements are given by 
C (R\) _ {cos(k>.n,R>.) 
>'n, - exp( - I k>'n, I R>.) 
for open channels 
for closed channels 
for open channels 
for closed channels 
The reactance matrix R is defined by the relation 
R= DC-1 
(A.S) 
(A. g) 
(A.I0) 
Substituting equation (A.6) into equation (A.2) and equation (A.I0) into 
equation (A.7), we get 
(A.ll) 
(A.12) 
These two equations can be related by a matrix ~ 
(I - OS) = (S + CoF~K (A.13) 
The coefficient matrix W can be obtained by combining equation (10), (11), 
(A.6), (A.I0) and (A.13) which gives 
(A.14) 
To evaluate matrix ~I we break up equation (A.13) into its open and closed 
parts 
o ) + (Co 
Se 0 
D)(Roo ooeF l E~oo ~oeF=Efo 0)_(00 
Ce Reo Ree ~eo ~oo 0 Ie 0 o ) (SO D Oe Sea 
(A.15) 
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From equation (A.4), (A.5) , (A.8) and (A.9), we have 
Io = Co - iSo 
Oo=Co+iSo 
(A.16.a) 
(A.16.b) 
(A.16.c ) 
(A.16.d) 
By substituting equation (A.16) into equation (A.15), we get eight equations 
1Roo = -i(I + Soo ) 
1Roc = -iSoc 
From equation (A.17.a), (A.17.b) and (A.17.e), we can show 
1Roo = -2i(I - iRoo)-l 
Combining equation (A.17.c), (A.17.d) and (A.17.g), we can get 
The entire 1R matrix can be constructed as 
(A.17.a) 
(A .17.b) 
(A.17.c) 
(A.17.d) 
(A.17.e) 
(A.17.f) 
(A.17.g) 
(A.17.h) 
(A.18) 
(A.19) 
(A .20 ) 
Since we have expressions for the three matrices V 1 / 2 , 1R and C-1 , the matrix W 
can be constructed from equation (A.14) and thus the physical wavefunction may 
be obtained from equation (11). 
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Figure Captions 
[Figure 1.] Plot of streamlines of probability current density for the collision of H+ Hz( v = 
0) at energy 0.47 eV. The arrows point in the direction of the current density 
vector; the length of the arrows is proportional to the magnitude of the current 
density vector at its midpoint. The streamlines are superimposed on a contour 
plot of the potential energy surface, contours are drawn every 0.4 eV from 0.2 
eV to 1.8 eV, measured with respect to the bottom of the Hz well. Contours 
are also drawn at the energy E of the collision. The minimum energy path is 
indicated by a dashed line, the saddle point is marked by a cross. 
[Figure 2.] Plot of the probability current density profiles at collision energy 0.47 eV. 
Seven lines normal to the minimum energy path and the maginitude of the 
current density normal to these lines are drawn. The limiting streamlines 
are shown by short dashes. The plot is superimposed on a contour plot of 
the potential energy surface as was used in Figure 1. The maginitude of the 
currents is proportional to the distance from the line to the corresponding 
curve. 
[Figure 3.] Flux in terms of stream function - notation. 
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Dependence of the Dynamics for the Collinear 
CI' + HCI --t CI'H + CI Reaction 
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ABSTRACT 
Quantum dynamical calculations for the collinear CI' + HCI --t CI'H + ('1 
reaction on low and high barrier potential energy surfaces are presented and 
discussed within the framework of the hyperspherical coordinate representation. 
Vibrational excitation of the reactant diatomic was found to decrease the reaction 
rate for the low barrier surface and increase the reaction rate for the high barrier 
surface. Quantum mechanical streamline calculations were used for analysis , and 
discussion of the results is made in terms of the topology of the potential energy 
surface, in which the skew angle and the barrier height of the system playa leading 
role in explaining the dynamics of the reaction. 
1 '.Nork performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 
in Chemist ry at the California Institute of Technology 
3 Contribution number xxxx 
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1. Introduction 
The use of hyp erspherical coordinates to study the dynamics of heavy-light -
heavy (H-L-H) reactive triatomic systems[1-18] in the collinear approach has 
become a powerful method not only for the calculation of transition probabilities, 
but a lso for the interpretation of several dynamical phenomena which appea r to be 
characteristic of this kind of reaction. Investigation of the hydrogen atom transfer 
between two heavy atoms has especially benefitted due to the hyperspherical 
coordinates ability to accurately represent the small skew angles often encountered 
in these systems. The collinear light atom transfer reactions exhibit several 
interesting features : (A) the reaction probabilities oscillate with energy[14]; (B) 
vibrational adiabaticity is highly favored[19] ; (C) in reactive and nonreactive 
processes vibrationally nonadiabatic transition probabilities tend to be equal; and 
(D) resonances in the transition probability profiles are present at well-defined 
energies[20] . All of these features, mainly of quantum nature, have been reviewed 
recently[21-23] . 
This paper presents new results for the Cl' + HCI[24] reaction emphasizing 
the effects of vibrational excitation on reaction probabilities, for which little 
attention has previously been directed. It is observed that··the barrier height of the 
potential energy surface plays a vital role in the final reaction rate upon vibrational 
excitation. This observation is in itself not surprising, however the outcome is 
actually opposite of what one intuitively expects. Vibrational excitation ensues an 
increased reaction rate for a high barrier surface and a decreased reaction rate for 
a low barrier surface. Other H-L-H collinear reactions are expected to exhibit the 
same behavior since the primary cause for this observation is acredi ted to the small 
skew angle. 
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Quantum m echanical streamline calculations[25-30] provide a great deal of 
information pertaining to the wavefunction in the interaction region of the 
potential. Specifically, they are informative on how the reacting system goes from 
its ini tial to its fina l configuration by exhibiting more details of the mechanism of 
the collision. The streamlines are quantum m echanical analogous to the classical 
trajectories of a single particle of corresponding reduced mass traveling through 
the potential surface[25]. Thus they have become a crucial part of the analysis of 
the sensitvity of the reaction rate to the barrier height for vibrationally excited 
reactants. 
In section 2 we describe the potential energy surfaces we used. In section 3 we 
briefly discuss the methodology and the selection of the appropriate values of the 
numerical parameters. In section 4, the interest ing feature of the enhancement of 
the reaction rate on the high barrier surface but inhibition of the reaction rate on 
the low barrier surface for vibrational excitation reactions is studied with the help 
of quantum mechanical streamlines. The result s are summarized in section 5. 
2. Potential Energy Surface 
Two different LEPS surfaces[31] were used for both the quantum mechanical 
and quasiclassical calculat ions performed on the reactions CL' + HCl( v = 0,1) --> 
Cl'H( v') + Cl. The two potential energy surfaces correspond to those of Smi th[32] 
and have parameters listed in Table 1. Surface A with a barrier height of 6.21 
kcal/mole, corresponding to the experimentally determined activation energy[33], 
is near the upper limit as determined by ab initio calculat ions[34] and a value 
predicted by calculat ions correcting for dispersion interactions[34] . In con trast. 
the barrier of surface B lies near the lower limit [34] and shows much better 
agreement with quasiclassical trajectory calculations and experimental deactivation 
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processes[32] Cl + H(D)Cl(v = 1) ~ Cl + H(D )Cl(v = 0). Since surfaces A and B 
have barriers close to the upper . and lower limits for this reaction it is reasonable 
to expect the actual value of the barrier height to lie somewhere inbetween. Both 
surfaces are shown in Figure 1 and their corresponding minimum energy path 
profiles are shown in Figure 2. The horizontal lines indicate the vibrationa l energies 
of the isolated HCl(v = 0) and HCl(v = 1) molecules. 
3. Methodology 
The method of hyperspherical coordinates , as decribed elsewhere[2}, was 
chosen for these calculations because it requires fewer basis functions to achei ve 
convergence of reaction probabilities and is optimum for describing the sm all 
skew angle of the Cl' + HCI system, which is about 13°. The hyperspherical 
m ethod differs from other methods mainly in that: (A) one of the coordina tes, the 
hyperradius P, is independent of the rearrangement channel, and (B) the reaction is 
viewed in this formalism as an evolution from small values of P, where the part icles 
are close toge ther, to large values of p, where the reactants and products channels 
are separated. 
The coupled equations are solved by the usual Gordon propagator[35], together 
with the reorthogonalization procedure of Riley and Kuppermann[36]. The 
propagation is made by dividing the configuration space into several sectors defined 
by di screte values of p, and imposing the continuity of the function and of its 
deri vati ve with respect to P at the boundaries P = Pi between the Pi -1 to Pi and 
Pi to Pi+ 1 regions . The propagation begins at small values of P and gradually to 
large values of P where the interaction between the reactants and the products can 
be neglected. The solutions are then projected onto the asymptotic Jacobi basis 
from which we get , by standard methods[37}, the transition probability. 
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A total of 16 basis functions (8 symmetric and 8 antisymetric) were used 
at energies below that of the first vibrational state while 24 basis functions (12 
symetric and 12 antisymetrc) were used for all energies above that of the first 
vibrational state. Since fast oscillations in the reaction probability profile are 
predictable for H-L-H system, the standard energy grid was fixed at 0.001 eV, but 
was reduced where necessary to a minimum of 0.0001 eV in the resonant regions. A 
total of about 200 and 400 points for the overall energy range provides the proper 
precision for the plots of reaction probability vs. energy for surfaces A and B 
respectively. The convergence of the reaction probability with projection distance 
was examined for p = 26,28,30 bohr and it was found that a projection distance 
of p = 26 bohr sufficed for energies below 1.2 eV. The transition probabilities 
converged to ±0.001 and flux to ±O.OOOI for all energies on both surfaces . For 
comparison, quasiclassical trajectory calculations[38], performed with the distance 
from the Cl' atom to the HCI center of mass, ReI',Hel at 12 bohr, and terminated 
when either Rel',Hel or Rel,Hel, are more than 12 bohr, are presented. 
The physical wave functions used for the quantum streamline calculations[30] 
were obtained by using back-integration from p = 26 bohr. The physical wave 
functions were in the form of values corresponding to grid points of a polar mesh . 
This polar mesh ranged from 200 x 200 points for the low energy range and 400 x 
400 points in the high energy range. The streamlines are obtained by taking the 
contour lines of the stream function which the off-grid values of the function are 
interpolated with a two-dimensional five point Largangian interpolation formula. 
4.Results and Disscussion 
For surfaces A and B both the quantum mechanical and quasiclassical reac tion 
probabili ties vs. energy curves are p lotted in Figures 3 and 4 for the reac tant 
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vibrational quantum number v = 0,1 respectively. The total reaction probability 
is defined, for a reactant vibrational quantum number v as 
(1) 
where the sum is over all possible n, n being the product vibrational quantum 
number. Figures 5 and 6 show the thermal rate constants calculated from the 
quantum mechanical probabilities in figures 3 and 4. 
With the exception of the resonances the quasi classical trajectory calculations 
qualitatively agree with those of the quantum calculations. The v = 0 transition 
probabilities appear to oscillate with energy on both surfaces. There is a sudden 
increase of reactivity just above the energy threshold, followed by a continued 
decrease leading to a minimum, and afterwards, a slight, smooth and quasi-
linear increase until the highest value of the energy range studied is reached. 
The curves oscillating sinusudally as a function of E can be interpreted as a two 
state interference pattern for scattering on the gerade and ungerade vibrationally 
adiabatic potentials[24] which are shown in Figure 7. The oscillatory behavior 
of the poR versus energy curves is not of a quantum nature, as it is also present 
in the quasi classical trajectory results. The vibrational adiabatic approximation 
underlying this oscillation is quite valid for both these surfaces since nonadiabatic 
transitions contribute less than 1 percent to the total reaction probability for the 
energies considered, although the nonadiabatic effects will become significant for 
much higher E. 
The curious aspect and therefore the focus of this paper is the difference in 
the curves for the reactive probabilities upon vibrational excitation of the reacting 
diatomic for the two surfaces. Initially the reaction probability is practically 
zero but then suddenly becomes extreamly high at about 0.05 eV above the 
opening of the first vibrational state on surface A. However on surface B the 
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reaction probability curve is significantly greater that zero upon opening of the 
first vibrational state but with increasing energy exhibits no sudden increase and 
only begins to slowly rise at about 0.15 e V translational energy. This is further 
reflected in the Arrhenius plots of thermal rate constants where the vibrational 
excitation leads to an enhancment of the reaction rate by a factor almost 100 at 
200 0 K and 10 at 500 0 K on surface A, while for surface B the ground state reaction 
is faster at all temperatures. An indication that surface A may be more realist ic 
is that the large enhancement of the exchange rate with vibrational excitation 
has been observed experimentally[33). The resonances observed on the l/ = 0, 1 
probability curves have been seen previousely for similar surfaces and are disc used 
elsewhere[24J. Previous studies of this reaction have used a high barrier surface (8.5 
kcal / mole)[6,24) and computed reaction rates only for the ground state reagents. 
This behavior of reaction probability VJ. energy curves is in marked contrast to 
that in the H + H2 reaction[2]' which has a relatively high barrier to reaction. 
The difference in behavior between surface A and B regarding the effect of 
vibrational energy can be understood from the quantum mechanical streamlines 
calculations for a series of energies just above the first vibrational state. Figures 8 
and 9 di splay the streamlines for vibrationally excited transitions for both surfaces 
at 0.075 e V transitional energy. The streamlines are broken up into a series of 
curved arrows which by definition are everywhere tangent to the probability current 
density vector. The length of each arrow is proportional to the magnitude of 
the probability current density vector evaluted at its center. In order to display 
the relationship between the streamlines and the surface, the streamline plots are 
superimposed on a contour diagram of the potential energy surface. The solid lines 
are equipotentials with energies in eV, measured with respect to the bottom of 
the Hel well, designated on the plot. The 0.614 eV equipotentials are the curves 
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labelled E ' in the figure and correspond to the energy of the calculation. The 
minimum energy path is marked by a dashed line, and the saddle point is indicated 
by a cross . Comparing the streamline plots for the two surfaces at identical energies 
clearly indicates that the flux through surface A is substantially greater than that 
through suface B. 
The corresponding classical picture demonstrates that the higher barrier on 
surface A actually prohibits the reaction from returning to the reactants channel 
after crossing the saddle point region where as the lower barrier of surface B 
does not. For the vibration ally excited reactants the classical particle begins 
by oscillating in the reactants channel as it aproaches the interaction region of 
the surfaces. Upon reaching the strong interaction region the particle crosses the 
barrier near the saddle point and hits the repulsive wall in the products channel. 
Since the skew angle is so small for this system, upon rebounding from the repulsive 
wall the particle will approach the dissociation plateau very close to the symetric 
stretch coordinate of the saddle point region. On surface A the energy in the 
interaction region is much higher than it is for surface B, therefore it is a barrier 
against the classical particle returning to the reactants channel. However, for 
surface B this barrier is too small to inhibit the particle from again crossing the 
saddle point region and falling back into the reactants channel. From the paths 
of the streamlines on surface B obviously only a very few classical trajectories will 
rebound from the repulsive wall and hit the dissociation plateau deep enough into 
the products channel to result in a reactive process. 
Since many hydrogen transfer reactions of the type studied here are expected 
to have a barrier to reaction on the order of or smaller than the reagent zero-
point energy[39), it seems reasonable that for such reactions, vibrational excitation 
might be expected to be extremely ineffective in promoting chemical reaction. 
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The restriction to collinearity is an obvious limitation in assessing the importance 
of this effect in the three-dimensional world. Approximate three-dimensional 
quantum mechanical calculations on this system have been reported[40] for ground 
state reagents and indicate that the oscillations in reaction probabilities with 
energy persist in three dimensions. Three-dimensional quasi classical trajectory 
calculations[41] also suggest that such oscillations may be detectable in molecular 
beam experiments. It is not impossible, therefore, that vibrational inhibition on a 
low barrier surface might also persist in three dimensions. 
5. Summary 
In this paper we have presented the results of the dynamical hyperspherical 
calculations for the reaction CI' + H CI --> CI' H + CIon a low and high barrier 
potential energy surface, in the collinear configuration approach, together with an 
analysis and interpretation of them. Vibrational excitation was found to enhance 
the reaction rate on the high barrier surface but to inhibit it on the low barrier 
surface. This effect is observed in both quantum mechanical and quasiclassical 
trajectory calculations. Quantum mechanical streamlines are found to be a valuable 
tool in helping to understand the dynamics. Since low barriers to reaction are 
expected for many light atom transfer reactions, especially for reactions involving 
the heavier halogen atoms, three-dimensional calculations of reaction probabilities 
would be of great interest. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Equipotential contour plot for the Clf - H - Cl system for the potential energy 
surface A (top) and B (bottom) described in the text and in Table 1. The 
solid lines are the contours and are equally spaced in increments of 0.1 eV from 
0.1 to 0.8 eV. The dashed lines depict to the minimum energy path. he zero 
of energy is the bottom of the HCI well. The surface is plotted in the Delves 
mass-scaled cartesian coordinates system as described in reference [2]. 
Figure 2. Potential along the minimum energy path for potential energy surface A and B 
as a function of distance along the path, in Delves coordinates, from the saddle 
point. The horizontal lines indicate the eigenvalues of the isolated HCI(v = 0) 
and HCI(v = 1) molecules. 
Figure 3. React ion probabilities as a function of energy for the Cl + HCI(v = 0) reaction 
for potential energy surfaces A (top) and B (bottom). Solid lines are used to 
indicate total (state-to-all) quantum mechanical (QM) results; dashed lines 
are used to indicated total quasi-classical trajectory (CL) results . 
Figure 4. Reaction probabilities as a function of energy for the Cl + HCI( 1/ = 1) reaction 
for potential energy surfaces A (top) and B (bottom ). Solid lines are used to 
indicate total (state-to-all) quantum mechanical (QM) results ; dashed lines 
are used to indicated total quasi-classical trajectory (CL) results. 
Figure 5. Arrhenius plots of quantum mechanical rates k;; for reaction computed from 
the reaction probabilities shown in Figures 3 and 4 for surface A. Solid lines 
are used for reaction of ground state reagents (1/ = 0); dashed lines are used 
for reaction of vibrationally excited (v = 1) reagents. 
Figure 6. Arrhenius plots of quantum mechanical rates k;; for reaction computed fro m 
the reaction probabilities shown in Figures 3 and 4 for surface B . Solid li nes 
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are used for reaction of ground state reagents (v = 0); dashed lines are used 
for reaction of vibrationally excited (v = 1) reagents. 
Figure 7. Eigenvalues En(P) for surface A (top) and B ( bottom) as a function of the 
propagation coordinate p. These curves are pairwise degenerate at large p, the 
symmetric one being always lower than the corresponding antisymmetric one 
at small p. Values of n for the symmetric curves are shown at the top of the 
figures. 
Figure 8. Plot of streamlines of probability current density for the collision at Cl' + 
HCI(v = 1) at translational energy E tr = 0.75 eV for surface A. The arrows 
point in the direction of the current density vector; the length of the arrows 
is proportional to the magnitude of the current density at its midpoint. The 
streamlines are superimposed on a contour plot of the potential energy surface; 
contours are drawn every 0.2 eV from 0.2 eV to 0.8 eV, measured with respect 
to the bottom of the HCI well. Contours are also drawn at the energy E of the 
collision. The minimum energy path is indicated by a dashed line; the saddle 
point is marked by a cross. The coordinate system is the Delves mass-scaled 
cartesian coordinates. 
Figure 9. Plot of streamlines of probability current density for the collision at Cl' + 
HCI(v = 1) at translational energy Etr = 0.75 eV for surface B. The arrows 
point in the direction of the current density vector; the length of the arrows 
is proportional to the magnitude of the current density at its midpoint. The 
streamlines are superimposed on a contour plot of the potential energy surface; 
contours are drawn every 0.2 eV from 0.2 eV to 0.8 eV, measured with respect 
to the bottom of the HCI well. Contours are also drawn at the energy E of the 
collision. The minimum energy path is indicated by a dashed line; the saddle 
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point is marked by a cross . The coordinate system is the Delves mass-scaled 
cartesian coordinates. 
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Appendix B 
Chemical Reaction Dynamics: Integration of Coupled Sets of 
Ordinary Differential Equations on the Caltech Hypercubet 
t This paper appeared in Proceedings of the Third Coference on Hypercube 
Concurrent Computers and Applications, Pasadena, 1988 CACM, New York, 1988) 
pp. 1051-1061. 
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Chemical Reaction Dynamics: Integration of Coupled Sets of 
Ordinary Differential Equations on the Caltech Hypercube 
Paul G. Hipes, Tim Mattson", Yi-Shuen Mark Wu b and Aron Kuppermann 
Cal tech Concurrent Computation Project 
206-49, California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 
Abstract 
Use of the Caltech/JPL hypercube multicomputer to solve problems in 
chemical dynamics is the subject of this paper. The specific application is quantum 
mechanical atom diatomic molecule reactive scattering. One methodology for 
solving this dynamics problem on a sequential computer is based on symmetrized 
hyperspherical coordinates. We will discuss our strategy for implementing the 
hyper spherical coordinate methodology on the hypercube. In particular, the 
performance of a parallel integrator for the special system of ordinary differential 
equations which arises in this application is discussed. 
a Current address: 50 Kerr Parkway, # 51, Lake Oswego, OR 97035 
b Work performed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree 
in Chemistry at the California Institute of Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
The physics of systems consisting of a few interacting atoms is governed by 
a second order linear partial differential equation, the Schriidinger equation. An 
example of an interesting process involving a few atoms is the reactive scattering 
of an atom and a diatomic molecule. Accurate numerical solutions to the 
corresponding Schriidinger equation would provide a quantitative picture which 
could be compared with experimental results. In such a case , interplay between 
experiment and theory would permi t a detailed understanding of the m echanisms of 
chemical reactions. Unfortunately, accurate numerical solutions to the Schriidinger 
equation for reactive scattering problems are very difficult to obtain because of the 
large number of degree of freedom in the partial differential equation. Currently, 
supercomputers are used to obtain partial solutions to the Schriidinger equation. 
That experience leads us to believe that significant progress in ab initio chemical 
dynamics may well rest with the next generation of computers. Parallel computing 
is an attractive means of increasing the CPU cycles available for our application 
codes. The combination of a robust efficient algorithm and the performance of 
parallel computers may permit the simulation of chemical reaction dynamics which 
are too complicated to solve today. 
The ou tcome of electronically adiabatic bimolecular chemical reactions is 
governed by the initial quantum states of the reagen ts and by the potential energy 
function V which determines the forces at play during the reaction. The molecular 
level details of such a reaction are embodied in the state-to-state diferential cross 
sections at~tIEB; E tr ) and integral cross sections Qt_t' (Etr ). Here t and tf are sets 
of quantum numbers which specify the internal state of the reagents and products, 
respectively, E tr is the kinetic energy of the relative motion of these reagents, and 
B the angle between the initial relative velocity vector of the reagents and the final 
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relative velocity vector of the products. These quantities contain information about 
the effectiveness of the internal and translational degrees of freedom of the reagents 
in promoting the reaction, as well as the deposition of the available energy among 
the degrees of freedom of the products. 
There are a number of interesting issues in chemical dynamics of simple gas 
phase atom diatomic molecule reactions. It is important to perform accurate 
calculations for several reactions to help establish the relation between reaction 
cross sections and potential energy surfaces. Such studies will provide insight into 
the effect of features of the potential energy function on the physics of chemical 
reactions. Furthmore, the existence of dynamic resonances, which are very sensitive 
to the shape of the potential energy function, was predicated in approximate 
models of chemical reactions. l ,2 It is of major scientific importance to understand 
theoretically the signature of resonant processes in the real world and to calculate 
the differential cross sections at resonance energies. Currently it is not possible to 
thoroughly explore these questions because the numerical calculations are simply 
too expensive to perform in all but the simplest case. 
The calculation of reaction cross sections from an ab initio numerical solution 
of the corresponding Schrodinger equation is very difficult and so far has only been 
sucessfully performed for the H + H2 ---4 Hz + H reaction over a relatively limited 
range of total energies a - 5 For higher energies for which experimental results are 
available,6-lo lack of convergence problems set in. Furthermore, applications to 
other reactionsll which has less thermoneutral, for which the different arrangement 
channels are less isolated, or for which the atoms have very different masses, 
present severe numerical difficulties which have so far not been overcome using 
the methodology previously developed. 
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In the last two years we have succeeded in implementing a new computational 
methodology based on symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates (SHC),12 which 
permits accurate calculations on a diversity of chemical reactions over extended 
energy ranges. This method has been extensively tested for collinear models13 
and, more recently, for the J = 0,1 angular momentum partial waves of the H + H2 
exchange reaction. 14 - 16 In addition to our work with SHC, two new methods, 
based on an integral equation formalism of reactive scattering have been applied 
to the J = 0 partial wave of this reaction ( or an isotopic counterpart)17,18 and of 
the 0 + H2 reaction19 during the last year. Also, in the past year a methodology 
based on a different variety of hyperspherical coordinates has been implemented 
for the J = 0,1 partial waves of some isotopic H + H2 reactions,20 as well as a more 
conventional approach for the J = 0 partial wave. 21 
This flurry of activity augurs well for the further development of quantum 
mechanical reactive scattering, and makes it particularly timely for such 
calculations to be extended to J > 1 in order for experimentally measurable 
quantities to be calculated for some important elementary chemical reactions, such 
as H+H2, O+H2, CI+H2, and F+H2 and some oftheir isotopic counterparts. Such 
calculations would permit direct comparison with recent experimental results,6-11 
as well as with the results of approximate calculations.22 - 24 
2. Methodology Based on Symmetrized Hyperspherical Coordinates 
The methodology to be employed involoves the use of symmetrized hyper-
spherical coordinates (SHC).12 In summary, the SHC consist of a distance p called 
the hyperradius, and five hyperangles denoted colectively by w. The former is 
an overall mass-scaled size parameter. Large values of p correspond to separated 
reagents or products, whereas small ones, of the order of equilibrium interatomic 
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distances, correspond to reagents or products in close proximity to each other. The 
five hyperangles w describe the orientation of the triatomic system in space as well 
as the ratio of mass-scaled atom-diatom distances to diatom internuclear distances. 
The essence of the SHe methodology is the expansion of the scattering 
wave function in a separable basis set. The basis set is derived from a piece 
of the Hamiltonian of the system of particle. The full Hamiltonian if(p, w) is 
defined in a six dimensional configuration space and is the sum of a hyper-radial 
kinetic energy operator T(p) and a surface Hamiltonian hew; p) which contains 
the hyper angular kinetic energy operator and the potential energy function and 
depends parametrically on p (i. e. contains no derivatives with respect to p). The 
local hyperspherical surface functions (LHSF)25 ~~IM (w; p) are defined to be the 
simultaneous eigenfunctions of the surface Hamiltonian hew; p) , the total angular 
momentum squared operator j2 and the laboratory-fixed Z component of the total 
angular momentum j z. The LHSF ~~IM (w; pj) are calculated at a discrete set of 
values of pj where j = 0,1,2, ... and which cover the domain of p. The scattering 
wave functions iII J,M (p, w) (defined as the simultaneous eigenfunctions of if , j2, 
and j z) are expanded in the LHSF for p in some neighborhood of Pj. 
N 
iIlJ,M(p,w) = p-t ifnDEm;mjF~~" MEw;mjF (1) 
n' 
p E (Pj - 5, pj + 5) 
The parameter 5 is determined by the gradient of the potential energy function. 
The expansion (1) is required to solve the Schrodinger equation. By employing 
the orthogonality of the LHSF, a set of coupled ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs) for the coefficients of the expansions as a function of the continuous variable 
p is derived. 
(2) 
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In equation (2), Pi is considered a fixed parameter. A distinct set of ODEs exist 
for each value of this parameter. The system of coupled ODEs which are derived 
from the Schrodinger equation is referred to in the chemical dynamics literature 
as the coupled channel Schrodinger equat ion . The elements of the matrix VJ in 
equation (2) involve the total energy E and integrals with integrands which are 
the product of two LHSF and the potential energy function V. V J is called the 
interaction matrix because it describes the coupling of the LHSF induced by the 
physics of the system. 
The int roduction of symmetrized hyperspherical coordinates and the sequen-
tial algorithms based on these coordinates are significant advances in chemical 
dynamics simulations. The previous techniques used different coordinates for dif-
ferentregions of configuration space. Continuity of t he solutions at the boundaries 
between different regions had to be enforced separately. This matching of solut ions 
is the source of numerical problems in the old methods. Hyperspherical coordinates 
bypass this troublesome problem. 
The methodology based on SHC has three distinct phases. The first phase is 
the calculation of a set of numerical functions, the LHSF. The next phase consists 
of numerical quadratures using the LHSF. The third phase is the integration of a 
set of coupled ODEs. 
The LHSF have been calculated on sequential machines in a variety of ways . 
The first successful approach was based on the finite element method,14 ,15 but 
is very expensive in computer resources . Based on that experience, another 
variational approach16 ,26 has been implemented and is less expensive than the finite 
element method. The new approach uses a basis set of global support instead of 
the local support shape functions of the finite element method. The global basis 
functions form a rapidly converging expansion of the LHSF and so many fewer 
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global b asis functions are require than local sh ape functions leading to significan t 
computational savings. 
The ODE initial value problem (2) can be integrated wit h any numerical 
integrator ; however , several special integrators optimized for t hese problems exists. 
From the results , a scattering matrix is obtained which contains the experimentally 
relevant information about the underlying physics of the system. Integra tion of the 
set of ODEs has been implemented on the Caltech Mark II and III hypercubes. 
3 . Logarithmic Derivative Integrator 
One sequent ial algorithm for integrating the special systems of ODEs which 
occur in chemical dynamics simulations is t he logari thmic deriva t ive m ethod of 
Johnson. 27 This is a fourth-order method which enjoys good numerical stabili ty 
proper ties and has been used by ourselves and others on sequential com puters. It 
has t he appealing feature of requiring only matrix inversion and multiplication, but 
not m atrix eigenvalues and eigenvectors . 
The linear algebra tools necessary to write a parallel logarithmic derivative 
integrator (propagator) for the Cal tech hypercube multicomputer a re already 
available. Parallel matrix inversion using t he Gauss-Jordan algorithm has been 
described in another contribution to these proceedings .28 It is efficien t and simple 
to use. Likewise, parallel mat rix multip lication has been described and tested for 
the hypercube by Fox, Ot to, and Hey. 29 
What about the distribution of the matrix onto the hypercube? Bo th Gauss-
Jordan inversion and matrix multiplication use the same data distribution mapping. 
T he data need not be reorganized for the two algorithms. Since the inver ter 
and multiplier are called a large number of times, reorganization of the da ta 
might significantly reduce the efficiency of the parallel propagator. In cont rast, 
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the data distribution for inversion by Gaussian elimination is the shuffled-row 
distribution which is not natural for the matrix multiplication. The shuffled-row 
data distribution must be used with Gaussian elimination to achieve work load 
homogeneity28 
The algorithm of Johnson is based on the Ricatti form of the coupled channel 
Schrodinger equation (2). A matrix e is formed by collecting together solution 
column vectors f;[ corresponging to different initial conditions. If the number of 
different initial conditions is chosen to equal the number of terms in the expansion 
(1), then rJ is a square matrix. If the initial conditions are all distinct and 
nontrivial, then the matrix rJ is nonsingular. To transform the dependent variables 
we define the logarithmic derivative matrix (omitting the superscript J) 
(3) 
For the statement of the algorithm, we will suppress the explicit reference to the 
Pi in the quantities. The P domain is divided into an even number L of equally 
spaced steps where the constant step size is denoted h. All bold face quantities 
are N by N real matrices. The algorithm for integrating the logarithmic derivative 
matrix is 
Zo = 1 - U o + hy(po) ; 
ZI = 21 - U I - z;::.\; 1=1,2,3, ... , £ (4) 
yep£) = (ZL - I) j h 
where the input data is 
U _ { 2;'V(PI); / = 2,4,6, ... ,L-2 
I - hJ 
81 - 8[1 + oV(p/»)- l; / = 1,3,5, ... ,L - 1 
The initial value of t he logarithmic derivative or Zo is required to start the 
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algorithm. For sufficiently small values of p, the scattering wave function (1) 
has a vanishing amplitude implying that the jf are also vanishingly small. As 
a consequence, for Pj=o we have ZOl = 0 as the initial data for the recursion in (4). 
The LHSF form a good basis set for expanding the complete scattering wave 
function only in a neighborhood of pj where the LHSF are calculated. Different 
sets of LHSF are required for the neighborhoods of different Pj. Different sets 
of coefficients correspond the same scattering wave function expanded in different 
sets of LHSF. Matrix multiplication is not required in Johnson's algorithm itself, 
but is needed to transform the coefficients from the expansion in one set of LHSF 
to the coefficients corresponding to another set of LHSF: 
(5) 
The transformation is defined by the requirement of continuity of the scattering 
wave function and its p derivative at the boundary between adjacent neighbor-
hoods. This transformation provides the initial logarithmic derivative matrix for 
a neighborhood Pj from the final logarithmic derivative matrix of the previous 
neighborhood Pj-l where j > O. 
The logarithmic derivative integrator has been written and tested on the 
Caltech Mark II and III hypercubes. Its performance is essentially that of parallel 
Gauss-Jordan matrix inversion which represents the dominant user of CPU cycles . 
The test problems include the Secrest-Johnson30 model of the nonreactive collision 
of a helium atom and a hydrogen molecule. The adjective nonreactive means that 
following each collision the products are the same as the reactants: a helium atom 
and a hydrogen molecule. The model is simple because the atom and diatomic 
molecule are confined to a space-fixed straight line. In other words the particles 
have only one physical dimension to move in. The Secrest-Johnson model is a 
good test case because the interaction matrix is obtained from a simple function 
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call so no loading of data from disk drives is required. This model does not use 
hyperspherical coordinates, but the system of ODEs that must be integrated is of 
the same structure as equation (2). The efficiency of the logarithmic derivative 
integrator is shown in the figure 1. The integration used 103 steps. 
In addition to the Secrest-Johnson problem, the parallel propagator has 
been applied to a currently interesting chemical dynamics problem: the reactive 
scattering of H + Hz in three dimensional space. Using the interaction matrix 
data generated on a Cray X-MP /48, a system of 14 ODEs was integrated on a 
4-node Caltech/JPL Mark III hypercube. The results of the parallel propagator 
were compared to those of a sequential computer and are in satisfactory agreement. 
The number of pj is 100 and the total number of integration step is 103 . This test 
of the parallel propagator brought to light a difficulty with the current Mark III 
hypercube. The integrator requires an interaction matrix for each step and this 
data is stored on disk. The movement of data from the disk to the hypercube 
dominates the entire calculation. 
There is a solution to the loss of parallel efficiency due to data movement 
between the hypercube and disk drive. It is based on the fact that the system of 
ODEs is solved independently for each collision energy using the same input data. 
Instead of integrating the logarithmic derivative for each collision energy over the 
full p domain, several logarithmic derivative corresponding to different collision 
energies could be integrated over a section of the domain using a given part of the 
data set, increasing the use of the interaction matrix data once its in the hypercube. 
In fact, hundreds of collision energies are often desired to map out the dynamics as 
a function of total energy, so this seems a viable means of improving the parallel 
efficiency of the propagator given external data. This is not yet implemented, but 
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appears to require only a small modification of the existing algorithm and data 
structure. 
4. Future Work 
We are considering a variety of strategies for calculating the LHSF and inter-
action matrix quadratures on the hypercube. Parallelization of the quadratures 
can be accomplished by performing a subset of the integrals over the entire domain 
in each processor. In this case the matrix of integrals is the domain that is de-
composed (i.e., the matrix elements are distributed among the processors and each 
processor is responsible for complete integrals). Another approach is to divide the 
domain of integration and have each processor do all of the integrals over a part of 
the doamin. The matrix decomposition method of doing the quadratures h as been 
tested and has almost perfect efficiency. P arallel calculation of the LHSF is more 
difficult because the sequential algorithm is more elaborate. One requirement of 
the LHSF calculation is a parallel eigensystem solver. It is this facet of the m achi-
nary that is currently being implemented. We hope to be performing full reactive 
scattering calculations on the Mark IIIfp in the near future. 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 1. Efficiency of the logarithmic derivative integrator on the Mark III 
hypercube as a function of global matrix dimension for the Secrest-Johnson 
problem. The ordered pairs associated with each curve give the number of processor 
rows and the number of processor columns, in that order. The straight line 
segments between the data points are provided to display the trends and do not 
represent data. 
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